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Abstract 
There is no established method of measuring load accurately in a threaded connection 
at working temperatures exceeding 500°C. At these conditions conventional methods 
can not be used due to the sensitivity of the instruments and it is suggested that a non 
contact method should be used. The laser strain gauge was developed by the 
Loughborough University Optical Research Group and it is a non contact way of 
measuring surface strain. With the help of finite element analysis (FEA) a special nut 
was developed that can be used to measure the load on the connection by relating the 
surface strain of the nut to the load. Experimental work later revealed that due to the 
threads sticking in the connection there is hysteresis present between the load and 
surface strain relationship. To eliminate the hysteresis a new part was added to the 
connection which could be used to relate the surface strain on it to the load without 
any hysteresis. This new part was a specially designed washer with three grooves to 
allow easy access for the user to measure the surface strain using the laser strain 
gauge. 
Part of the design specification was that the load has to be determined to an accuracy 
of 0.5%. Using sensitivity analysis the washer was analysed in terms of how 
manufacturing imperfections affect the accuracy of the load measuring device. The 
results revealed that to achieve the required 0.5% accuracy the washer would have to 
be manufactured to very tight tolerances. To achieve these tight tolerances the 
manufacturing process would not be cost effective so it was proposed that individual 
calibration is required for each load measuring washer. Tests showed that with 
sufficient calibration the specially designed washer and the laser strain gauge can be 
combined and used as an accurate non contact load measuring device. As it is a non 
contact method it can be used in extreme environments including high temperatures. 
This thesis describes how background research, finite element analysis and 
experimental testing were used to develop the load measuring washer. Also it is 
shown, how in-depth sensitivity analysis was used to determine the accuracy of the 
prototype and that how manufacturing imperfections influence the working life of a 
threaded connection. 
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Notation 
a Radius of drilled hole 
A Area 
Ac Arbitrary Constant 
Bc Arbitrary Constant 
BC Body 
c Constant in equation for a line 
C Residual stress constant 
CF Forman constant 
Cp Paris constant 
da/dn Fatigue crack growth 
D Diameter 
Db Major diameter of nut thread 
Ds Minor diameter of stud thread 
D; Inner diameter 
Do Outside diameter 
E Young's modulus 
EE Scalar strain 
dE/E Error 
f Function 
F Force 
FR Friction 
hG Groove depth 
k Number of threads 
K Spring stiffness 
OK Stress intensity factor 
KT Thread stiffness 
KBc Body stiffness 
Ksc Stud stiffness 
L Nut load 
m gradient 
m Number of variables 
V 
N Number of cycles 
N. Normal component 
p Parameter 
P Total Load 
P(r, 0) Load distribution on the washer 
P Load distribution on the nut 
PT Thread load 
PH Pitch 
r Radius 
rd Distance from centre of the hole 
r, Internal radius 
ro External radius 
R Stress ratio 
s Length / distance 
S Bolt load 
SC Stud 
SF Sensitivity Function 
SFA Sensitivity Function of Area 
SFE Sensitivity Function of Young's modulus 
SFhg Sensitivity Function of groove depth 
SFp Sensitivity Function of a parameter 
SFp Sensitivity Function of Load 
SF,; Sensitivity Function for internal radius 
SFro Sensitivity Function for external radius 
SFX'L Sensitivity Function of grating location in "x" (horizontal) direction 
SFy'L Sensitivity Function of grating location in "y" (vertical) direction 
SFog Sensitivity Function of groove trajectory 
SFehg Sensitivity Function of groove geometry 
SF, Sensitivity Function of Poisson's ratio 
T Thread 
u Absolute deflection 
v Variables 
w Width across the flat faces of the nut 
x'G Groove centre location in "x" (horizontal) direction 
vi 
x'L Grating location in "x" (horizontal) direction 
y'G Groove centre location in "y" (vertical) direction 
y'L Grating location in "y" (vertical) direction 
a Angle of segment 
0 Thread angle 
ßC Constant coefficient 
S Displacement 
ST Thread displacement 
SBc Body displacement 
Ssc Stud displacement 
E Strain 
Surface Strain within the groove 
En Rosette Strain in direction A 
CB Rosette Strain in direction B 
Ec Rosette Strain in direction C 
EI Principle Axial Strain 
Et' Axial Strain within the groove 
E2 Principle Hoop Strain 
E2 Hoop Strain within the groove 
Em Measured Strain 
OG Groove trajectory 
9hQ Groove geometry, trajectory and depth combined 
X root of characteristic equation 
µ Friction coefficient 
v Poisson's ratio 
or Stress 
QR Residual Stress 
Qa Stress amplitude 
or, Mean stress 
Amax Maximum stress 
Qmin Minimum stress 
a, Tensile strength 
Oro Yield strength 
cF Angle of force acting on the thread from normal 
vi' 
Abbreviations 
API American Petroleum Industry 
CCD Charge Coupled Device 
ECP Electro Chemical Polishing 
ERSG Electric Resistance Strain Gauge 
FEA Finite Element Analysis 
FEM Finite Element Model 
HP Hewlett-Packard 
LSG Laser Strain Gauge 
PSD Position Sensitive Detectors 
SF Sensitivity Function 
VSM Variation Simulation Modelling 
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Chapter 1- Introduction 
In engineering applications it is often required to join a number of elements together. 
There are different methods available like welding or riveting, but threaded fasteners 
have the advantage of being a temporary connection. By temporary connection it is 
meant that the joint can be disassembled and reassembled time after time. Therefore 
threaded connections have become widely used in all sorts of applications. 
The dismountable quality of the threaded connection however means that the joint can 
become loose when not intended. Due to vibration and other external forces acting on 
a joint during employment can cause the threads to slip. This behaviour is called 
thread loosening. Thread loosening can occur without actual fracture taking part 
within the joint but it is regarded as a type of thread failure. If a joint becomes loose it 
is no longer capable of performing it prescribed task which can cause the connection 
to fall apart or lead to rupture of the components. Thread loosening is governed by a 
number of factors including load type and thread profile and with careful design the 
chances of it occurring can be reduced but not eliminated. For applications where 
thread loosening can have a disastrous effect the load in the threaded connections are 
monitored to ensure the tightness of the joint. 
One of the most common ways of monitoring load within a threaded connection is by 
the means of ultrasounds. Special sensors are attached at the free end of the 
connection and the change in length on the bolt is measured. This change in length 
can be used to calculate the strain on the bolt which is then related to the load. By 
monitoring this load it can be ensured that thread loosening will not take place. 
Knowing the load on a threaded connection is also important to ensure that the joint is 
not over tightened which can cause fracture. 
Most methods currently available to monitor the load in a threaded connection, 
including ultrasounds can only be used in certain environments. There is no method 
currently available to monitor the load on a threaded connection at elevated 
temperature. A non contact method to measure the load in a threaded connection 
would mean that the load can be monitored in most extreme environments. 
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The Loughborough University Optical Research Group has designed the Laser Strain 
Gauge (LSG). The laser strain gauge is a non contact method of measuring surface 
strain. A special grating is manufactured onto the surface of the specimen and with 
the use of lasers and a CCD camera the diffraction of the grating can be measured. 
The diffraction can then be related to surface strain. 
The aim of the project is to develop a device which can be used to determine the load 
on a threaded connection at elevated temperatures in the region of 500°C. The 
measuring device needs to have an accuracy of 0.5% and should be easy to use and 
the load should be monitored at regular intervals. 
The Loughborough University Structural Integrity Group has decided to use the laser 
strain gauge to try and develop a non contact load measuring design for a threaded 
connection. By relating the surface strain on a threaded connection to the load the 
LSG could be used to measure and monitor the load by non contact means. With the 
use of advanced finite element analysis a special nut with three grooves was designed. 
Tests showed that the surface strain can be related to the load accurately assuming no 
manufacturing imperfections are present. To investigate the effects of manufacturing 
imperfections on the accuracy of the load measuring device sensitivity analysis was 
carried out. Sensitivity analysis takes the geometrical properties into consideration 
and the changes in these geometrical parameters are then related to the accuracy of the 
device. For each parameter a sensitivity function can be found so the accuracy of the 
device can be determined. The sensitivity functions can also be used to determine the 
required dimensional tolerances on the load measuring device for a required accuracy. 
Experimental testing later revealed that the load cannot be determined accurately 
using the specially designed nut due to hysteresis caused by friction of the threads. 
Under test conditions when the load was reduced on the threaded connection the 
surface strain on the nut did not lessen due to the threads sticking. These findings 
meant a new component had to be designed which moves independently of the 
threads but experiences the same load as the joint. 
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A special washer was designed which experienced the full load on the joint but was 
not directly under the influence of the threads. This meant hysteresis was reduced so 
the washer combined with the laser strain gauge could be used as a non contact load 
measuring device. After carrying out further tests and sensitivity analysis on the 
washer it was found that the special washer can be used as a non contact way of 
measuring and monitoring the load on a threaded connection if calibrated. 
In the same way that manufacturing imperfections affect the measured strain from an 
imposed load on the threaded joint the stresses and strains experienced in the threads 
at stress concentrations will also be affected. To complete this thesis a novel in-depth 
investigation carried out to analyse the effects of manufacturing imperfections on the 
fatigue life of threaded connections is reported. 
The thesis will be presented the following way: 
Chapter 2- Background Theory 
Chapter 3- The Assembly 
An introduction into how the laser strain gauge can be used to measure the load on a 
threaded assembly. 
Chapter 4- Sensitivity Analysis of Surface Strain Measurements 
An introduction into sensitivity analysis and its importance highlighting how 
sensitivity analysis can be carried out on the modified nut. 
Chapter 5- Variation Analysis 
An in depth analysis carried out on the modified nut showing how manufacturing 
imperfections affect the accuracy of the nut as a load measuring device. 
Chapter 6- Development of the Prototypes 
A detailed description of how the modified nut was developed including experimental 
testing which lead to the development and sensitivity analysis of the washer. 
Chapter 7- Effects of Manufacturing Imperfections on Thread Strength 
An in depth analysis of how threaded connections can fail and that how 
manufacturing imperfections influence the life of such a joint. 
Chapter 8- Discussion and Conclusion 
Chapter 9- Recommendations for Further Work 
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Chapter 2- Background Theory 
2.1 Introduction 
The aim of this work is to find a way of determining the load in a threaded connection 
by the means of measuring the surface strain on the threaded connection. The surface 
strain is measured using a non contact method so that the temperature of the 
connection does not interfere with the strain measuring instrument. 
There are a number of areas that are connected to this project which need to be 
researched further. In the following section these topics will be explored and 
discussed. The project as a whole is a completely new idea so all the areas that are 
researched here will only be related to the work partially. The aim is to get a general 
understanding of these areas so when certain aspects of each are combined a solution 
to the original problem can be found. 
The concerned areas include load measurement techniques, strain measuring 
techniques and load distribution analysis within the threaded connection. By 
understanding these areas in depth should help find a way of measuring load in a 
threaded connection by the means of a non contact method. 
Once a solution is found it is crucial to examine the accuracy and the reliability of it, 
especially as it will be used as a measuring device. To do this variation analysis will 
be used, which also have to be researched further. 
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2.2 Load measuring techniques 
Threaded connections are used in many mechanical installations, as they have 
advantages over other joining methods. Unlike welding or riveting threaded 
connections can be dissembled and reassembled relatively easily. Due to this 
characteristic it is important to be able to determine the load in threaded connections 
to avoid loosening or failure. 
Presently the most accurate way of determining load in a threaded connection is by 
the use of an ultrasonic extensometer (US3759090). By the use of ultrasound the 
change in the bolt length is measured and converted to load. Present ultrasonic 
instruments, which are used to measure the change in bolt length, have a resolution of 
0.002 mm (www. norbar. com 2005). This method involves attaching sensitive 
ultrasonic sensors to the connection and it only works at room temperatures. For high 
temperature applications different load measuring methods have to be used. 
From torque measurements it is possible to predict the load but due to internal friction 
this relies on assumptions causing an inaccuracy (Blake and Kurtz 1965). Due to this 
friction between the fastener and its mating hole, a torque wrench has an accuracy of 
± 4%. Also torque measurements do not allow constant monitoring of the load. For a 
more exact measurement pre-tensioning using hydraulic means are widely used 
(US4659065). Aided by mechanical devices, such as a deformable washer, the 
loading on a bolt can be measured to an accuracy of ± 5% (US5226765). This setup 
was developed by Rotabolt (www. rotabolt. co. uk 2004) who specialise in different 
load measuring devices for threaded connections. This method can not be used for 
routine monitoring and due to creep it is not an ideal way of predicting loads. 
Rotabolt's newest product is an inbuilt measuring device which can be used in a 
variety of applications. A standard bolt is machined out and a special indicator is 
inserted and then calibrated. This indicator is then used to determine the load within 
the joint to ± 5% accuracy. 
Each of the methods discussed can be used to determine load in a threaded 
connection, but none of them is accurate enough or could be used at high 
temperatures. 
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2.3 Strain measuring devices 
The general definition of strain is the change of length of a segment divided by the 
original length of that segment. There are a variety of methods which enable us to 
measure strain. The accurate monitoring of strain is very important in many 
engineering applications for safer and stronger designs. There are several methods 
available at the present to measure and monitor strain, these include mechanical, 
electrical and optical methods. Vernon (1992) expresses this as: 
F= As /s Equation 2-1 
where e is the strain 
As is the change in length 
s is the original length. 
The simplest method to measure strain is to use an engineers rule to determine 
original and change in length, or similar methods of measuring length. Extensometers 
can be employed for more accurate measurement of these distances. 
Figure 2-1 Extensometer (www. geokon. com 2004) 
Figure 2-1 shows an example of an extensometer (Geokon Model 4450 VW 
Displacement Transducer). Such extensometers are capable of measuring to a 
resolution of 25 microstrains. It measures the change in distance between two points, 
assuming that the strain is uniform between the points. Some extensometers use 
electrical resistance strain gauges (ERSG) as the transducer which can give a 
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resolution in the order of 1 microstrain. ERSG rely on the discovery made by Lord 
Kelvin, that the electrical resistance of a material is changed when stressed. By 
applying a voltage through a strain gauge, the change in resistance can be measured 
usually using a Whetstone bridge and the reading is then related to the strain (Koch, 
Boiten et al. 1952). 
Figure 2-2 Electric resistance strain gauge (www. dundee. ac. uk 2004) 
Figure 2-2 shows an electrical stain gauge. Strain gauges are a very popular way of 
measuring strain as they are simple to use and inexpensive. The measurements are at a 
high accuracy and can be used even in dynamic applications. However, the 
positioning of the strain gauges is important to achieve good results and they only 
give a single reading, hence a slow method for building a full dataset. Recently much 
research has gone into optical engineering and as a result new techniques are being 
developed to measure strain. These methods include speckle photography (Archbold, 
Ennos et al. 1978), holographic interferometry (Charmet 1978) and photoelasticity 
(Khan and Wang 2000). These methods can collect large amounts of data in a short 
period of time. In some cases surface preparation is required (Dally and Riley 1991). 
The initial costs are very high due to the complex and sensitive equipment used in 
these measurement techniques and requires trained operators to use the equipment. In 
a comparative accuracy study between speckle photography and holographic 
interferometry it was shown that in speckle photography errors can arise due to 
focusing the camera incorrectly, whereas holography interferometry is not affected 
instrumentally (Ennos 1980). Also the sensitivity of the speckle method can approach 
that of holography interferometry, but without requiring the same interferometric 
stability of recording apparatus. 
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For approximately half a century diffraction gratings have been studied by various 
researchers. The main pioneer was Bell who invented the Diffraction Grating Strain 
Gauge (Bell 1956). Bell used a rod with a thread and used the diffraction of the thread 
and photodetectors to measure the strain. This method was in the region of 1 
microstrain accurate. As technology improved lasers have became more widely used 
and the laser strain gauge was developed (Coupland, Creasey et al. 1994). 
To tie-Ne Source To t le-Ne Source 
Single Mode 
Optical Fibre 
Diffraction 
G gimp 
Figure 2-3 Laser strain gauge diagram (Coupland, Creasey et al. 1994) 
Figure 2-3 shows how the laser strain gauge works. A very small diffraction grating is 
etched into the surface of the specimen (Wileman, Coupland et al. 1994). These 
gratings are very small, 1 mm2 and have been successfully etched into a number of 
different surfaces such as glass and various steels. Two laser beams are then directed 
towards the grating, where one is used as a reference beam and any distortion can be 
recorded with help of a Charge Coupled Device (CCD) camera. This distortion in the 
grating can be related to accurately measure strain when calibrated correctly. It has 
been shown that this method is still accurate even after degradation of the gratings or 
when dirty. 
It is proposed that this LSG method should be used to measure strain on threaded 
fasteners at temperatures exceeding 600 K. The strain then can be used to find the 
loading on the fastener. 
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2.4 Load distribution analysis in threaded connections 
In order to understand threaded connections in greater depth, it is important to study 
the load distributions. The entire load is transferred from the bolt to the nut through 
the threads and the distribution of this load can influence the surface strain on the nut 
as well as the working life of the threaded connection. 
Much work has been carried out on the load distribution in threaded connections. The 
research can be identified into two main categories, experimental and analytical 
techniques. These categories will now be discussed: 
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2.4.1 Experimental work 
Before the use of computers and modelling methods, all results were empirical from 
testing and experimental methods. Experimental methods are useful in verifying 
analytical results where many assumptions are introduced. Experimental methods are 
usually destructive and hence cost a lot of money and are time consuming. For 
reliable results a dataset of many practical tests needs to be carried out, increasing the 
cost and time involved to gather data. 
In the previous section, the uses of extensometers have been mentioned as a method 
of strain measurement. Extensometers have been used to determine the strain within a 
threaded connection (Goodier 1940). The radial and axial expansion of the nut was 
measured to try to determine the strain. By using special nuts with only a single thread 
it was possible to get a load distribution along the whole nut. The results showed that 
the method is not sufficiently accurate enough at lower loads, but at higher loads the 
results proved that the load distribution along the threads is non-uniform but 
exponential. In a compression scenario, the load on the first thread is approximately 
ten times as much as the load on the last thread. 
Photoelasticity is an effective way of measuring stress distributions. By taking a 
single photoelastic image it can be used to analyse large areas of stress. This method 
usually requires surface preparation of the specimen for accurate results. By 
tensioning a bolt and nut assembly and annealing it to a high temperature it is possible 
to "stress freeze" the threaded connection (Hetenyi 1943). Photoelastic images were 
taken of the assembly and then sliced so images of the inside of the nut could be 
taken. It was shown that the load distribution on tapered threads are more uniform. 
Hetenyi also did experiments on determining nut and bolt failures using photoelastic 
methods (Hetenyi 1950). It was shown that 65 % of the failures occurred close to the 
first thread in the nut. University College London further investigated the strength of 
the whole joint photoelastically (Jessop, Snell et al. 1955). More recently Patterson 
attempted to verify the analytical methods used to calculate load distributions in 
threads by experimental procedures (Patterson 1990). In this work, Patterson used 
photoelastic methods, like Hetenyi (Hetenyi 1950), to stress freeze the experimental 
specimens. Patterson sliced an M12 ISO nut into 8 slices each 1.5 mm thick. A 
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polariscope was used to get the photoelastic fringes. The fringe order was determined 
using Tardy compensation techniques (Kenny and Patterson 1985). More current 
research employed three-dimensional photoelastic models (Cretu and Lazar 1997). 
These axially loaded nut bolt assemblies were examined in a monochromatic 
polarized light (Na). The Boundary Element method was used to verify the 
photoelastic results and it was found that the two results are in satisfactory agreement. 
Another method of measuring strain in a threaded connection is by the means of 
sensitive pins (Sawa, Kumano et al. 1995). Five sensitive pins with strain gauges were 
placed inside the drilled body of the nut. The contact stress was then measured at 
three different points, upper, middle and lower. Sawa also used ultrasonic waves and 
sensitive films to attempt to measure strain in a nut and bolt assembly. The results 
were compared to numerical calculations which were performed using the 
axisymmetric theory of elasticity and good correlation of 1.5% was found. Inoue and 
Shimotsuma (1982) combined two experimental methods. An epoxy model was 
constructed at a four times scale, and by cutting flanks out it was possible to measure 
the deflection at the threads (Inoue and Shimotsuma 1982). These epoxy models were 
then subjected to three-dimensional photoelasticity to determine the stress distribution 
in the epoxy models. The results correlated well with previous numerical results. 
The most recent experimental method involves X-ray diffraction and hole drilling 
techniques (Martin 1998). The difference with these techniques is that they are not 
used on a nut and bolt assembly but on a threaded plate. For the X-ray method, a 
monochromic X-ray beam is employed to determine the strain within the atomic 
lattice. This method is limited to surface measurement only, but electro-chemical 
polishing (ECP) can be used to clean the surface and allow a deeper profile of strains. 
Hole drilling is a destructive method as it involves drilling a small hole into the 
specimen, then a special strain gauge rosette is fitted inside the hole to measure the 
localised strain. Martin then validated the experimental findings using Finite Element 
Evaluation (Martin 1999). Overall the trends and results for these tests showed fairly 
good correlation. There were differences in magnitudes of the final deformations, 
which were attributed by the compliance of the rolling mill and were not included in 
the finite element model. 
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Other researchers have performed finite element analysis as well as experimental 
studies. Using the Copper-electroplating method developed by Okubo (Okobu 1968), 
Maruyama analysed a bolt and nut joint (Maruyama 1973). From the results obtained 
by Maruyama it was concluded that the copper-electroplating method is a highly 
accurate measuring method. Also the accuracy of to the finite element method carried 
out by Maruyama can be improved by dividing the elements more finely. In later 
research the same two methods were employed to analyse the stress at the root of a 
thread (Maruyama 1974). In these tests it was found that once again there is fairly 
good agreement between the experimental and the finite element method, but due to 
the difficult geometry of the thread the element division introduce inaccuracies. 
Threaded connections are often used in pipe lines especially in the oil industry. These 
companies have their own American Petroleum Industry (API) recommended 
practises for testing, which are then verified using FEA (Hilbert and Kalil 1992). The 
API procedures consist of a number of different tests, material, pressure and failure 
loads. These experiments test the specimen to destruction, and special testing rigs are 
required to cope with high pressures and forces involved. Using FEA for testing helps 
cut costs and is less dangerous than experimental testing. 
A nut and bolt assembly in most working environment is subjected to fatigue. 
Hommel (Hommel 1998) carried out fatigue tests until the specimen failed and 
compared these results to FEA predictions (Hommel 1998). The results showed that 
FEA is a rational approach to predict fatigue failures. Englund and Johnson (Englund 
and Johnson 1997) compared a number of previously published experimental results 
to FEA results (Englund and Johnson 1997). This research showed that FEA results 
correlate well with experimental data and that by introducing friction between the two 
surfaces the modelled results are more consistent with the experimental findings. 
Overall, it has been shown that analytical analysis is a good representation of 
experimental tests. As validated analytical results do not require further laboratory 
testing of a physical model, the scope in cost reduction is of much importance to 
industry, reducing time and manufacture process of items. 
Most of the experimental work done by other people presented in this section was 
carried out on particular connections under specific conditions. Therefore the 
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accuracy of them cannot be examined precisely. In works where finite element 
analysis was used to validate the results good correlations were found, but errors were 
present due to the complicated geometry of the threaded connection. The complicated 
geometry meant that assumptions were made to reduce the complicity of the finite 
element analysis and the amount of computational power required. In the next section 
previous analytical works done on threaded connections will be discussed and the 
accuracy of them will be examined in more depth. 
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2.4.2 Analytical work 
Analytical analysis has a number of advantages over experimental techniques. With 
analytical methods no laboratory or testing is required so there is no need to 
manufacture a prototype. It can all be done with a pen and paper or by the use of a 
computer. If any modifications are required in the design, there is no need to 
remanufacture the sample again but all the modification can be done numerically. The 
disadvantage of numerical methods is that for complicated geometries the solution 
might be difficult to find so assumptions are introduced to simplify the problem. The 
main analytical studies are finite element analysis and numerical methods. 
Finite Element Analysis 
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is a numerical method for analysing forces within a 
specimen without carrying out any experimental testing. There has been a lot of 
research into the FE analysis of threaded connections, mainly two-dimensional 
modelling and some three-dimensional. 
Before modelling a problem in 3-D it is good practise to draw it 2-D to get an idea of 
what is happening and to keep the variables to a minimum. As a nut and bolt assembly 
is practically symmetrical all the way around it is possible to just take a slice and 
model it in 2-D. The force transfer between the threads is not straight forward. The 
easiest way of modelling it is by introducing a layer of elements with orthotropic 
properties between the nut and the bolt (Bretl and Cook 1979). The properties of the 
orthotropic elements depend on the geometry and direction of the threads. In the work 
done by Bretl and Cook the finite element analysis results were compared to 
experimental results presented in other literature and the correlation was good both 
between tapered and conventional threads. In some cases the thread is analysed by 
using contact boundary conditions (Assanelli and Dvorkin 1993). For this method 
nonlinearities must be included in the model to achieve sufficient accuracies. A more 
popular method is by introducing interface contact elements (MacDonald and Deans 
1995). The difficulty with these sorts of elements is that a non-linear analysis is 
required. Interface elements cannot merge and every time they come into contact they 
try and push each other apart until they come to equilibrium. For this an interpolation 
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method is used. MacDonald increased the mesh density at critical areas to overcome 
the problem of the non-linear analysis not converging. As the bolt is circular it is 
possible to model it using an axisymmetric model (O'Hara 1974). Axisymmetric 
model is a 2-D model which is fully rotated around an axis to make it seem like it is 3- 
D. The advantage of this model is that only one slice of it has to be drawn and meshed 
in 2-D. O'Hara correlated the results from the axisymmetric simulation to the 
Heywood equation which is based on photoelastic data. The finite element results data 
demonstrated useful information about thread design, but the accuracy was not perfect 
due to the lack of contact capability of the finite element software used (NASTRAN). 
In the case of the nut and bolt scenario an axisymmetric model is not ideal as it does 
not take the helical thread and the hexagonal nut into account, but can be very useful 
to calculate individual thread loads (Percy and Sato 1981). The helix angle in the nut 
introduces a bending moment which can be accounted for by introducing a bending 
moment. Hommel analysed two different axisymmetric models to see how different 
loadings affect them (Hommel 1999). Hommel found that there was only a 4% 
difference between the two methods and due to the extra time and complications it is 
better to use the simplified model. 
Tanaka has done a lot of research into the modelling of threaded connectors. Tanaka 
used axisymmetric model with contact elements to determine the stress distribution 
(Tanaka and Hongo 1981). Later he extended the studies to look at flange coupling 
due to transverse loading on the thread (Tanaka, Hongo et al. 1982). Tanaka used 
finite element analysis with help of spring models to analyse the loading within a bolt- 
nut joint with a fastened plate (Tanaka, Miyazama et al. 1981). The FEA method was 
used to relate the tensile load within a bolt to the actual service load to assure a good 
tightening (Tanaka and Yamada 1986). Zhao also did a lot of work involving FEA 
and threaded connections. The virtual contact loading method was developed to study 
the load distributions (Zhao 1994). Zhao found that the smooth contact method 
corresponds to the numerical and analytical results but in a frictional sliding contact 
case its not so. By increasing computational efficiency the accuracy is higher. A 
similar method was used to compare the differences in thread distribution between 
tapered and straight threads (Zhao 1998). Zhao found that with a suitable taper the 
stress and load distribution in threaded connections can be improved efficiently. Zhao 
used the same method to find the load distribution in threaded pipes (Zhao 1996). As 
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mentioned earlier, threaded connections in pipes are very important due to the off- 
shore applications. The traditional thread used is API (American Petroleum Industry) 
but with the use of FEA a premium threaded connection "FOX" was designed 
(Yamamoto, Kobayashi et al. 1990). 
2-D analysis can represent the load distribution in a threaded connection but it was 
shown that the pitch effects on the solution are significant when compared to a 3-D 
model (Rhee 1990). This can be up to 20%, so even though the 3-D analysis is more 
expensive in some cases where accuracy is essential the 3-D model should be used. 
3-D FEA requires very high computational power which usually involves high costs, 
and due to this reason only a handful of people have researched this topic further. 
Bahai, mentioned earlier is one of these people. Using PATRAN, the two dimensional 
model was rotated around using a transfer function to give a full three-dimensional 
model (Bahai, Esat et al. 1992). ABAQUS finite element program was used to 
analyse the model consisting of isoparametric and interface elements. The results 
were compared to a so called hybrid model which consists of bending elements with 
the use of spring constants. The stresses from the 3-D model showed slight variation 
around the circumference. This discrepancy however is minimal at the critical site 
where the a failure is likely to take place, hence the cost of the 3-D model is not 
justified. 
In a pressure vessel the 3-D threaded connection was modelled using 
MSC/NASTRAN (Grewal and Sabbaghian 1997). On the contact surface adaptive 
frictional elements (GAP) were used in order to account for the various levels of 
friction. The model was divided up into 45 degree segments as in the full version only 
four fully engaged threads could be analysed due to lack of computational power. 
Tafreshi analysed drillstring threaded joints using the IDEAS package for modelling 
and ABAQUS for the finite element analysis (Tafreshi and Dover 1993). Different 
scenarios were analysed including bending and torsion. For the torsion scenario the 
contact elements were changed to a continuous mesh allowing linear analysis, for 
bending the 2-D model was rotated around correspondingly with Bahai. Tafreshi's 
results of the finite element analysis have been compared with full-scale fatigue test 
results on similar joint sizes, and generally showed good agreement. Later Tafreshi 
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improved these models by introducing SAXA elements and Fourier interpolation, but 
the helix angle was still ignored (Tafreshi 1999). It was shown that using 
axisymmetric solid elements with non-linear, asymmetric deformation with Fourier 
interpolation reduces the computational time and modelling and increases accuracy in 
comparison to full 3-D analysis. 
The above listed 3-D attempts of modelling threaded connections using finite element 
analysis have all used some sort of an assumption or simplification. Most recently 
Zadoks and Kokatam have managed to create a model, which is fully three- 
dimensional and helical and uses contact element (Zadoks and Kokatam 1999). The 
thread was modelled separate from the body of the bolt and nut, and were joined 
together using fixed contact. This allowed non consistent meshing between the thread 
and body. The contact scenario was modelled in FEM code, and using PROTON3D 
algorithms it was solved. The connection was then modelled in a dynamic situation. 
Both analyses require high computational powers are very expensive. They have 
found that helical threads can be modelled accurately using PROTON3D dynamic 
analysis and that the results correlate well with the empirical workings (Zadoks and 
Yu 1997). The results were also compared with hand calculations, and it was found 
that good agreement could be achieved using dimensions that were selected based on 
the FEM results. 
Numerical methods 
In terms of threaded connectors the first real numerical findings were done by 
Sopwith. Sopwith identified that the loading along the thread is not uniform and that 
the force on a single thread is concentrated at mid-depth (Sopwith 1948). Sopwith 
also realised that the maximum load which is at the first thread in a compression 
scenario is about 4 times as big as the mean loading on the threads. By changing the 
thread profile it is possible to make the load distribution more uniform. Using 
Sopwith and experimental work Miller and Marshek developed the two dimensional 
spring model theorem (Miller, Marshek et al. 1983). The spring model idea is based 
on the assumption that a threaded connector can be divided up into a series of springs, 
where all these springs interact with each other. Depending on the material properties 
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and the profile of the thread these spring constants may change (Wang and Marshek 
1995). 
The spring model was then adapted to different threaded applications. As it was 
mentioned before tapered threads are used to make the load distribution more 
uniform. It was shown using analytical methods that there is a significant 
improvement in the order of 2 to 1 by tapering the thread (Stoeckly and Macke 1952). 
Analytical studies have gone into threads used in pipes due to the high cost of fatigue 
testing (Liebster and Glinka 1994). Using numerical methods it was possible to 
determine the fatigue life of an off shore pipe. At Lulea University researchers looked 
at the load distribution of coupling sleeve type joints (Lundberg, Beccu et al. 1989). 
This type of joint consists of a cylindrical coupling sleeve with an internal thread 
which is used to connect two drill rods. The numerical model disregards the wave 
motion of the sleeve and only accounts for the axial movement in the sleeve. 
Assumptions like this simplify the numerical model but can introduce errors and make 
the model less real. The spring model can be modified in such way that it can be 
applied to a knuckle shape threaded joint (Daabin 1990). These joints are used to 
transfer high loads in power switchgears. In further studies sinusoidal and impulse 
loading was applied to look at the affect of thread loosening (Daabin and Chow 1991). 
In these dynamic models the finite difference method was used. 
In the method mentioned above only axial displacement was taken into account. Due 
to the helix angle and the shape of the thread there are bending forces acting on a nut 
and bolt assembly. These tangential forces can be found using numerical methods 
(Yazawa and Hongo 1988). These forces contribute to thread loosening. When a nut is 
under loading it is subjected to radial deformation (Hosokawa, Sato et al. 1989). 
Hosokawa calculated the radial deformation of the nuts and verified it using 
experimental methods. In these results it was shown that the all the calculated radial 
displacements of the nuts almost agree with the measured values, except in the high 
nut whose distribution of load at the mating threads is considered to be distributed 
uniformly in the bolt-nut unit. The results were also compared to Goodier's report on 
load distribution (Goodier 1940). Goodier's measurements showed similar tendencies 
to that of the calculated values in Hosokawa's work. 
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Numerical studies are used to calculate the maximum strength of certain designs. 
Using the Alexander theory it is possible to find the maximum loadability of a bolt- 
nut assembly (Hagiwara, Itoh et al. 1995). Such calculations are useful when 
redesigning nuts and trying to keep them safe. The results show that the height of the 
nut has to be at least 40% of its diameter for it to be effective. The calculations were 
verified using experimental techniques carried out with accordance to the British 
Standards and it was found that the results are consistent on the whole, with some 
exceptions. 
The spring model is an accurate way of modelling the loading in threads as it will be 
demonstrated later on. For the spring model to work the spring constants have to be 
specified accurately. If the material properties are known then the spring constant for 
the nut and the bolt is found by working out the volume and using Young's modulus. 
To find the spring constant for the actual thread is more difficult as it involves a 
contact between two surfaces. To overcome this problem Finite Element can be used. 
By only modelling the thread no model is required for the rest of the assembly, 
keeping the number of elements to a minimum. Bahai converted the spring model into 
a matrix and used FEA to find the spring constant for the thread (Bahai and Esat 
1991). The model used for the thread was an axisymmetric model with interface 
contact elements. The results between the spring model and the finite element analysis 
showed a very good comparison. Bahai then introduced bending elements to 
compensate for the helical thread, and make the model like if it would be three- 
dimensional (Bahai, Esat et al. 1992). Introducing bending elements meant a slightly 
more complicated analysis but improved the accuracy of the results. 
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2.5 Variation Analysis 
Variation analysis has become an important research area in the late 1980s. It is used 
to help predict how components which are manufactured to be within a certain 
tolerance will behave under working conditions and most importantly when 
assembled. This is important in terms of safety but performance is also a main 
concern especially when designing measuring devices. 
The tolerance represents the permissible variation of a dimension in an engineering 
drawing. The tighter the tolerances the higher the costs so it is important to optimise 
between cost of an assembly and the tolerances. In order to design, manufacture and 
assemble products most effectively it is necessary to evaluate the effects of 
dimensional and material variation. There are a number of different methods that can 
be used. 
Monte Carlo Simulation (Early and Thompson 1989) is one of the most popular 
methods although it expensive and time consuming. Worst Case (Greenwood and 
Chase 1988) and Root Sum Square (Greenwood and Chase 1990) are commonly used 
as well but advanced statistical analysis is required to interpret the findings properly. 
One of the most straight forward analysis is the Stack-up method (Lee and Woo 1990) 
which sums the individual tolerances to find the overall variation. 
The type of variation simulation modelling (VSM) tool used depends on the specific 
problem and the accuracy of the required analysis. It is important to introduce VSM in 
the early design phase to avoid problems in later stages of the development. VSM is a 
reliable prediction technique for built dimensions of a product, provided 
representative input for individual components is accurate (Doepker and Nies 1989). 
In some cases where deformation occurs in the specimen more specialised variation 
simulation modelling needs to be used. Liu and Hu used finite element methods 
(FEM) in developing mechanistic variation simulation models for deformable sheet 
metal parts (Liu and Hu 1997). Similar methods can be applied to look at the affects 
of errors in threaded connections. Maruyama investigated the influence of pitch and 
flank angle error in threaded connections using FEA and copper-electroplating 
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methods (Maruyama 1976). Maruyama found that the pitch error on the first thread 
causes major variation in the load distribution along every thread. This may increase 
the stress concentration factor, therefore it is necessary to equalise the stress 
distribution along the root of the bolt thread which is screwed in the thread. The flank 
angle variation has minimal affect on the load distribution. 
Most of the work done on variation analysis involved assemblies and apart from 
Maruyama there has been very little work done on the variation analysis of threaded 
connections. In later sections it will be shown how variation analysis can be used to 
help find the sensitivity of parameters errors within the threaded joint. 
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Chapter 3- The Assembly 
3.1 Introduction 
Threaded connections are used to fasten two or more items together, with only the end 
of the bolt and the fastening nut visible (Figure 3-1). The inside of the connection is 
hidden from the naked eye and there is no simply way of analysing what goes on 
exactly within the joint. In this section the threaded connection will be analysed using 
finite element analysis as an assembly looking at the factors that influence the 
strength and the uniformity of them. 
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Figure 3-1 Threaded connection assembly with modified nut 
The threads are a very important part of the connection as all the force is transferred 
through them. All threads are manufactured within a certain tolerance according to the 
British Standards (BS 1768: 1963) and it cannot be guaranteed that two threads will be 
identical. When looking at the engaged threads it is possible to say that no two threads 
are joined the same way, hence it is very unlikely that two connections are the same. 
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In a threaded joint not all parts have threads, for example a washer. When a joint is 
assembled with unthreaded parts, it is difficult to assure that all parts are perfectly 
aligned axially. If parts are off centre the whole load distribution within the joint can 
be affected. This would mean that the laser strain gauge might give misleading 
results, but more importantly high stress areas might be created which would be more 
likely to cause failure. 
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3.2 Threaded Connection - Structural integrity 
Like all engineering components every threaded connection has a tensile strength 
specification in order to prevent failure. The critical part of the threaded joint is the 
first engaged thread as it is under the most amount of load. The tensile strength of any 
threaded connection can be found in the equivalent British Standard Specification. 
The tensile test on a bolt or screw shall be carried out as follows: 
An ordinary nut or its equivalent in the form of an adaptor shall be screwed on to the 
bolt or screw so as to be clear of the run-out of the thread towards the head and also 
clear of any imperfect threads at the point, the load shall then be applied to the head 
and to the nut or adaptor. (BS 1768: 1963) 
The strength of the nut and bolt will depend on its nominal diameter, its material and 
its grade. The tensile strength is only guidance; a safety margin should be taken into 
account when using threaded connections. So the maximum load a connection can 
take is governed by the tensile strength (with a suitable safety factor) assuming that all 
the other components in the joint have a higher structural integrity. 
Whatever the purpose of the fastener is, it will be required to be under a minimal load 
to hold the joint together. Therefore for a threaded connection to function properly a 
maximum and a minimum load has to be specified. In some cases the specified load 
has to be even more accurate to allow efficiency and longer working life for the 
components. When assembling a joint a torque drive can be used to apply the required 
load, but due to thread loosening constant load monitoring is required. Thread 
loosening will be explained in detail in Chapter 7. 
In most cases ultrasonic means are used to monitor the load in a connection by 
measuring the change in length of the bolt. Ultrasonic measurement works by 
applying an electrical pulse to a piezoelectric element inside a transducer which 
creates a longitudinal shock wave. This wave travels through the length of the bolt, 
until it encounters a change in density (i. e.: the end of the bolt) where most of the 
waves are reflected. The wave travels back along the bolt into the transducer and it 
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produces a small electric signal when it hits the piezoelectric element. Using this 
electric signal the time it takes for the shock wave to travel through the bolt is 
measured. Under loading the length of the bolt changes and this change in length can 
be calculated from the time it takes for the shock wave to travel. For accurate results a 
number of samples are taken and averaged. Sufficient time has to be left between 
readings to allow the ultrasound to diminish. Current ultrasonic methods can measure 
to a resolution of 0.002 mm. As using ultrasound is a contact way of measuring the 
load, extreme temperatures can interfere with the readings, also the equipment could 
be damaged. At present where the temperatures are extreme due to working 
conditions the only way of determining the load accurately is by stopping the 
machinery and cooling it down to more user-friendly temperatures. This is time 
consuming and not cost effective in most cases, hence a non contact method of 
determining and monitoring the load is required. In heavy duty machinery where the 
working temperatures are high the level of vibration the joints are subjected to 
increase as well. This requires more frequent load monitoring so an easy and quick 
method would be essential. 
Finding the load on a threaded connection is useful to help prevent thread failure but 
also to help determine the residual life of the joint. By understanding the stress 
distribution within the joint the maximum stress area can be found. It is most likely 
for a joint to break at this point but by using finite element analysis the maximum 
stress points can be found with respect to the load and the residual life can be 
predicted. The FEA assumes perfect geometry but in real life parts are manufactured 
to within a certain tolerance. Due to this dimensional variation in the joint the 
relationship between the load and the maximum stress points is subject to vary. 
Variation analysis can be used to see how the maximum stress point is affected due to 
dimensional discrepancy; this will be described later in Chapter 7. 
In the previous chapter (Background Theory) a few load measuring methods were 
discussed but due to the high temperatures only non contact methods can be taken into 
serious consideration if accurate load monitoring is required. Non contact methods 
limit the types of operations that can be carried out, especially at high temperatures 
dealing with metal objects. The laser strain gauge was developed in order to measure 
surface strain using lasers. If the surface strain on any visible part of the connection 
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can be related to the loading, then the laser strain gauge can be adopted as a load 
measuring device. 
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3.3 User manual for the laser strain gauge 
The laser strain gauge was developed at Loughborough University Optical 
Engineering Research Group as a non contact strain measuring device (Coupland, 
Creasey et al. 1994). Using a hand held device a laser beam is reflected off a grating 
engraved onto the surface of the specimen and by measuring the change in the 
diffraction the surface strain can be determined. 
In order for the laser strain gauge to work, a very fine reflective grating has to be 
manufactured onto the specimen surface. The grating manufacture is carried out using 
an Excimer laser at high frequency (1000 lp/mm). The Excimer laser operates in the 
ultraviolet light range and uses a combination of inert and reactive gases. Under the 
appropriate conditions of electrical stimulation, these gases give rise to a laser light 
which can etch the surface of the test material. The grating can be manufactured into a 
number of different surfaces, and once it has been etched it can be used to measure 
surface strain for the rest of the specimen's working life (Wileman, Coupland et al. 
1994). The area of the grating is about 1 mm` (Figure 3-2). 
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The schematic diagram of the laser strain gauge can be seen in Figure 3-3. The 
reflective grating is illuminated using a 1mW HeNe laser with an expanded and 
collimated beam. Using Position Sensitive Detectors (PSDs) the angular position of 
the diffracted orders is measured. The signals from the PSDs are processed using and 
analogue electronic circuit to obtain the position of the laser spots on each of the 
detectors. The signal is then digitised to aid the data collection. The angle measured is 
used to determine the spatial frequency of the gratings, which is proportional to the 
surface strain (Coupland, Creasey et at. 1994). 
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Figure 3-3 Schematic diagram of the laser strain gauge 
The laser strain gauge itself is built into a small handheld device (Figure 3-4). Two 
laser beams are used, one is to measure the diffraction and the other is a reference 
beam. The LSG works in a similar manner to a handheld barcode reader. The laser is 
directed at the grating and the reflected image is recorded using a CCD camera. By 
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measuring the distortion in the grating the surface strain can be determined. It was 
shown in laboratory conditions that that strains as low as 10-6 can be measured with 
the use of modern laser sources (Wileman, Coupland et al. 1994). 
The laser strain gauge can be adapted to work as a load measuring device on a 
threaded connection. By carrying out a number of experimental and analytical tests 
the correlation between the surface strains and the load on a threaded connection can 
be found. This correlation can be programmed into a data logger so as soon as the 
surface strain is measured for a certain connection the load can be calculated 
instantaneously. The user then will know whether to tighten or loosen the joint. 
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Figure 3-4 Handheld Laser Strain Gauge 
3.4 How to determine the load from measured strain 
There are two ways of finding the load distribution within a threaded connection, 
analytical and experimental. In the initial design stages, analytical methods will be 
used. All the previous work which was done on threaded connections looked at the 
load distribution in the inside of the thread. For the laser strain gauge method the 
strain has to be measured on the outside. With the help of finite element analysis 
initial testing was done on different shapes. Once the initial tests were finished more 
complicated modelling was performed using non-linear analysis to try and create a 
prototype design which could be manufactured and tested using strain gauges. 
Numerical methods were used to validate and aid the finite element results. 
With the use of finite element analysis it was possible to investigate the strain 
distributions on threaded connections. It was found that the surface strain on the nut, 
which is the only visible part of the joint, is very small and it would be inaccurate to 
try and relate the load to it. Different ideas were investigated and it was decided that 
by cutting grooves into the nut the surface strain can be increased while maintaining 
sufficient strength in the joint. All the initial ideas and a detailed description on how 
the final prototype was designed are shown in Chapter 6. 
Figure 3-5 Modified Nut 
Figure 3-5 shows the final prototype designed using finite element analysis. The 
grooves are at 45 degrees to the flat face and they are positioned on alternate sides to 
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give the user more options when taking readings. The grooves exact location was 
found by optimising the amount of material that got cut away with the magnitude of 
the surface strain. 
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Figure 3-6 Surface strain on modified nut in two principle directions 
The surface strain on the modified nut can be seen on Figure 3-6. The surface strain 
within the grooves is much higher than on the surface of the rest of the nut. This 
allows the load to be determined more accurately as a larger margin of error can be 
used. 
Presently using ultrasonic methods are used to find the elongation in the bolt which is 
then used to work out the strain. By knowing the material properties of the bolt the 
load can be determined directly from the bolt strain. With the laser strain gauge the 
surface strain within the grooves can be related directly to the load using results 
obtained from FE models and experimental results. When a nut is modified by cutting 
out the grooves and adding the grating, it can be supplied with a correlation table to 
show how the surface strain corresponds to the overall load. 
For the initial prototype this relationship was found using 2-D axisymmetric finite 
element modelling and was later verified using experimental testing. (Note: During 
the verification it was found that hysteresis is present on the surface strain due to the 
threads sticking. A different solution had to be found, this will be explained in depth 
in Chapter 6. ) 
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An axisymmetric model is a 2-dimensional model representing a 3-dimensional 
object. The 2-D model is drawn so when it is rotated around the Y-axis it becomes the 
required 3-D model. It is a very useful simplification as it requires much less 
computational power. It is especially useful when working with non-linear analyses 
such as this one involving contact elements. The disadvantage of using this technique 
is that the model assumes that geometry is circular. In this case the helical effect of 
the threads and the hexagonal shape of the nut were neglected. This will be explained 
in more detail when the development of the prototype is described in Chapter 6. 
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Figure 3-7 2D axisymmetric model 
Figure 3-7 shows the modified nut and bolt joint in an axisymmetric view. The strain 
plotted on this figure is the scalar strain (EE), it is used to find high strain 
concentrations on a FE model. This type of contour plot was used as a quick way of 
identifying where the surface strain is high. EE is found using: 
EE _ 
ý-l [(s, 
- c2 
)z + (8,6 )2 + (62 - 63 
)Z ý Equation 3-1 
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The elements within the model were lined up so a direct strain reading could be taken 
at the cut. In LUSAS the coordinate system is orientated in such a way that the 
horizontal direction is "x", the vertical direction is "y" and depth is "z". Therefore the 
axial direction is in the "y" direction and the hoop direction is "z". The following 
preliminary results were found. 
Strain reading Bolt Strain Load 
Microstrain Microstrain kN 
Axial Direction -132 1215 700 
Hoop Direction 397 1215 700 
Figure 3-8 Preliminary results table 
Preliminary tests showed that the strain along the bolt is about ten times the strain 
along the cut, and about three times as much as the hoop strain along the cut. The 
hoop strain is the strain in the z direction, going around the nut. 
Strain is proportional to load and Young's modulus. As Young's modulus is constant 
within the elastic limits of a material the relationship between load and surface strain 
will be linear. These results are preliminary and not accurate. They are used as a 
representation how the load can be found by measuring the surface strain on a 
modified nut. Further tests will be carried out. 
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3.5 Variation analysis of assemblies due to manufacturing imperfections 
In this section it was shown how the loading on a threaded connection can be 
determined by measuring the surface strain on a specially modified nut. Using finite 
element analysis a relationship was found between the surface strain in both the axial 
and the hoop direction and the load. In theory using this relationship the load can be 
calculated accurately. 
It was mentioned before that the relationship was found using finite element analysis. 
Finite element analysis assumes conditions where the geometry, the assembly and the 
boundary conditions are all perfect. In real life this is rarely the case and it is very 
unlikely that an actual prototype will behave in exactly the same manner as predicted 
from previous models. It is even more unlikely that every sample ever manufactured 
will be identical. 
Parts are usually manufactured within a certain tolerance so some variation will occur 
between the same parts. When assembling these parts, further variation will occur. 
Variation can also occur when assembling completely identical parts due to fitting 
tolerances. For example if a washer is added to a threaded joint it can move slightly 
allowing it to be off centre. 
Variations can have a harmful effect on the accuracy of the laser strain gauge. The 
surface strain will be affected by differences in the tolerances, in the assembly and in 
the materials. The severity of this variation has to be investigated further to insure that 
the laser strain gauge can be used as an accurate load measuring device. 
The next chapter will look at the main factors that can affect the accuracy of the load 
measurements. 
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Chapter 4- Sensitivity Analysis of Surface Strain Measurements 
4.1 Introduction 
It was shown before that surface strain measured on a specially modified nut can be 
related to the load on the joint. However it is not known how manufacturing 
imperfections and other variations within the assembly might introduce inaccuracies 
into the load measuring mechanism. In this part a number of possible sources of 
variations will be investigated and analysed. 
Variation can occur due to material defects, manufacturing imperfections and 
disparity in assembly. These variations can affect the surface strain measured on the 
modified nut which would then introduce errors into the load and surface strain 
relationship. For example, if a nut is manufactured so it's cross sectional area is 
smaller; it would mean that under the same load the surface strain would be higher. 
Hence, the surface strain reading would suggest a higher load than the actual one. 
During production all imperfections are kept within a tolerance level to maintain a 
certain level of quality and safety, but some variation will come about. The smaller 
the tolerance levels are the higher the production costs, so it is important to 
understand how variation affects the suitability of the product. To see how the 
accuracy of the load measuring nut changes with variation the errors due to variation 
needs to be quantified. 
In variation analysis this is called the sensitivity factor. The sensitivity factor is a 
multiplier which is used to predict the error within a certain tolerance. With respect to 
the nut, the error is the difference between the actual and the measured load. By 
quantifying these errors, the impact of the variation is found. This will help decide 
whether: 
a. The nut can be used as a load measuring device using the standard 
tolerances 
b. The nut needs to be manufactured to a tighter tolerance 
c. Each individual nut will have to be calibrated to achieve the required 
accuracy. 
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4.2 Sensitivity Analysis 
The variation in geometric dimensions due to manufacturing tolerance will have an 
effect on the surface strain under the same loads. To find the significance off this 
impact the error needs to be quantified. This is done by introducing a sensitivity 
factor. 
In variation analysis the sensitivity factor is a function that governs the relationship 
between the variations due to imperfections and the error. In numerical turns: 
dE/E = SFp * dp/p Equation 4-1 
Where SF is the sensitivity factor with respect to parameter p, dp/p is the error in 
parameter p and dE/E is the error caused by parameter p. The idea of the sensitivity 
factor is that if the maximum accepted error is known then the tolerance levels can be 
found. For example: If a component has a sensitivity factor of 5% per 1 mm and the 
maximum error allowed is 1 percent then the component has to be manufactured with 
in a tolerance of 0.2 nun. 
The sensitivity factor is unique for each parameter varied. It can be related to a 
dimension, and angle or even a material property. The object is to try and find the 
sensitivity factor for every parameter that can interfere with the surface strain reading. 
The total error will then depend on the sum of all the factors. 
This project (sponsored by Hydratight Sweeney) has the requirement to develop a 
threaded connection load measuring device. The required accuracy by the company is 
to determine the load to be within 0.5 % of the actual value. This means that even if 
the surface strain and the load can be related without any variation, then for an 
accurate load reading the measured surface strain has to be within 0.5 % of the actual 
strain. So for the project to be successful be/Le <± 0.5 %. 
To understand how the sensitivity factor works its worth looking at a simple example. 
The example chosen is to look at the parameters that can affect the surface strain on a 
solid shaft. The solid shaft was chosen as an example because the surface strains in 
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both the axial and the hoop direction can be found simply using standard formulas. 
Also the number of parameters that can affect the strain readings are relatively small 
so it can be used as a simple example. The example can be seen in Appendix A. 
A simple example like this shows, that there are a number of parameters that can 
affect the strain on a simple shape. Each parameter has its own sensitivity factor that 
governs how the change in that parameter affects the change in the measurement. 
Once all the sensitivity factors are found they can be summed together to find the total 
change. 
This example is very simple, but the same principles can be applied to more 
complicated problems like finding the surface strain on the nut. The geometry is more 
complicated so the errors cannot be found in a mathematical way but by the use of 
finite element analysis and variation analysis. In the simple example the sensitivity 
functions were simple but when more complicated geometries are analysed using FE 
the sensitivity function will be more complicated. 
The example showed mathematically how a sensitivity function can be found for 
simple geometries. It was mentioned before that the nut has a complicated geometry 
and the sensitivity functions cannot be found mathematically but FE has to be used. 
With FE the sensitivity function can be found directly by analysing how the results 
vary with respect to a certain change in the parameter. In some cases, even though the 
sensitivity function can not be found mathematically accurately, the mathematical 
relationship can be used to help predict the type of sensitivity function (Katz, Khilyuk 
et al. 1996). Using the solid shaft as an example, if the measured property depends on 
the area, then it is possible to predict that the sensitivity with regards to radius will be 
at a factor of 2 due to area being proportional to r2. Using similar techniques it is 
possible to predict how a parameter affects the sensitivity function. 
With the use of variation analysis the parameters that may affect surface strain 
measurement on the nut are varied. These changes can be modelled using finite 
element analysis and the affects can be recorded from the analysed model. The change 
in parameter is then related to the change in the measured strain. This allows the 
sensitivity factor to be found for each parameter directly. 
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The special nut was designed with grooves to measure surface strain which then can 
be related to the load in the threaded connection. There are a number of parameters 
that can interfere with the surface strain which may give an incorrect load so it is 
important to determine the sensitivity factor for these parameters. 
The method of determining the sensitivity functions for a complicated design like the 
special nut will be discussed in the following section. 
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4.3 Fundamental Equation for the Nut Sensitivity Analysis 
The first step when trying to find the fundamental sensitivity equation for a specimen 
is to identify all the parameters that may vary and affect the performance. The 
parameters are grouped and listed for the modified nut in Figure 4-1, and can be 
visualised in Appendix B. 
Before varying each and every parameter it is important to have a reference point 
which is kept constant so all the other parameters can be varied with regards to it. This 
point was chosen to be the groove centre location (x'G, y'G), which is the centre point 
on the wall of the nut from where the groove is manufactured from where "x" is the 
horizontal and "y" is the vertical direction (Appendix B). The other parameter in the 
table which is not varied is the total load as this is the parameter which is to be 
determined. 
The nut has a very complicated geometry with a number of parameters that can 
change with regards to manufacturing imperfections. Manufacturing imperfections are 
present in everything that is manufactured to be within a certain tolerance. Due to this 
no two items can be assured to be perfectly identical. With regards to the nut these 
imperfections can occur at a number of places. The hexagonal nut is manufactured in 
such a way that the distance between the flat sides is within a certain tolerance. This 
governs the effective diameter of the nut, and with it the cross-sectional area of it. The 
minor diameter of the nut is also manufactured to be within a certain tolerance and 
this governs the size of the threads. The major diameter (which is the size of the hole 
in the nut without the threads) is kept to zero tolerance in the nut. In the bolt however 
both the width across the flats, the minor diameter, and the major diameter is varied 
for the unified threads. For ISO metric threads the major diameter on the bolts is kept 
constant, but all the other dimensions are varied the same way as for the unified 
threads. The tolerances tables for selected threads can be seen in Appendix R. When 
the nut is modified and the grooves are added, the geometry becomes even more 
complex introducing more sources of error. In order to simplify the problem the 
sensitivity analysis for the nut is broken down into a number of steps. 
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Initially to keep the geometry relatively simple, the grooves are replaced by an 
orthotropic material and the surface strain on the nut is analysed without the grooves. 
The orthotropic material will allow the model to behave similarly to the original 
geometry with the grooves, but with less parameter to vary. The method of finding the 
orthotropic material and how it works is explained in the next chapter when the 
sensitivity analysis is carried out. In these analyses the surface strain is not measured 
within the grooves (as they replaced by an orthotropic material), but the strain is 
measured at the groove centre location which is the reference point. This 
simplification is valid as it is assumed that the manufacturing imperfections affect the 
strain at the reference point in the same manner to the strain within the groove. The 
magnitudes of these strains will be different, but for the sensitivity analysis only the 
change in strain with regards to imperfections matter. 
The second step is to include the grooves in the model and see how the changes in the 
groove itself affect the surface strain readings. This time the strain is measured within 
the grooves at the location of the grating point (z L, y L). By carrying out the analysis 
in two separate steps simplifies the problem as we can first vary the geometry of the 
nut and then vary the geometry of the groove. To understand why these steps can be 
carried out independently we can show it in a mathematical way. 
In the example in Appendix A it is shown that the surface strain on a solid object is a 
function of material properties, cross sectional area and the applied load. For the 
example the relationship between these and the surface strain was straight forward so 
it could be modelled easily mathematically. For the nut this relationship is rather more 
complicated, but as the sensitivity functions can be found using finite element analysis 
there is no need to know the exact formula. It is enough to say that at the reference 
point the axial and the hoop strain will be: 
cl =f (P, E, A) 
E2=f(P, E, A, i') 
Equation 4-2 
Equation 4-3 
So the axial strain (EI) is a function of load, Young's modulus and area, whereas the 
hoop strain (E2) is the function of all of the above and Poisson's ratio. 
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The exact relationship between these parameters and the strain is not known, but each 
of these parameters will have a sensitivity function (SFp) which will govern how the 
strain changes with regards to variation in that parameter. The sensitivity function will 
be found using finite element analysis. For some parameters it is possible to predict 
the sensitivity function in a mathematical way. For example, Young's modulus will be 
directly related to surface strain as shown in Appendix A, so the sensitivity function 
for E will be SFE _ -1. 
The variation of the axial (E1) and the hoop strain (E2) at the reference point will be 
given as follows. 
SEl 
= SFp 
SP 
+ SFE 
SE 
+ SFA 
SA 
Equation 4-4 
61 PEA 
8E2 
= SFp 
Sp 
+ SFE 
SE 
+ SFA 
SA 
+ SFV 
sv 
Equation 4-5 
E2 PEAv 
The equations above show the relationships between the error in strain and the 
imperfection in each parameter if the sensitivity functions are known for the surface 
strain at the reference point (X'G, y'G)" 
The second step is to find the surface strain (E') within the groove (x L,, y L). The 
surface strain within the groove (E') is a function of the strain at the reference point (E) 
with respect to the groove geometry (hG, OG ) and the grating position (xi, y L). 
Therefore the expression for axial strain (El') and hoop strain (E2') with in the groove 
are as follows: 
E 1' =f {E 1 [hG, OG, (x'j, Y t)]. E2[hc, OG, (z L, Y A) Equation 4-6 
E2' =f {E1[hG, OG. (x L, Y'L)], E2[hG, BG, (x L. Y Al Equation 4-7 
Using the same method as before the variation in the surface strain within the groove 
due to manufacturing imperfections can be found with the following expressions: 
Ssl' SP SE SA Sv Shg SAg S(z'L) S(Y, L) 
Eli 
=SFp P +SFE E+ SFA +SFý v +SFhG h9 
+SFOG eg +SFýYýý WO 
+SF(Yý) 
WO 
Equation 4-8 
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862' 
=SF 
sP 
+SF 
SE 
+SF 
SA 
+SF 
3v 
+SF 
6h 
+SF +SF 
ý(L) 
+SF 
S(y'L) 
E2 
pPEAAVv hG 6 OG e (x L) WO (Y L) (Y'L) gg 
Equation 4-9 
So the surface strain within the groove will vary with respect to the sensitivity of the 
parameters listed above. This surface strain is measured using the laser strain gauge 
which is then related to the load on the joint. Depending on the accuracy of the laser 
strain gauge there might be a variation between the measured and the actual strain. 
This is the third step in the sensitivity analysis, where the measured strain (Em) is a 
function of the actual strain. 
Em=f(E1', E2 Equation 4-10 
If the laser is calibrated it is assumed that the measured strain and the actual strain 
will be identical. 
The total variation of the measured surface strain within the groove can be given with 
the following fundamental equation: 
BEng mV 
SF pP Emv 
P=1 
vP Equation 4-11 
Where "SF" is the sensitivity function, "v" is the variables, "m" is the number of 
variables considered and Em is the measured strain. 
The laser strain gauge works in such a way that both the hoop and the axial strain can 
be determined. Once all the analyses are carried out it will be possible to establish 
which strain can be measured more accurately so the strain in that direction can be 
used to be related to the load. 
The accuracy required for this project is 0.5%, so for the project to be successful 
SEm/Em <±0.5 %. If this is not the case calibration is necessary. If the manufactured 
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modified nuts each behave slightly differently under loading due to manufacturing 
imperfections, then they have to be calibrated individually so they can be used as 
accurate load measuring devices. Individual calibration can be achieved in a test rig 
where the known load can be related to the measured surface strain. 
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4.4 Nut Sensitivity Analysis 
In the previous section it was described how the sensitivity analysis of the nut will be 
broken down into two parts to simplify the problem. Firstly the original nut geometry 
will be investigated finding the affects of manufacturing imperfections on the surface 
strain at the reference point. In the second part the affects of manufacturing 
imperfections appearing during the modification of the nut will be investigated within 
the groove. Due to the complexity of the geometry finite element analysis will be used 
to find the sensitivity functions. 
In Figure 4-1 all the parameters that may vary due to material or manufacturing 
imperfections are listed and grouped. The nut has a very complex geometry that 
means that there are a large number of dimensional parameters that may vary. Also 
there is no simple numerical way of finding the sensitivity factors for each so finite 
element analysis has to be used. This would be very time consuming so a 
simplification is suggested. Instead of varying the geometry of the nut the load 
distribution on the threads should be varied. 
The dimensional variations have an affect on the way the load (EP, ) is distributed 
over the threads (this is explained in the spring constant section, Chapter 5). Initial 
test have shown that the variation in the load distribution due to the change in 
geometry can have a significant affect on the surface strain. The tests have shown that 
the difference in load distribution between the maximum and the minimum tolerance 
levels on the nut can cause a variation of 15% in the surface strain. This is much 
higher than the variation caused simply by the changes in the geometry if the load 
distribution would be unaffected. For this reason it is suggested to determine how the 
load distribution varies with manufacturing imperfections and find the sensitivity 
function with respect to the load distribution. 
The load distribution within a threaded connection can be found by the use of 
Marshek's spring model. The spring model uses a set of spring constants which is 
determined by mathematical ways and by finite element analysis. A threaded 
connection is made up of three spring constants; these are the stiffness of the body, 
the stud and the thread. The spring constants will change according to the variation in 
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the geometry. Changes in the spring constants affect the load distribution on the 
threads which affect the surface strain. The sensitivity factor between each spring 
constant and the surface strain can be found using variation analysis. The advantage 
of relating the spring constant directly to the surface strain is that the number of 
separate parameters that need to be investigated is reduced. As all dimensional 
changes affect the spring constants it is easier to relate every parameter to the stiffness 
rather than finding individual sensitivity factors for each. 
Equations 4-4 & 4-5 give an expression to help find the change in surface strain with 
regards to certain parameters. These parameters are material properties, force and 
cross sectional area. Figure 4-1 shows all of these parameters grouped, bearing in 
mind that the cross sectional area depends on the geometry as well as on the threads. 
From the table it is evident that to find the individual sensitivity function for each 
would be time consuming. Instead it is suggested that one single sensitivity function 
for the load distribution (EP) should be sufficient to represent all the sensitivity 
functions for the nut. 
SF 
8EP° 
= SF 
P+ 
SF 
SE 
+ SF 
8A 
+ SF 
8v 
EP° EPn PP EE AA vv Equation 4-12 
Equation 4-12 shows this relationship in a numerical form. If we substitute this into 
Equation 4-4 & 4.5 a much simpler equation can be expressed by: 
Set 
_ 
SEP 
Cl - 
SFEpo 
EPn 
See 
= SF 
81P 
e2 - ýpa EPn 
Equation 4-13 
Equation 4-14 
The load distribution (EP) depends on the three spring constants (KT, KBD and Ksc, 
where T is the thread, BC is the body and SC is the stud) which can be calculated 
from the geometry. Once the sensitivity function with respect to load distribution is 
found it can then be further related to the spring constants and to the tolerance levels. 
This however can be carried out numerically and finite element analysis will not be 
necessary. 
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After determining how the surface strain at the reference point vary with respect to 
manufacturing imperfections the surface strain variation within the groove has to be 
found. The strain variation within the groove is governed by Equation 4-8 & 4-9. The 
strain within the groove will behave similarly to the strain at the reference point but 
the geometry of the groove will introduce more parameters. Combining Equations 4-8 
& 4-12 the surface strain variation within the groove (E') will be given as: 
Sh S6 SE 
SFýp 
SEPý 
+SFhý g SEOG g +SF(YL) 
S(x L) +SF 
8(Y 'L) 
E EPo hg Ag (g L) 
WL) (y'L) 
Equation 4-15 
Assuming that the laser strain gauge is calibrated so that the measured strain and the 
actual strain are the same then Equation 4-15 now becomes the fundamental equation 
governing the changes in the surface strain with respect to manufacturing and material 
imperfections. 
Using variation analysis and finite element analysis the sensitivity functions for the 
above parameters will be found in the next chapter. After all the sensitivity functions 
are found, it will be possible to determine if the accuracy is within the given limits 
(&m/Em <±0.5 %). If the error is outside the specified limits calibration will be 
required. 
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Chapter 5- Variation Analysis 
5.1 Introduction 
It was shown earlier how a specially designed nut and the laser strain gauge can be 
used together to determine the load within a threaded connection. The surface strain 
can be measured using the LSG by measuring the change in the diffraction grating on 
the surface of the nut. Preliminary results from finite element analysis showed a good 
correlation between measured surface strain on the nut and the load, which means that 
the measured surface strain can be related to the load. Finite element analysis however 
assumes perfect conditions with perfect geometry. In real life this is not the case and 
imperfections will occur. The question is how these imperfections affect the accuracy 
of the load measuring design and the predicted strength of the joint. 
In the previous chapter sensitivity analysis was introduced. It was shown how by 
finding the sensitivity function for each parameter that may vary during manufacture 
the accuracy of the load measuring device can be measured. The aim of this section is 
to find these sensitivity functions for the nut with respect to each parameter and 
determine how the variations influence the accuracy and the performance. The 
parameters can lead to inaccuracies independently so each parameter can be analysed 
individually to find the sensitivity function respectably. If the overall variation in the 
strain readings is more than 0.5% then the specially modified nut needs to be 
calibrated. 
Figure 5-1 Prototype nut 
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The geometry of the nut (Figure 5-1) is complicated and will require complex model 
analyses to find the sensitivity functions. 
St Venant's Principle states: The stresses and strains in a body at points that are 
sufficiently remote from points of application of load depend only on the static 
resultant of the loads and not on the distribution of the loads (Barre de Saint-Venant 
1797-1886). (Ugural 1991) 
Based on St Venant's principle the model is broken down into two steps to simplify 
the problem and to reduce the analysis time. The first step does not take account of the 
groove geometry but treats the nut as a solid model while the second step will only 
look at how the groove geometry affects the accuracy. 
The nut has a number of dimensional parameters that may vary. These parameters are 
listed in Figure 4-1. The dimensional change in the geometry and the threads has a 
significant affect on the load distribution as well. Instead of investigating the effects 
of all these parameters with regards to surface strain individually it was suggested that 
the parameters should be related to the load distribution. Afterwards the variation in 
the load distribution can be analysed to find the sensitivity function relating load 
distribution and surface strain. 
In aid of finding the load distribution it is important to understand how the spring 
model works. In the next section the basics of the spring model will be explained 
together with the methodology of how each spring constant is found from the 
geometry. The variation in the geometry will cause the spring constants to change 
which will affect the load distribution. Using this relationship the sensitivity function 
can be found. 
Once the sensitivity function is determined for the load distribution the variation in 
the groove will be investigated. The laser strain gauge works by measuring the 
diffraction of a grating etched onto the surface. For this reason the surface strain can 
only be measured at the location of the grating. One of the possible sources of error 
during manufacture is the positioning of this grating. The sensitivity function for the 
grating location is one of the parameters that will be investigated. The geometry of the 
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groove itself is given by two parameters; these are the depth and the angle of the 
groove face. These will be discussed in more detail later on in this chapter. 
The governing equation will be the sum of all the errors with respect to load 
distribution, grating location and groove geometry. 
The aim of this chapter is to find all the sensitivity functions in the governing equation 
(Equation 4-14) with respect to the parameter it describes. Once the sensitivity 
functions are found the accuracy of the prototype can be determined as a strain 
measuring device. The accuracy has to be within 0.5% or calibration for each nut will 
be necessary. 
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5.2 Variation in load distribution 
The geometry of the nut is governed by a number of parameters as it is shown in 
Figure 4-1. To analyse each parameter individually and to find the sensitivity function 
for each would be time consuming and would result in a very complicated governing 
equation (Equation 4-14). 
The changes in all these parameters which govern the geometry have a significant 
influence on how the load distribution changes. So instead of looking at each 
parameter individually it was decided to find how the geometry relates to the load 
distribution and find the sensitivity function with respect to the load distribution. 
The load distribution within the threaded connection is very important for the 
maximum stresses in the threads and it is reasonable to assume it may affect the 
surface strain reading in the groove. In this section the factors that affect the load 
distribution will be looked at and its overall affect on the surface strain reading will be 
analysed. 
To understand the load distribution within a threaded connection it is important to 
know how the two dimensional spring model works and that how the individual 
spring constants are calculated. Once the load distributions are found and varied the 
affects on the surface strain will be found using finite element analysis. 
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5.2.1 Introduction to the 2D spring model 
A threaded connection consists of two main parts, the nut and the bolt. All the forces 
are transferred from one to the other through a set of helical threads. The force 
distribution on the threads within the nut is not uniform; it is an exponential 
relationship (Miller, Marshek et al. 1983) with the first thread taking most of the 
overall force and the last thread only carrying a fraction of the load. 
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Figure 5-2 An example of load distribution on a threaded connection over 9 
threads 
As Figure 5-2 shows, the load distribution is a smooth graph, and the exact shape of 
the curve is governed by the geometry and the material properties of the connection. 
In theory the threaded connection is the same through out, apart from the points where 
thread run off takes place. This uniformity assumes identical material and geometrical 
properties at each thread which produces a smooth load distribution. Faults in the 
connection (i. e.: a broken thread) can introduce irregularities to the load distribution 
even though the total load transferred remains constant. 
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The special nut designed to calculate the load by measuring the surface strain on it, is 
designed in such a way that a regular load distribution is assumed. It is important to 
investigate how material and manufacturing imperfections might influence the 
structural properties of the thread slices. The variation in the thread slices will be used 
to find any discrepancy in the load distribution along the engaged threads. The new 
load distributions will be used to investigate how the surface strain is influenced. To 
achieve this finite element and numerical methods will be used. 
The most efficient way of finding the load distribution is by the use of spring models. 
The spring model is a numerical way of calculating the forces within a threaded 
connection. The calculations can be done using a spreadsheet and once the initial 
model is set up it is very easy to use and determine the load distributions. The 
spreadsheet makes it simple to vary different parameters, which makes the spring 
model a very useful tool. To use the spring model the structural properties of the 
thread slices (spring constants) need to be found. In this section it will be explained 
how the spring model works and how the spring constants are found. The variation of 
the spring constants and their effect on the load distribution and on the surface strain 
will be investigated as well. 
A threaded connection is a relatively complicated problem and it is difficult to analyse 
numerically, and practical testing is not always suitable. A nut and bolt connection 
consists of two parts in which are brought into contact via a helical thread. To model 
such a problem the 2-D spring model was developed. The 2-D spring model is a 
numerical method used to calculate the force distribution on a threaded connection. 
The model assumes that the threads are not helical, and that each thread revolution is 
an independent ring. This assumption is needed to simplify the otherwise complicated 
scenario. The thread therefore is no longer treated as a continuous helical line, but as 
separate slices within the connection. The threaded connection is then built up of all 
these slices. Each slice consists of three parts, the bolt, the thread and the stud. The 
spring model is the mathematical way of connecting all these parts and slices so they 
give a realistic representation of the force distribution. 
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Figure 5-3 Spring Model, (Miller, Marshek et al. 1983) 
There are two possible scenarios, compression and tension. To demonstrate how the 
spring model works, a compression case will be analysed as the prototype nut is 
designed to work in a compression scenario as well. The model consists of a stud and 
a body, with a force F, acting on the stud compressing the joint. 
When the force is applied it is transmitted through the threads in the following form: 
PTI = Si_I-S{ I <i <Tl Equation 5-1 
Where PT is the force on the thread and S is the force on the stud, and the subscript i, 
shows the numbering of each thread revolution. The force acting on the body is 
represented with L. The forces can be represented as a function of displacement and 
stiffness. The stiffness in affect is a spring constant, which represents flexibility of 
each component, body (KBC), stud (Ksc) and thread (KT). The method of calculating 
these constants will be discussed later. Similarly to the spring constants, the 
displacements for each section of body, stud and thread can be shown as SBc, Ssc and 
ST respectively. The forces now can be represented as follows: 
S= Ksc ssc Equation 5-2 
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L= KBc &Bc 
PT = KT ST 
Equation 5-3 
Equation 5-4 
The displacement of the stud at each thread has an absolute deflection us which can be 
represented as follows at the k-th thread. 
kk 
US = ST SBA 1 ýc Sn Equation 5-5 
and at two consecutive threads 
US' - uS 
+t = gsc' Equation 5-6 
so summing the two equations gives 
Si - 
STi+i 
i ! +1 
T +F SBd -Z 
SBý = SSC Equation 5-7 
f-1 ! =1 
but the i+1 summation term can be written as 
3BC1- 8BC'+1 Equation 5-8 
by substitution 
STi - STi+I - SBCi+1 -- SSCi 
Equation 5-9 
By replacing the displacements using Equations 5-2,5-3 and 5-4 
PTiIKT - PTi+IIKT - II+I/KBC = Si/KSC 
Equation 5-10 
The force on a body segment is the sum of the thread loads between that thread and 
the last thread. So the load Lk can be written in the following form: 
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n 
Lk =Z PTj Equation 5-11 
f-k 
From Equation 5-1 
R 
Lk = [Si. 1- Si] Equation 5-12 
j-k 
Lk = Sk. l - Sn Equation 5-13 
S is the last load on the stud. For compatibility reasons it must equal zero. 
Substituting into Equation 5-10: 
[(S; _1- 2S; + 
S; +t)IKT] - S; /KBc = SjIKsc Equation 5-14 
Equation 5-14 can be rearranged 
S; +t - S1(2 + [KTIKsc] +[KT/Ksc]) + S; _1= 0 Equation 
5-15 
The constant coefficient in the equation can be replaced by ßc to yield a second order 
differential equation. 
S; +2-QcS; +l+Si=0 
Where 
ßc =2+ [KTIKsc] +[KTfKsc] 
Equation 5-16 
Equation 5-17 
Equation 5-16 can be rewritten in the following form (Wylie 1975) 
(A2-Xßß+ 1)S=0 Equation 5-18 
Where X is the root(s) of the characteristic equation. The roots of the second order 
differential equation can be found using: 
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__ 
8cf Qc2-4 
Al, ý 2 
Equation 5-19 
The root X has two solutions due to the quadratic form, hence the subscripts X1 and X. 
The solution to the characteristic equation is discreet, which means it can be separated 
into parts. Therefore the complete solution to Equation 5-16 is given by: 
Si =Ac'XI'+Bc X2' Equation 5-20 
Where AC and Bc are arbitrary constants and the subscript of the components are 
exponents. The values of Ac and Bc can be found using the boundary conditions, So = 
Fand S=0. 
An example verifying the spring model can be seen in Appendix C. 
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5.2.2 Spring Stiffness 
When a solid is subjected to a force, it is compressed, elongated or sheared. This 
relationship is linear within the elastic region of that material and its property relating 
load to deflection is called its stiffness. The stiffness depends on the geometry and the 
linearly elastic material constants of a given solid. In the spring model the threaded 
connection is divided up into identical slices, with each slice consisting of three parts. 
All these parts have their own stiffness, which is used to relate them together. As the 
slices are identical the same stiffness can be used for each part. 
The stiffness of each part depends on its geometry and its material properties. For a 
solid geometry the stiffness will be dependent on its cross sectional area, its depth and 
Young's modulus. To find the stiffness of the body and the stud is relatively straight 
forward as both of them have simple geometries. Simple geometry means that it has a 
constant cross-sectional area and the force transferred through all of this area. The 
stiffness therefore can be found by numerical means. The depth depends on the pitch, 
Young's modulus depends on the material and the cross sectional area can be 
calculated using a simple formula (Wang and Marshek 1995). 
Stiffness = Force / displacement 
Stiffness = Young's Modulus * Cross-sectional Area / width 
Stud: 
Iss = EirDS2/4 PH Equation 5-21 
Body: 
KBc = E(DO -Db2)/4 PH Equation 5-22 
Where 
E= Young's modulus 
PH = Pitch 
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Db = Major diameter of nut thread 
Ds = Minor diameter of stud thread 
Do = Equivalent outside body diameter 
Do can be found from determining the area of the hexagonal nut. If the width (w) 
across the flat faces is known then the area of a hexagon can be calculated as follows 
(See Appendix D for verification): 
Area = 1.5 * w2 * TAN 30° Equation 5-23 
To find the stiffness of the thread is more complicated. The stud and the body are 
being compressed or elongated, with the force acting uniformly over the area. So by 
knowing the material properties the stiffness could be calculated. However the thread 
acts more like a beam that is being deflected. If the deflection of the thread would be 
known, then the stiffness would be easily calculated using the above expression. 
It would be preferable to find the stiffness of the beam mathematically so any 
variation can be calculated quickly and accurately. The deflection in a beam can be 
calculated using mathematical methods, if the cross sectional area, the material 
properties and the boundary conditions are known, then the deflection can be 
calculated using the stress functions. This method can only be used for simple 
problems where the cross section area is constant and the beam is assumed to be long 
and thin. If the thread is treated like a beam then it needs to be taken into 
consideration that it is short and that the cross sectional area is not uniform. There are 
methods available such as the finite difference method (Ugural 1991) which is used to 
find the deflection in non uniform beams. Hetenyi (1946) found solutions for special 
short beams (Hetenyi 1946) but in his calculations the modulus of the foundation was 
taken into account. With respect to a threaded connection the modulus of the 
foundation could not be found easily in a mathematical way, also many assumptions 
would have to be introduced that would affect the accuracy of the calculations. Due to 
these complications it was decided that finite element analysis is a more reliable way 
of finding the displacement of the thread. 
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The disadvantage of using finite element analysis over a mathematical model is that 
every time a dimension is changed in the thread the model would have to be redrawn 
and reanalysed. For complicated models this can be difficult and time consuming. It 
was decided that a simple axisymmetric model will be used to represent a whole slice 
of the threaded connection, and by measuring the relative displacements of the threads 
the stiffness can be found. 
The finite element model needs to be kept simple so it can be modified easily for 
different geometries and that variation analysis can be carried out. As it was 
mentioned before an axisymmetric model will be used but this simplification will 
ignore the helical effect on the thread, but allow the geometry to be modified simply, 
by moving nodes. Also the 2-D geometry allows the model to be meshed easier and 
less computational power is required for the calculations. It was also assumed that the 
friction between the threads is negligible and they were not taken into account when 
modelling. 
Distributed loading 
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Figure 5-4 Finite element model to find KT 
The figure above shows the axisymmetric finite element model which was used to 
find KT. The vertical axis acts as the centre of symmetry where the 2-D axisymmetric 
model is rotated 360° to give a full 3-D model. Due to this rotation the nut is assumed 
to be round and not hexagonal, but the model is designed in such a way that the area 
of the nut is the same. This assures that the spring constant for the nut KBC is not 
affected. 
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There are two ways of modelling a contact problem using LUSAS. In the first 
scenario the two geometries are drawn with a finite distance between them. In this 
case two load cases are used, the first loadcase is a simple displacement which brings 
the surfaces into contact, and the second loadcase is used to apply the required force. 
This method is advantageous as the two geometries are completely separate and it 
makes it easier to edit the geometries. The second method only uses one loadcase, as 
the geometries are already in contact before the analysis. In this model the second 
method was used for two reasons. Having only one loadcase means a more simple 
analysis also, it is easier to apply displacement constraints when the geometries are 
already in contact. 
The model represents one single thread so the spring constant for the thread can be 
found easily. A full model which shows the whole connection would be similar to this 
but with the threads stacked up on top of each other. To model this correctly the 
boundary conditions have to account for the threads not shown. The top and bottom 
surfaces of this single thread (both nut and bolt) are constrained so they move 
together. This ensures that the single thread behaves just like if another thread would 
be joined on. 
A uniform force is applied along the top surface of the bolt and the bottom surface of 
the nut is fixed in the vertical direction. The uniform force represents the loading 
transferred through each layer of the shaft and it is also used to find the spring 
constant. No other supports are required as the nut is an axisymmetric model and it is 
assumed to be a ring so it cannot move in the horizontal direction freely. 
Slidelines were added to the two contact surfaces and merging of the two surfaces was 
restricted. As mentioned before friction was not taken into account, therefore the 
slidelines used were non-friction. 
Once the model is analysed it is possible to use the Value command in LUSAS, to 
find the displacement any node. The spring constant (KT) represents the stiffness of 
the two threads acting together. At each thread the mid point is taken where the thread 
is joined onto the nut or the bolt respectively. The relative displacement of these 
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points gives the overall displacement of the threads. The stiffness is then calculated 
from the total load and displacement. 
To test this method of finding KT an example was taken from Wang's and Marshek's 
work (Wang and Marshek 1995). The same geometry was used as described in their 
paper, although exact material properties were not given. 
The geometry given in Wang's and Marshek's paper is a1 inch diameter steel bolt 
and nut with 8UN thread. Their value for spring constant KT was 0.113*108 lb/in 
(1.97* 106 N/mm). 
The overall displacement was 5.18* 10-4 mm under a 1000 N load, giving a value of 
1.93*106 N/mm for KT. The results were with in 2% of each other proving that the 
above described method is a valid way of calculating the stiffness of two threads in 
contact. 
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5.2.3 Variation in Spring Constants 
There are three main types of variation analysis; these are Worst Case, Root Sum 
Square (RSS) and Monte Carlo. All these methods are based on the stack-up method 
which is the adding up of the variation in the parts (Liu and Hu 1997). Worst case was 
the first one, and it works on using extreme examples. The worst case scenarios are 
taken as an example and analysed. The RSS method is based on a statistical 
distribution for the tolerance variation. This gives a more realistic view, but it is 
difficult to work out the distribution. Both of these methods are difficult to apply to 
complicated 2-D and 3-D assemblies. The Monte Carlo simulation can be applied to 
more complex assemblies and it is carried out by taking tolerances randomly from a 
known distribution. 
For the variation analysis on the spring constants the worst case method was used due 
to the large number of different variations. The extreme (maximum and minimum) 
values are found for each spring constant and are then used to find the variation of the 
load distribution. Even though the nut is a 3-D problem the load distribution is found 
in a single plane so the worst case method is a suitable variation tool. 
Marshek and Wang have looked at how the load distribution changes if the ratio 
between the nut and the bolt spring constant is varied (Wang and Marshek 1995). In 
their studies they kept the same spring constant ratio throughout the threads and they 
found that in a compression case there is a minimal change in the load distribution 
even at large variations. They also found that in the tension case the effects of 
changing the ratio between the spring constants have a much greater effect, in some 
extreme cases the load distribution is reversed so most of the load is carried on the last 
thread not on the first one. In this report all the three spring constants will be varied 
and the variation will be randomised between each thread looking at the compression 
case. This will introduce much larger changes in the load distribution especially as the 
thread spring constant (KT) is varied as well. The effects of this on the surface strain 
will be measured using finite element analysis. 
The 2-D spring model is a relatively simple model, so once the spring stiffness is 
calculated the force distribution can be found easily and quickly. This is an advantage 
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when large numbers of threads are needed to be analysed. One of these cases is when 
carrying out variation analysis on a set of nuts and bolts. 
Nuts and bolts are very widely used in all sorts of applications. Each nut and bolt 
manufactured comes with its given tolerance, but the exact effect of this variation in 
dimension is unknown. These changes in the dimension will influence the magnitude 
of the stiffness, which will affect the force on each thread. The aim of the variation 
analysis is to find the effect of changes in the dimension with respect to the force 
distribution. 
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5.2.4 Imperfections in the Spring Constants 
The stiffness is governed by two main factors, the material properties and the 
geometry. Any variation in one of these properties and the spring constant will 
change, which will affect the load distribution. 
Nuts and bolts are made to standard sizes with in a given tolerance. Using tolerance 
tables from the British Standards (BS916: 1953), the variations in geometry can be 
determined. As the stud and the body stiffness (Ksc & KBc) are directly proportional 
to the surface area the maximum and the minimum stiffness can be found directly 
from the tables. To find the effect of the geometry variation on the stiffness of the 
thread finite element analysis has to be used. 
Stud Stiffness (Bolt -K 
The spring stiffness for the stud (bolt) is affected by the minor diameter of the bolt. 
From the minor diameter the cross sectional area of the bolt can be found which can 
then be related to the stiffness using the pitch and the material properties. The minor 
diameter is manufactured to be within a certain tolerance and using the two extreme 
dimensions the maximum and the minimum values for Ksc can be found. 
The prototype nut was designed on the basis of a2 Y2 inch UNF8 nut. Therefore all 
the finite element modelling and variation analysis will be done using the dimensions 
for this nut from the British Standards. 
1/2 inch UNF8 connection made from EN24 steel 
Pro erties: 
Young's Modulus 195000 N/mm2 
Pitch 0.125 inch 
Pitch 3.175 mm 
Figure 5-5 Property table for the connection 
The formula to find the spring constant for the stud was shown previously. 
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Major diameter Minor diameter Surface area Ksc 
inch inch mm2 N/mm 
Maximum value 2.4976 2.3442 2784.50 1.71 E+08 
Minimum value 2.4826 2.3270 2743.79 1.69E+08 
Variation 
in Ksc 1.46 
1% 
Figure 5-6 Variation in stud spring constant (Bolt) 
Figure 5-6 shows the two extreme values for Inc. The variation between the two 
values is relatively small (1.5%) but this is expected as the tolerances are very tight. 
The variation is different for different sized connections, and it cannot be assumed 
that all joints have such tight tolerances. In general it is possible to say that the smaller 
the nominal diameter, the bigger the variation due to the relative magnitude of the 
tolerances. For very small joints (nominal diameter <5 mm) the variation can be as 
high as 8%. The variation in the spring constant has to be found individually for each 
size. 
Body Stiffness (Nut) - KRc 
The spring stiffness for the body (nut) is found in a similar manner to the stud 
stiffness. The formula to find KBc is shown in the previous part. 
Minor diameter Major diameter Width across flats Surface area Kbc 
Inch inch inch mmA2 N/mm 
Maximum value 2.3897 2.5 3.75 4690.15 2.88E+08 
Minimum value 2.3647 2.5 3.69 4440.73 2.73E+08 
ariation 5.321 % 
Figure 5-7 Variation in body spring constant (Nut) 
The spring constant for the body is governed by two dimensions and due to this the 
variation is slightly higher than for the stud spring constant. Once again this variation 
is unique to this size and for smaller nominal diameters the variation can be as high as 
10%. As the diameter increases the variation in the spring constant is reduced. 
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It was mentioned before that the variation in the spring constants vary with the 
nominal diameter and to calculate the level of variation each size has to be 
investigated individually. Alternatively, if the level of accuracy is not such a high 
importance data tables can be used to predict the variation. Using the British 
Standards a selection of nominal diameters can be investigated and the variation is 
found for each size. If a large enough sample is collected a trend can be found to 
relate nominal diameter and variation in their respected constants. This relationship is 
exponential and very inaccurate for small diameters. However it is a useful tool when 
the variation in spring constants has to be found quickly for any diameter. 
Thread Stiffness - KT 
The stiffness of the thread cannot be found mathematically in a convenient manner 
due to a number of reasons as explained previously. Therefore finite element 
(numerical) analysis is used. This means that the variation in the thread spring 
constant has to be found using FE as well. 
The threads are manufactured to within a certain tolerance just like the rest of the 
dimensions in the joint. These tolerances allow the geometry of the thread to vary 
which affects the stiffness of the thread. To find the maximum and the minimum 
value for the thread stiffness two extreme geometries are modelled and analysed. It is 
assumed that the minimum value will be when the thread bends the easiest and this 
will occur when the thread is the smallest. Small thread means less material which 
allows the thread to bend more. It is also assumed that the maximum thread stiffness 
is when the thread bends the least and this occurs when the thread is as big as 
possible. Both these geometries can be modelled using finite element analysis and the 
thread stiffness can be found for each. These will be the maximum and minimum 
values for KT. 
There is another factor that may change and affect the thread stiffness. This is the 
thread angle. However the tolerance for this is not specified in any British Standards. 
In a later chapter looking at residual life an investigation is carried out to examine the 
affect of thread angle on the maximum stress areas in the thread. It was found that the 
variation in the angle has a less significant effect on the thread than the dimensional 
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variation. For this reason it was decided to assume that effects due to the thread angle 
are negligible and only vary the geometry with respect to the dimensional changes 
when calculating the two extreme values for KT. 
The results can be seen in the table below. Delta 1&2 represent the two nodes where 
the displacement is measured from. 
Maximum Minimum units 
minor diameter of bolt 2.327 2.344 inch 
major diameter of bolt 2.498 2.483 inch 
major diameter of nut 2.5 2.5 inch 
minor radius of bolt 29.553 29.771 mm 
major radius of bolt 31.720 31.529 mm 
major radius of nut 31.75 31.75 mm 
Force applied 1000 1000 N 
delta 1 -4.41 E-04 -5.57E-04 mm 
elta 2 -1.85E-05 -1.92E-05 mm 
Displacement -4.23E-04 -5.38E-04 mm 
Kt - N/mm 2.37E+06 1.86E+06 N/mm 
ariation 21.44 1% 
Figure 5-8 Variation in thread spring constant 
The thread behaves like a beam as it is only supported from one end. This suggests 
that the amount it is displaced by when a load is applied is more sensitive to changes 
in the geometry. This explains the high discrepancy between the maximum and the 
minimum value. 
To find the effect of the variation in the spring constants on the surface strain an in- 
depth analysis needs to be carried out. First the variation in the load distribution needs 
to be found and then it can be used to find the variation on the strain. This will be 
presented in the following section. 
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5.2.5 Method to find variation affect on load distribution 
The variation in geometry due to the dimensional tolerances will affect the individual 
spring constants which will cause the load distribution to vary. The load distribution 
can be found if the spring constants are known using the spring model described 
earlier. The best way to use the spring constant is by putting all the information in a 
spread sheet so each thread can be related to the previous one. This way the load on 
each thread can be found by the use of a table. 
Using Excel and Visual Basic programming the load distribution table can be 
generated automatically if the user specifies the spring constants. The Macro for this 
can be seen in Appendix E. The advantage of using a Macro like this to generate the 
load distribution tables is that each time a parameter is changed the table 
automatically updates itself with the new distribution. This is especially useful when 
carrying out variation analysis where a considerable number of parameters have to be 
investigated. 
For each spring constant there is a range of values between a maximum and a 
minimum. The load distribution changes with respect to these values and one of the 
ways to find the effect of dimensional tolerances is by carrying out variation analysis 
on the load distribution. For this the values of the spring constants need to be varied 
and the load distribution needs to be found in each instance. 
The load distribution along the threads is governed by the values of the three spring 
constants (Ksc, KBc and KT). To find the most extreme load distributions each spring 
constant was allowed to vary between its maximum, minimum and normal values, 
with the normal value being perfect value which occurs at ideal geometries. This 
gives 27 (33) different combinations for each thread. The aim of the variation analysis 
using the worst case method is, to find the most extreme distributions, so the same 
extreme vales were used on each thread. In theory the spring constants can vary 
between individual threads but in real life because of the way the connections are 
manufactured it is highly unlikely. The spring constants depend on the geometry of 
the connection (cross sectional area) and for a single joint it is unlikely that the 
geometry will change between threads. Also when manufacturing a threaded fastener 
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the same methods and tools are used so it is unlikely that there will be any variation 
between individual threads, hence it is valid to assume that the spring constants will 
not vary between individual threads. Keeping the same spring constants between 
threads give enough variations with the most extreme combinations for the variation 
analysis to be carried out accurately. Varying the spring constants between threads 
would mean a lot more possible combinations which would require longer analysis 
time and more computational power. 
The method of carrying out the variation analysis of the spring constants with respect 
to measured strain will be discussed in the results section. 
Once the load distributions are determined its affect on the surface strain need to be 
found. For this finite element analysis is used. Even if the spring constants are not 
varied between threads the number of analyses required is quite high. To carry out all 
the required analyses manually would be time consuming and tedious. Once again it 
was decided that a special macro should be written which would carry out the 
analyses on behalf of the user. 
So far all the finite element analysis was carried out using LUSAS. LUSAS has some 
advantages over other finite element software when carrying out contact analysis or 
using axisymmetric models. By using two-dimensional axisymmetric models contact 
analysis in LUSAS can be carried out by two methods. One of these methods is to use 
two load cases where the first load case brings the two surfaces into contact and the 
other is the actual applied force. With the other method the surfaces are already in 
contact and then the load is applied. With both methods the contact analysis can be 
done automatically or manually, giving many advantages over other FEA software. 
However, the disadvantage of LUSAS is that it's very difficult to add macros to it, so 
for this problem it was decided that Ansys would be more suitable. 
As described in Chapter 4 the sensitivity analysis is carried out in two steps. In the 
first step the sensitivity function is found with regards to the nut geometry only and in 
the second one the groove is investigated. In the nut geometry analysis the surface 
strain is measured at the groove centre location (x G y6) which is the reference point. 
For these analyses the grooves were simplified which meant that finite element 
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analysis was kept simpler. If the grooves would be present during the FE analysis the 
geometry is no longer a regular shape and to model it would require an irregular mesh 
and more elements. This would require a lot of computational power and time. 
The irregular shape of the groove can be simplified if it is assumed that it can be 
modelled using a regular shape with orthotropic material properties. The orthotropic 
material properties allow the material to have different Young's modulus in each 
direction, so under loading it behaves like an irregular shape. The original geometry 
of the nut with the grooves was modelled and it was subjected to a vertical load acting 
on the top face. The displacement of nodes around the groove an on the top surface 
were noted for reference. 
The properties of the orthotropic material were found in two steps, firstly in the 
vertical "y" direction, secondly in the radial "x" and "z" directions. Please note that in 
LUSAS finite element software the coordinate system is orientated in such a way that 
"y" is vertical, "x" is horizontal and "z" is the depth. Due to this, the same coordinate 
system was kept when referring to the orthotropic material properties. 
The orthotropic material property in the vertical "y" direction was relatively simple to 
find. The original nut was divided into three layers, the top layer without the grooves, 
the middle groove layer and the bottom layer without the grooves. The vertical 
displacement of each layer was noted by measuring the displacement of the nodes at 
each layer under a given load. Using these values the vertical displacement of the 
grove layer was calculated and from this, its stiffness. The orthotropic model did not 
include the grooves; hence it had a uniform cross sectional area. Using this 
information the new calculated stiffness was used to calculate the Young's modulus 
for the grove layer by knowing the cross sectional area. As the grooves are only 
present on three sides (not all six) it had to be taken into consideration. Therefore on 
the solid sides the material properties were not modified, but on the three sides where 
the grooves were located the new orthotropic material accounted for this. Therefore 
the groove layer with its six segments (three orthotropic and three normal) had the 
same stiffness as the original model with the grooves, hence when the same load was 
applied the vertical displacement was the same. This was verified in LUSAS by 
comparing the displacements in the two models. 
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Finding the radial ("x" and "z" directions) orthotropic material properties was slightly 
more complicated. The same method as before was used, by dividing the nut into 
three layers. This time the displacements in the radial direction were noted around the 
groove layer. Using the radial displacement values and Poisson's ratio the radial 
stiffness of the groove layer was found. Once again, taking into consideration that 
only three of the six sides have grooves on it, the new calculated stiffness was used to 
find the radial ("x" and "z" direction) Young's modulus for the constant cross 
sectional area of the orthotropic model. The new material properties were assigned to 
the orthotropic model and the same force as before was applied measuring the 
displacement at given nodes. It was found that due to the irregular shape of the 
grooves the radial displacement in the orthotropic material differs slightly from that of 
the original model with the grooves. The results were very close, and the material 
properties were adjusted by trial and error until the radial displacements agreed. 
The orthotropic model was then validated by applying the same loads as before to the 
model with the grooves and the displacements were compared. The values for the 
orthotropic material can be seen in Figure 5-9. 
Steel Orthotropic Material 
Youngs modulus x(N/mm"2) 197000 195677 
Youngs modulus y (N/mm"2) 197000 188609 
Youngs modulus z (N/mmA2) 197000 195677 
Shear Modulus xy (N/mm"2) 75770 72542 
Shear Modulus yz(N/mm"2) 75770 72542 
Shear Modulus xz(N/mm"2) 75770 75260 
Poisson's ratio 0.3 0.3 
Figure 5-9 Material Properties 
The nut was then modelled as an unmodified nut but orthotropic material properties 
were used at the groove areas allowing the nut to behave in a similar manner as it 
would with grooves. The simplified model was subjected to the same force as the 
original nut earlier and the behaviour was noted and compared for correlation. Figure 
5-10 shows the nut with the orthotropic material represented with a different colour. 
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Steel 
Figure 5-10 Nut with orthotropic material 
It was mentioned before that it is very difficult to add macros to LUSAS and therefore 
Ansys was used to carry out the analysis. Figure 5-10 shows the Ansys model of the 
nut with the orthotropic material. Ansys uses a different coordinate system to LUSAS, 
as it can be visualised on the figure. With Ansys the vertical direction is "z", the 
horizontal direction is "x" and the depth is represented by "y". 
Instead of modelling the helical threads, the nut was modelled by layers. The layers 
were modelled so that the top of each layer represented the centre of that thread. This 
made it straight forward to apply the individual loads to each thread from the load 
distribution tables. The force distribution calculated using the spring model represents 
the vertical forces, but due to friction and the shape of the thread there is a horizontal 
component as well. 
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Ftan(0-¢) 
F -Applied force 
ß -Thread angle 
tan 0 -Fri ction coefficient (jc) 
Figure 5-11 Load applied to triangular thread (Sopwith 1948) 
Figure 5-11 shows that the vertical force F has a horizontal component as well due to 
the thread angle and the friction (Sopwith 1948). When applying the load to the finite 
element model this needs to be taken into consideration. The horizontal component of 
the force can be calculated by knowing the friction and the thread angle. The vertical 
forces are given in the force distribution tables, and extra column can be added for the 
horizontal component as well. These forces can then be assigned to the equivalent 
threads. 
The model is fixed in the vertical direction at the bottom face and the friction is 
assumed to be negligible. The strain can not be measured on the groove face at the 
groove centre location (x G y'G) as the grooves are replaced by an orthotropic 
material. It is not necessary to take the exact strain readings as the variation analysis is 
carried out to see the affect of different load distributions so the results only have to 
be relative to each other. By investigating how the strain on the surface of the 
orthotropic material changes with the different load distributions a conclusion can be 
drawn to how it would behave within the actual groove. The surface strain therefore is 
recorded on the centre of the orthotropic material surface in both the hoop and the 
axial direction. 
A special macro was written and then adopted by Dr Alejandro Maranon of 
Loughborough University (Appendix F) to operate with Ansys. This macro connects 
the finite element model with the VB macro that finds the different load distributions 
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due to the variation in the spring constants. The macro assigns the loads to the 
equivalent threads in the FE model in both the vertical and the horizontal direction 
and the analysis is ran. The strains are measured in both the hoop and the axial 
direction at a given point (x G, y'G) and recorded in a table. Once an analysis is 
complete the macro resets the model and the next load distribution is assigned. With 
the help of this macro large number of analyses can be carried out automatically. 
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5.2.6 Results of variation in load distribution 
Variation analysis is carried out to find how variations in the spring constant affect the 
surface strain. By relating the change in the spring constants to the error in the surface 
strain the sensitivity function (SFEpp ) can be found. 
The variation analysis will be carried out by varying the amount the spring constants 
can change by. With each analysis the spring constants will be restrained to be within 
certain limits of its original value. The possible load distributions for these values will 
be found using a specially written macro (Appendix F). For each analysis there are 27 
spring constant combinations which give a range of different extreme load 
distributions. The surface strain readings for these load distributions are found using 
Ansys and the error in the surface strains is recorded. The error is calculated as a 
percentage between the surface strain recorded using a perfect geometry and the 
surface strain measured using the extreme load distributions. From the results the 
maximum errors can be found which show the most amount of variation that is 
possible within the surface strain for a given amount of spring constant variation. 
The maximum the spring constants can vary is 1.46 % for Ksc, 5.32 % for KBc and 
21.44 % for KT (from section 5.2.3). These numbers show the variation between the 
maximum and the minimum values. For these constants the variation in the strain is as 
follows. 
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Figure 5-12 Variation in strain with maximum (100%) varying spring constants 
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Figure 5-12 shows how the surface strain varies from the normal surface strain where 
perfect conditions are assumed. As the graph shows most of the 27 cases vary by 
more than ± 2.5 %. The range between the maximum and the minimum possible 
surface strain reading is 18.93 % for the axial strain and 4.22 % for the hoop strain. 
The results also show that 9 out of the 27 scenarios give a small amount of variation 
in the strain. These scenarios are when KT is not at an extreme value. When KT is 
either maximum or minimum the errors become significant. 
In terms of the sensitivity function the area of interest is the range. For maximum 
spring constant variation (Ksc = 1.46 %, KBC = 5.32 % and KT = 21.44 %) the axial 
strain can vary by 18.93 % (± 9.47 % from the normal) and the hoop strain can vary 
by 4.22 % (± 2.11 % from the normal). At this point the spring constants are varied by 
the maximum which is 100 % variation. This amount of variation is reduced by 5% 
increments and the same analysis is run and the results are recorded to see how the 
surface strain varies with respect to the variation in the spring constants. So for 
example, 80 % variation in the spring constants means that Ks(' varies by 1.17 % (80 
% of 1.46), KBC varies by 4.26 % (80 % of 5.32) and KT varies by 17.15 % (80 % of 
21.44). The required accuracy for the load measuring device is 0.5 % so the maximum 
variation in surface strain has to be within 0.5 %. A selection of the results can be 
seen below to demonstrate how reducing the spring constant variation reduces the 
surface strain variation. The full set of results for all the analyses can be seen in 
Appendix G. 
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Figure 5-13 Variation in strain with 80% varying spring constants 
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Figure 5-14 Variation in strain with 65% varying spring constants 
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Figure 5-15 Variation in strain with 50% varying spring constants 
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Figure 5-16 Variation in strain with 35% varying spring constants 
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Figure 5-17 Variation in strain with 20% varying spring constants 
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Figure 5-18 Variation in strain with 5% varying spring constants 
The charts above show how the variation in the surface strain is reduced if the 
variation of the spring constants are restricted. The results for all the analyses can be 
seen in Appendix G. As Figure 5-18 shows, when the variation of the spring constant 
is restricted to 5% of its original variation is the only scenario when both the hoop and 
the axial strain readings are within the required limits. 
To determine the relationship between spring constant variation and surface strain 
variation, the two variations are plotted against each other as percentage errors. For 
each analysis the maximum error of the surface strain is measured and then plotted 
against the spring constant variation (Figure 5-19 & 5-20). 
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Figure 5-19 Maximum variation in axial strain due to varying spring constant error 
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Figure 5-20 Maximum variation in hoop strain due to varying spring constant error 
The graphs above show how the errors in the spring constants affect the strain. Both 
the spring constant and the surface strain errors are measured as the variation from the 
normal strain reading, which is half the range. 
The sensitivity function tells us how the surface strain can vary with the load 
distribution which is affected by the spring constants. Therefore the sensitivity 
function is given as the change in spring constant value (SK/K) and the change in 
strain (SE/E). 
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The change in spring constant value is governed by 3 spring constants. As it is a 
combination of the spring constants the change is treated together. The maximum the 
spring constants can change was specified earlier, and that is when SK/K = 100 %. 
The sensitivity function then becomes the gradient of the graphs shown in Figure 5-19 
and 5-20. 
In the governing equation the sensitivity function which relates the load distribution 
and the strain was given as: 
86,8EPn 
C' 
= SFýpý SP h 
Equation 5-24 
As the load distribution is governed by the change in the spring constant the strain can 
be related to the spring constant directly. So Equation 5-24 becomes: 
SE' SK 
EI = SFK K Equation 5-25 
SFK is the sensitivity function that shows the relationship between the spring constant 
change and the surface strain. The strain is measured in both the axial and the hoop 
direction; therefore the sensitivity function has two components. In the axial direction 
SFKI, and in the hoop direction SFg. The values for these sensitivity functions are 
found from the graphs above (Figure 5-19 & 5-20). 
Axial Strain 
SFK1 0.095 
Hoop Strain 
SFK2 0.0211 
Figure 5-21 Sensitivity functions with respect to spring constants 
The equation then becomes for axial strain: 
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E=0.095 *K Equation 5-26 
For hoop strain: 
E8F2 '=0.0211 
*K Equation 5-27 
2ý 
Note that SK/K is not directly the change in a spring constant but the combination of 
all spring constants. When SK/K is 100 % then each spring constant is at its maximum 
variation, which is governed by the maximum dimensional tolerances specified in the 
British Standards. 
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5.2.7 Discussion of variation in load distribution 
It was shown in the results section that the dimensional variation in the threaded 
connection influences the load distribution which affects the surface strain. The 
change in the spring constants is linearly related to the change in the strain which 
means that the sensitivity function is constant. 
In the analyses the strain was measured for both the axial and the hoop direction. The 
sensitivity function was found for both the axial and the hoop strain. The results 
showed that the axial strain is significantly more sensitive to dimensional error than 
the hoop strain. At maximum variation the axial strain varied by nearly 10 % while 
the hoop strain only varied by 2 %. 
The results also show that the most influential spring constant is KT. There are two 
reasons for this. The thread is the connection in the joint and it is influenced both by 
the bolt and the nut. When the load is transferred from the bolt to the thread, it is a 
function of the thread stiffness and the bolt stiffness. Similarly when the load is 
transferred from the thread to the nut, it is a function of the thread stiffness and the nut 
stiffness. The thread stiffness therefore influences both load transfers making it the 
most influential parameter when finding the load distributions. 
The other reason is due to the amount it varies by. The thread is under bending, and 
this bending gives its stiffness. Due to this it is more sensitive to dimensional 
variation and the smallest of change in its geometry can have an influential effect on 
the stiffness. When the variation in the constants was worked out KT varied by over 
20 % while the other two constants were around 5% and 1.5 % 
This amount of variation in KT caused significant change in the load distribution 
which introduced large errors when measuring the surface strain. The required 
accuracy for the load measuring nut is 0.5 % which would require very tight 
tolerances when manufacturing the nut. The required tolerances can be calculated 
using the sensitivity functions assuming that each spring constant changes by the 
same relative amount. Relative value means that the value it changes by is relative to 
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its maximum possible variation found from the given dimensional tolerances. This 
assumption is made to make it possible to quantify the change in the spring constants. 
For axial strain SFKI a 0.095, so to achieve a 0.5 % accuracy SK/K has to be less than 
5.26 %. This means that each individual spring constant can vary 5.26 % of its 
maximum variation. 
For hoop strain SFK2 a 0.021, so to achieve a 0.5 % accuracy SK/K has to be less than 
23.7 %. This means that each individual spring constant can vary 23.7 % of its 
maximum variation. Figure 5-22 shows the summary of the results. 
Parameter Symbol Units 
Maximum variation to maintain 0.5% 
accurac 
Axial Hoop 
Thread stiffness KT % 1.13 5.08 
Bolt stiffness Ksc % 0.08 0.35 
Nut stiffness Kno % 0.28 1.26 
Figure 5-22 Maximum allowed spring constant variation for required accuracy 
These tolerances are very tight and it would be very difficult to manufacture. Also it is 
not just the nut that would have to be manufactured to these tight tolerances but also 
the shaft. 
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5.3 Variation Analysis of Grating Position 
The laser strain gauge works by etching a grating on the surface of the specimen and 
measuring the diffraction of that grating when under loading. In terms of the specially 
modified nut these gratings are positioned in the centre of the grooves. 
The nut was designed using finite element analysis where all the conditions are 
assumed to be perfect. The strain on the FE model is measured by taking the strain 
readings at nodes. As the model is perfect the strain is always measured at the 
required location. However in real life this is not always the case. 
The gratings are manufactured onto the surface of the groove using lasers (Wileman, 
Coupland et al. 1994). Unlike the finite element model the strain is measured over a 
small area not just a single node. This may introduce errors if the strain on the surface 
of the groove is not uniform. The other concern with the grating, which is probably 
the more important one, is that due to the non uniform surface strain on the groove 
major errors might be introduced if the grating is not in the intended position 
precisely. These factors need to be considered, and the effects of grating position need 
to be investigated in greater depth. To carry out these investigations 3"D finite 
element analysis was used. 
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5.3.1 Modelling for Grating Position 
The nut with the groove has a relatively complicated geometry when modelled using 
finite element analysis. Once the model is drawn to the right geometry a mesh has to 
be assigned to the model so the analysis can be carried out. In most cases the mesh is 
assigned automatically, but for a complicated 3-D geometry like the nut, the mesh has 
to be assigned individually to each volume. The reason for this is that around the 
groove area, the model consists of irregular volumes which can not be meshed using 
the usual hexahedral mesh, but pentahedral mesh has to be used. Using two different 
meshes in a model can introduce a number of problems. Two adjacent volumes with 
different types of mesh can only be joined by the common surface if the mesh is lined 
up, so the nodes can be shared by both volumes. To avoid problems with the mesh it 
is important to orientate the volumes right the first time, so that triangular surfaces 
always have similar surfaces opposite to allow a regular mesh to be added. 
The critical area within the model is the groove face as that is the area where the 
surface strain is measured on. The groove face therefore needs to have a larger mesh 
density so more surface strain readings can be taken. It is not possible to increase the 
number of elements in individual volumes, as every volume is connected, so if the 
number of mesh divisions is increased in one, the knock-on effect is that others have 
to be increased as well to allow the nodes to line up. A higher mesh density was 
achieved on the groove surface by dividing it up into 4 surfaces, allowing 4 times as 
many nodes as on a single surface (Figure 5-23). 
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Figure 5-23 Finite Element Model of the Nut 
In practise the force is transferred to the nut through the threads. The modelling of the 
helical thread would complicate the nut model very considerably. It would be very 
difficult to align the mesh within the helical thread with the perfectly lined up mesh 
on the existing model. The force on the thread can be modelled instead as a shear 
force on the inside wall of the nut. In reality the force is exponentially distributed 
between the threads, this was discussed in the Spring Model (Section 2.2, Figure 5-3). 
For this model, however, it was assumed that a uniform shear stress on the inside wall 
of the nut would be appropriate to investigate the surface strain variation on the 
groove surface. 
The bottom surface of the nut was fixed in the vertical direction and a shear force was 
assigned to the inner wall to simulate a contraction scenario within the nut. The shear 
force applied was given in the force/unit area format to ensure uniform loading. The 
total force applied was 703000 kN, which is equivalent to 200 bar on the test rig. 
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5.3.2 Results for Grating Position 
The aim of this experiment was to look at the surface strain on the whole groove face. 
LUSAS, the finite element package used can show the result required numerically at 
each node, or show the bigger picture using contour plots. The advantages of contour 
plots are that large areas of surface strains can be analysed in an instant, therefore it 
was decided that the results will be presented as contour plots. 
The two strains which are of interest to the laser strain gauge are the hoop and the 
axial strain along the surface of the groove face. The most accurate way of getting 
these results from the finite element model is by looking at the strain in the axial and 
hoop direction with respect to the local coordinate system. The local coordinate 
system depends on the orientation of the mesh elements, and to get accurate results 
using this method, all the elements have to be lined up in the same way within the 
analysed area. Due to the combination of meshes used, hexagonal and pentahedral, the 
meshes cannot be lined up. The triangular pentahedral elements will always be off 
angle with respect to the hexahedral ones. Therefore the hoop and the axial strain 
were found by looking at the principal strains. There are 3 principal strains in a3 
dimensional model, El, E2 and E3. Following the LUSAS coordinate system, in the 
nut model El is the hoop strain, E3 is the axial strain and E2 would be the strain 
perpendicular to the groove face, but it is of no interest to us and to the laser strain 
gauge. 
Figure 5-24 show the two principal strains on the whole nut. 
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Figure 5-24 Principle strains (axial & hoop), mesh shown is the geometrical 
configuration, the FE mesh is shown in Figure 5-23 
These plots show that the surface strain within the groove is not uniform, but for more 
detail the contour plots of the grooves alone can be seen on Figures 5-25 & 5-26. 
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Figure 5-25 Hoop strain on the groove face 
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Figure 5-26 Axial strain on the groove face 
As the outline shows the groove face is circular. When it is meshed the nodes are 
connected with straight lines which give the impression that the groove face 
octagonal. Due to each element having a straight line the finite element mesh can 
never be fully circular. A finer mesh can be used to increase the number of sides, but 
this would mean the mesh density would have to be increased on the whole model. 
Due to the complicity of the model this would mean a significant increase in the 
number of elements increasing the analysis time and required computational power 
extensively. 
As the initial findings suggested, the hoop strain is very close to uniform on the 
groove face. There is a small discrepancy of a couple of percentages, but the largest 
difference is on the upper part of the face which is too close to the groove wall, hence 
it is out of range for the laser strain gauge anyway. 
Looking at the axial strain, there is a substantial difference 
between the strain on the 
upper and the lower part of the face. The strain along the top 
is much higher due to 
nut having a smaller cross-sectional area where the groove 
is cut the deepest. 
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To quantify these discrepancies graphs were plotted in the vertical (Y) and the 
horizontal (X) direction to see how the hoop (El) and the axial (E3) strain changes 
(Figure 5-27). Once again, the "y" and "x" directions to refer to the coordinate system 
used in LUSAS. 
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Figure 5-27 Strain reading variations 
The graphs show how the surface strain changes along the groove face. To find the 
sensitivity functions the results have to be converted. The sensitivity function is the 
relationship between the change in strain (SE/E) and the change in distance (Sx'/x', 
by'/y') with regards to the ideal reading. 
The ideal reading means that perfect conditions are assumed. In this case the ideal 
strain is measured at the centre of the groove where x=y=6.25 mm. As the value of 
x and y change so does the strain reading. By plotting the change in distance against 
the change in strain, the trend line of the graph will be the sensitivity function. The 
converted results can be seen in Appendix H. 
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Distance from top 
2468 10 12 14 
Distance from left 
The analysis was carried out over the whole groove face so the readings were taken 
near the groove wall as well. Near the sides the strain changes significantly due to the 
boundary conditions so the results at these points can not be used. When the trend 
lines were found for the graphs in Appendix H the reading at the edge were not taken 
into consideration 
There are four sensitivity factors. There are two strain directions, axial and hoop, and 
for both the displacement of the grating can be specified by two coordinates (xL', yL'). 
Hence the sensitivity factors will be: 
For axial strain in the x direction: SFx"L 
For axial strain in the y direction: SFy, I,, 
For hoop strain in the x direction: SFx'2L 
For hoop strain in the y direction: SFy'2L 
With each unit change of distance the strain will change by the sensitivity function 
(Figure 5-28). 
Axial Strain 
SFx 1L -0.26 
SFy"L 
-1.24 
Hoop Strain 
SFx 2L 0.019 
SFy, 2L 0.091 
Figure 5-28 Sensitivity of grating position 
This means that the total error in the surface strain with regards to the grating position 
can be written as: 
Be' 
=SFg-L 
Sx'L 
+ SF. 
SY'L 
E XL L YL Equation 5-28 
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Where SXL'/XL' and Sys'/yL' are the errors in position in their specific directions. This 
equation is the same for axial and hoop strain. 
Axial Strain: 
El 
= -1.24 * 
8X 'L 
- 0.26 *yL 
El I X'L yIL Equation 5-29 
Hoop Strain: 
E2 
= 0.0 19 *XL+0.091 * 
'Y 'L 
82 X'L yIL Equation 5-30 ' 
The surface strain is used to find the overall load on the threaded connection. If there 
is a variation in the surface strain reading, it will cause an error in the load 
calculations. 
In previous results it was shown that at a load of 200 bar, the surface strain is in the 
magnitude of about -0.5 millistrain in the axial and 0.6 millistrain in the hoop 
direction. This means that a lmm variation in either direction will introduce around 
0.5% error in the load if the hoop strain readings are used and over 5% error in the 
load if the axial strain readings are used. 
In terms of magnitude, both sets of results correlate well with the experimental test 
results which were carried out using 200 bar load. 
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5.3.3 Discussion for Grating Position 
There are two areas of interest. The first one is whether measuring the strain at a 
single point in FE corresponds to the strain reading over an area when using the laser 
strain gauge. The second one is looking at how the surface strain reading changes if 
the grating is out of position. 
The results suggested that there is some variation present near the centre of the 
groove, but as the grating area is very small, 1 mm2, the difference in the strain 
reading between a single point and the area is negligible. Even though the strain is 
shown at a single point on the FE model, it is calculated from the surface strains from 
neighbouring nodes. The grating measures the strain over a very small area as well so 
results are equivalent. 
The position of the grating is more sensitive to error when measuring the surface 
strain. In the hoop direction to achieve 0.5 % accuracy the maximum the grating can 
be out of position is 1.59 mm in the "x" horizontal direction and 0.34 mm in the "y" 
vertical direction. 
The measurements in the axial direction are more susceptible to the position. This 
sensitive relationship can be due to the groove face being at an angle. To maintain the 
0.5 % accuracy the grating has to be within 0.12 mm in the x direction and 0.025 mm 
in the y direction of the centre location. 
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5.4 Variation analysis on the groove geometry 
The geometry of the groove has been broken down into two parts, the angle of the 
face and the depth of the groove. However these two parameters are related as if the 
face angle is changed the depth changes as well. It was decided that depth of the 
groove will not be investigated individually for the following two reasons: 
- The depth of the groove can only decrease. If the depth would increase a lip 
would appear by the edge changing the geometry significantly (Figure 5-29). 
- The user licence for the finite element software (LUSAS) used to find the 
sensitivity functions for the groove geometry has expired. The variation in 
change angle in effect changes the depth as well so it was decided that it is 
sufficient to only vary the angle and not the depth. 
r 
N 
lip 
Figure 5-29 Varying groove depth on nut (side view) 
For these reasons it was assumed that the two parameters (face angle and groove 
depth) can be treated as one. Hence only one sensitivity function will describe the 
change in surface strain due to the variation in face angle and in the depth of the 
groove. The parameters hG and 9G can be combined to become Ohc, and Equation 4-14 
(Section 5.1) then becomes: 
S8 SE' 
_ SFypn 
SAP" 
+SFehc g +SF(X'L) 
S(X'Lý 
+SF(y 
L) 
S(y L 
Equation 5-31 
E , Pn 0g WO (Y L) 
Where "SFehg" is the sensitivity function for the groove angle and depth variation. 
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5.4.1 Variation Analysis of Face Angle 
The geometry of the modified nut is based on the specifications given in the 
equivalent British Standards (BS916: 1953). Both the dimensions and the tolerances 
are given in these specifications so every standard nut produced will be manufactured 
to these given standards. The difference between a standard nut and the modified nut 
is the three grooves that are manufactured to the three alternate hexagonal sides. 
The grooves are manufactured by drilling in to the flat side at a 45 degree angle in 
such a way that the bottom of the groove is a flat circular surface (Figure 5-30). 
, ý, ýý 
: ý, 
ý. 
w 
________c 
Figure 5-30 Modified nut (prototype) 
The grating which is used to help determine the surface strain is manufactured onto 
this flat surface. The importance of the location of the grating was discussed in the 
previous part. In this part the importance of the groove manufacture accuracy will be 
looked at in greater detail. The groove is manufactured using a drill with the given 
diameter to cut away the excess material. As the drilling is carried out with standard 
drill bits, its diameter will not vary by a significant amount so the bulk geometry of 
the nut will not be affected. 
The other areas where manufacturing imperfections can occur are trajectory (face 
angle) and the depth of the groove. It was discussed earlier in this chapter even though 
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these two parameters are not the same, they are closely related. Also variation in the 
depth of the groove doesn't just introduce dimensional variation but changes the 
geometry significantly. Figure 5-22 shows that if the groove is too deep a lip is 
produced at the edge of the groove. If this is the case the manufacturer can spot error 
with the naked eye the specimen can be discarded as a reject. If the groove is too 
shallow then the groove face will not be a full circle changing the geometry 
significantly once again. 
Also due to the finite element software licence expiring it was decided that not to 
investigate the depth parameter individually. Instead it was assumed that the variation 
in the face angle can represent the change in depth as well. 
The effects of variation in the face angle are investigated here in aid to find the 
sensitivity function SFehg. 
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5.4.2 Modelling to find the variation due to the face angle 
In the previous section it was shown how the strain varies on the groove face so the 
exact location of the grating is important. To find the strain distribution on the groove 
face a single analysis was enough once the right geometry was modelled. The 
modelling of the nut using FE was described earlier. To investigate the effect of 
variation in the face angle a number of analyses have to be carried out with a slightly 
modified model each time. To start with, the previous model with a perfect geometry 
can be used. This model can then be modified by moving the nodes of the flat face in 
such a way that the angle changes. 
The original "perfect" model had an angle of 45 degrees between the side of the nut 
and the flat face. Using the bottom of the groove as a pivot point, the groove was 
pivoted around this point to allow a number of different angles varying from 40 to 50 
degrees, in one degree increments. 
'. 
Figure 5-31 Varied face angles 
Figure 5-31 shows two side views of the nut with the two extreme face angles. The 
only difference between the two models is the angle of the specified face. Each time 
the angle of the face was modified an analysis was carried out to find the surface 
strain at the centre of the groove face. For each analysis the same boundary conditions 
were used as for the previous test looking at the grating position. Once the surface 
strains were recorded the face angle was pivoted again and the analysis was repeated. 
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5.4.3 Results of variation in the face angle 
As shown in Figure 5-31, the angle was measured from the vertical face to the groove 
face. At each analysis the strains were measured in both the axial and the hoop 
direction. 
Face Angle Hoop Strain Axial Strain 
degrees millistrain millistrain 
40 0.5297 -0.4753 
41 0.5322 -0.4650 
42 0.5347 -0.4540 
43 0.5373 -0.4424 
44 0.5400 -0.4301 
45 0.5429 -0.4173 
46 0.5458 -0.4039 
47 0.5489 -0.3902 
48 0.5521 -0.3761 
49 0.5554 -0.3617 
50 0.5590 -0.3473 
Figure 5-32 Face angle results (table) 
0.6 
0.5 
0.4 
0.3 
0.2 
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N 
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-0.2 
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-0.5 
Face Angle Variation   Hoop Stain 
  Axial Strain 
Figure 5-33 Face angle results (chart) 
From Figure 5-33 it can be seen that the relationship between the strains and the face 
angle is linear. To find the sensitivity function the results have to be converted so the 
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change in strain (WE) can be plotted against the change in angle (60/0). The trend line 
will then give the sensitivity function required. The converted results can be seen in 
Appendix I. 
Sensitivity Function for Face Angle SFOhc 
Change in axial strain / Change in Face angle -1.39 
hange in hoop strain / Change in Face angle 0.24 
Figure 5-34 Sensitivity functions for variation in the face angle 
SFehg represents the sensitivity function for the face angle with respect to surface 
strain. Under perfect conditions 0 is 45 degrees, any variation in this and an error will 
be introduced to the strain readings. This error is governed by the following 
sensitivity equations with respect to face angle variation: 
sE ý =SFOh seg G09 Equation 5-32 
In each direction: 
Axial Strain 
EEl 
= -1.39 
809 
Equation 5-33 
1e ý g 
Hoop Strain 
se E. 
= 0.24 *g Equation 5-34 
2e ý g 
Where Sog/0g is the variation of the face angle from 45 degrees. 0 is measured in 
degrees and c is measured in strain. 
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5.4.4 Discussion of variation in the face angle 
During manufacturing some variation in dimensions will occur. This is accepted in 
engineering as it is impossible to manufacture everything exactly the same. The 
important thing is to understand how these variations affect the performance of that 
certain component. In this section the effect of variation in the manufacture of the 
groove was investigated. 
As expected the face angle of the groove has an influence on the measured surface 
strain. A variation in the face angle will introduce errors in the surface strain readings. 
This relationship is linear and from the results shown previously it is not very 
influential, never the less it needs to be taken into consideration. A one degree change 
in the angle would introduce an error of 3 microstrains in the hoop and 12 
microstrains in the axial direction. When converted to load this is equivalent to 0.5% 
error due to the hoop reading and 2.5% error due to the axial reading with each degree 
variation. 
In terms of manufacturing a one degree variation is substantial so it is unlikely that the 
groove is manufactured to a tolerance bigger than 0.5 degrees. But as all possible 
sources of error this needs to be taken into consideration and accounted for. 
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5.5 Summary 
The aim of this chapter was to find the sensitivity functions which relate the variation 
in dimensional parameters to surface strain on the nut. These terms were specified in 
the governing equation, Equation 4-14. There have been two changes to the governing 
equation. The expression EP,, was used to symbolize the load distribution. As the load 
distribution is dependent on the spring constants the sensitivity function was found in 
terms of the change within the spring constants, so the term EP,, was replaced by K. 
Secondly the geometry of the groove (depth and face angle) was combined as a single 
expression. Therefore the governing equation is: 
Be, 
E= 
SFK 
8K 
+Sfoh 
S6hg 
+SF(x'L) 
S(X, L) +SF(yIL) 
S(YL) 
9K 6hg WO (Y L) 
Equation 5-35 
For each term the sensitivity function has been found in both the axial and the hoop 
direction. These can be seen the figure below. 
Axial Strain Hoop Strain 
SFKI 0.095 SFK2 0.021 
SFX, IL -0.26 
SFx'2L 0.019 
SFy"L 
-1.24 
SFy'2L 0.09 
SFOh1G 
-1.39 
SFOh2G 0.24 
Figure 5-35 Summaries of sensitivities 
Substituting into the general equations gives the following expressions. 
For axial strain: 
861 '=0 
.09 58 
K 1.3896 
Ohg - 
0.26 
SX L 
-1.24 
6Y L 
ell Kg 'L Y'L Equation 5-36 
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For hoop strain: 
E2 
= 0.0211 
K+0.2415 LO-hg + 0.0196 6L+0.0908 8y L Equation 5-37 E2g ýL Y'L X 
The results show in general that the axial strain measurements are more sensitive to 
error than the hoop strain measurements. To maintain the 0.5 % accuracy (even only 
in the hoop direction) would require very tight tolerances which would make the nut 
very difficult to manufacture. 
Assuming that only one parameter can change in the governing equation, these are the 
limits to maintain 0.5 % accuracy: 
Parameter Symbol Units 
Maximum variation to maintain 0.5% 
accurac 
Axial Hoop 
Thread stiffness KT % 1.13 5.08 
Bolt stiffness Ksc % 0.08 0.35 
Nut stiffness KBD % 0.28 1.26 
Groove geometry 6h0 degree 0.16 0.93 
Groove location x x'G mm 0.12 1.59 
Groove location y 'o mm 0.025 0.39 
Figure 5-36 Maximum dimensional variations 
In the next chapter the development of the nut will be discussed along with the 
experimental testing. 
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Chapter 6- Development of the Prototypes 
6.1 Introduction 
It was shown in the previous chapters how the specially modified nut combined with 
the laser strain gauge can be used to measure the load on a threaded connection. The 
nut was developed by combining background knowledge and finite element analysis. 
The development process will be discussed in this chapter. 
Up to this point all the testing was performed virtually using finite element analysis. 
Finite element analysis is a useful tool when designing new components as testing can 
be performed on the specimens without manufacturing taking place. This makes the 
process less time consuming and more economical. All the initial testing was carried 
out using finite element analysis which meant ideal conditions were assumed. 
Sensitivity analysis was performed to investigate how dimensional variation might 
affect the accuracy of the load measuring device. Finite element models are assumed 
to be perfect so sensitivity or variation analysis is used to ensure that the model is 
tested in a more realistic manner. However variation analysis still uses computer 
modelling and to achieve a real life scenario experimental testing on the final 
prototype is necessary. 
This chapter explains how the specially designed nut was developed from first 
principles, how the final design was chosen and how the finite element findings 
compared to the experimental test results. The design stage has been broken down 
into a number of stages. Finite element modelling demands significant computational 
power, therefore simplifications are made at the initial design stage. The initial design 
was carried out using a course 3 dimensional finite element model where the threads 
were not taken into consideration. Modelling the threads would mean that contact 
surfaces have to be introduced, which would result in a non-linear analysis requiring 
considerable computational power and analysis time. After the initial design stage 
when more accurate modelling was required, two-dimensional axisymmetric 
modelling was used with contact surfaces. These models were used to determine the 
final prototype, which was then manufactured and tested experimentally on a 
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specially designed test rig. Later 3 dimensional finite element models were also 
developed in aid to carry out the variation analysis described in the previous chapter. 
The experimental testing on the specially modified nut revealed that there is hysteresis 
present due to the friction between the threads. During experimental testing the load 
was cycled, and even though the load was reduced on the joint the surface strain did 
not decrease at the required rate. This meant that the strain reading on the nut could 
not be related to the load accurately; hence the nut cannot be used as a load measuring 
device. 
To remove the hysteresis an independent part had to be introduced into the joint 
which was under the same load as the joint but the load was not transferred through 
the threads. The solution was found using a specially modified washer. Both 
experimental and 3 dimensional finite element analysis was carried out on the washer 
and results showed that hysteresis is not present when measuring strain and that the 
load can be determined more accurately. Further testing was done on the washer to 
find the reliability and the accuracy. 
This chapter will show the development and the analysis of the specially modified 
washer. Sensitivity analysis with respect to dimensional variation has also been 
carried out and these are explained here as well. The aim of this chapter is to show 
how the final prototype for the load measuring device was developed, tested and 
verified to be within the required accuracy. 
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6.2 Initial design 
The laser strain gauge is a non contact method for measuring surface strain. By 
relating the surface strain at any visible part of a threaded connection to the load on 
the connection the LSG can be used as a load measuring device. To understand how 
the surface strain is related to the load finite element analysis was used. 
The finite element modelling of the threaded fastener was divided into parts. The 
initial modelling was performed using 3-D solid modelling followed by 2-D 
axisymmetric modelling and experimental testing. 
For all the modelling LUSAS (FEA Ltd, Kingston upon Thames) was used, which 
meant that the coordinate system used was "x" vertical, "y" horizontal and "z" depth. 
The initial modelling was performed using completely solid parts. It was assumed that 
the nut and bolt joint are not connected via threads but are welded together for 
simplicity and to aid the learning process. Using an M80 bolt and nut combination, 
the solid model was drawn following the British Standards (BS4190: 2001). A volume 
mesh using quadratic hexahedral elements was adopted assuming that the material is 
ungraded mild steel. 
LOAD CASE -1 
1009 
RESULTS FILE "0 
STRAIN 
CONTOURS OF El 
0 
853S. -005 
000017276 
000025914 
0.00034552 
00004319 
0 0000182a 
000060466 
0 00069104 
000077742 
0 0008636 
00009501 e1 
I 
0.00103659 
0 00112294 
0 00120932 
0 0012907 
M. >, 0 1373E-02 r NW: 
, 
312 
Mln 0 9143E-05 I Nod. 1453 
Figure 6-1 
-, dodd* 
Solid FE model 
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Figure 6-1 shows one of the initial models. The nut was fixed along the axis of the 
bolt and all the loading was applied end the end of the bolt to allow uniform loading. 
Using the slice function in LUSAS it was possible to look at the strains within the 
specimen. 
LOAD CASE 
l ooI. 
RESULTS FILE "0 
STRAIN 
ODNTOURS OF EE 
0 
6 64636 0005 
0 000170927 
0000265391 
0000353855 
0000442318 
0000530762 
0000619245 
0.000707709 
0.000796173 
0000884636 
00009731 
000123049 
000000 08156 
0.00123619 
132695 
Max 0 1417E. 02 at Shce Node 3215 
Figure 6-2 Cross section of solid model 
Figure 6-2 is an example of a solid model sliced along the middle. Models like this 
were used to get an idea about how altering the shape of the nut affects the stain. 
Model name Cross sectional of FEA model 
Solid model of flat head bolt 
* 
1 
Solid model of unmodified nut 
Solid model of chamfered nut (30 
degrees) 
Solid model of chamfered nut (50 4 
degrees) 
Figure 6-3 Table of initial designs 
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Figure 6-3 shows some of the initial ideas. The nut was chamfered to see if it is 
possible to get a valid reading at the top of the nut. Nearly all the stress is located 
where the nut and the bolt are joined, where the first thread would be located, and 
hardly any stress can be seen on the other end of the nut. If the chamfered angle is 
increased, it is possible to get a reading on the outside top edge but would mean 
reducing the strength of the joint. This was a very coarse model which did not include 
the threads, but helped to see where the high stress concentration areas are. However 
in real life this is not totally realistic and two-dimensional modelling was used to 
optimise the geometry. 
The bolt modelled was the same as before, M80 with an ISO nut. Ignoring the helical 
effect of the thread and the hexagonal shape of the nut an axisymmetric model was 
drawn and analysed. The results were initially plotted using EE strain to help identify 
the high stress areas. EE is the equivalent strain, by definition "The scalar strain state 
obtained by combining the individual component strains at a point according to the 
classical von Mises failure criterion". 
EE = ,I- 
[(F., 
- c2 
)2 + (S, - c, 
)' + (E, - cj] Equation 6-1 
LOAD CASE =4 
IrcnnrM 4 Load Factor: 0 100E-01 
FESL. T8 FILE =1 
STFNIN 
CONT OLR8 OF EE 
0 281194E-3 
0 568968E3 
0.953493E-3 
1 13796E-3 
1 12247E-3 
170696E-3 
1 98118E-3 
2 27595E-3 
2 56015E-3 
2 84181E-3 
312813E-3 
311393E-3 
3 69943E-3 
3 98292E-3 
4 26741E-3 
Mu 04563E-02I No 0" 1480 
Mn 0 1091E-04. I Md. 10975 
Figure 6-4 Axisymmetric model of a threaded connection showing the contours of 
equivalent (von misses) strain 
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Figure 6-4 shows the original nut. The model assumed to be rotated around the y axis 
360 degrees to get the full model. The high strain areas are located near the first 
thread and there is reduced strain at the other end of the nut. Even after chamfering 
there is no measurable strain at the end as shown in Figure 6-5. 
LOAD CASE _4 
Ir eo nl 4 Load Factor 0100E-01 
RESULTS FILE =1 
STPAIN 
CONTOURS OF EE 
0 
0.05E-3 
01E-3 
0.15E-3 
0.2E-3 
0.25E-3 
03E-3 
0.35E-3 
0.4E-3 
O ISE-3 
0 SE-3 
0 SSE-3 
06E-3 
I 
0.65E-3 
07E-3 
0.75E-3 
Ma 0 3541E-02 N Nod. 16177 
MI, ,, 0 6828E-05 at Wde 25208 
Figure 6-5 Axisymmetric model of chamfered connection 
When using the 3 dimensional solid models the nut and the bolt were "welded" 
together instead of being connected by threads. The way the load is transferred 
through threads is only approximate for simplification to the load transferred in 
threaded connections. In Chapter 5 the spring model was introduced which is a 
mathematical way of modelling the load distribution in a threaded connection. As the 
spring model showed the load distribution on a threaded connection is in such a way 
that the first thread takes up 10 times as much force as the last thread. This explains 
why the high strain areas are located near the first thread. 
The nut has to be modified in such way that the reading can be taken nearer the first 
thread, where there are high strain concentrations. There were three main ideas, and 
each was investigated more closely. 
It was thought that by adding a deformable washer it would distort and a strain 
measurement could be taken on its surface. However a deformable washer would 
mean more parts are added to the joint which would introduce more friction surfaces 
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allowing a larger margin of error. Therefore a special nut is therefore introduced, 
which has an inbuilt washer. 
LOAD CASE _ 
Intmrrlll 4 Load 14010, =0 100E "01 
RESLLTS FILE =1 
STRAIN 
CONE OLQS OF EE 
0 
0 0äE-3 
01E3 
0 15E"3 
07E-3 
0 25E-3 
0 3F-) 
0 35E-3 
0 4E-3 
0 45.3 
0 5E-3 
0 SSE-3 
0 EE-3 
0 655-3 
015-3 
0 755.3 
Ma 0.4061E-0I M Nods 30206 
Min 0 7137E-04 al Nods 24411 
Figure 6-6 Inbuilt washer idea 
This idea would work as a clip ring. As the nut is tensioned the cut part would 
compress causing tension on the chamfered side. This solution though would 
introduce a large area of high stress concentrations and would be subject to failure. 
Also due to the cut being on the inside of the nut it would be very difficult to 
manufacture. 
LOAD CASE =4 
lMfe nt 4 Load Factor 0100Er01 
RESULTS FILE =I 
STRAIN 
GONE OURS OF EE 
0.05E-3 
01E3 
0 15E-3 
0 7E-3 
0.25E"3 
0 3E-3 
0 3SE-3 
0 4E-3 
04SE-3 
It 
0 5E-3 
0 55.3 
I0 
6E-3 
0 
0 
60 
IE-3 3 
0 15E-3 
Mo 0 7864E-03 M 0o00 26320 
Mln 0.1530E-04 tl Noce 24315 
Figure 6-7 Simplified inbuilt washer idea 
Figure 6-7 shows a simplified version of the previous idea. The difference is that the 
chamfered side is in compression. It is easier to manufacture but there are still areas of 
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high stress. A high percentage of the load is on the first thread so by cutting away the 
material at the base of the nut weakens the assembly and introduces high stress 
concentrations. 
The problem is to get the strain out to the outside surface of the nut without 
weakening it too much. Studying the original nut the contour lines go diagonally from 
the base inwards. The outside contours are blue, indicating a low strain area. By 
cutting the low strain areas away it is possible to get to areas with more strain without 
weakening the structure by a significant amount. 
LOADCASE _4 
lmr@Mrd 4 Load Factor =0I OOE"01 
RESULTS FILE =I 
STRAIN 
CONTOURS OF EE 
0 
0 285638E-3 
0 571376E-] 
0 9569140-3 
1 14255E. 3 
1 43619E-3 
1 71383E-3 
I 99947E-3 
2 7851E 3 
2 57074E-3 
2 85638E-3 
3 11701E-3 
I 
3.42766E-3 
3 71379E-3 
3 99897E-3 
4 28457E-3 
Ma 0.4587E-07 11 WOO 1180 
in 0 1137E-04 at WOO 10975 
Figure 6-8 Final nut idea 
Figure 6-8 shows the final idea. By simply cutting grooves into the side at 45 degrees 
higher strain areas can be accessed. It is possible to line up the mesh elements so the 
actual strain can be plotted along the edges. Using this method different size and 
trajectory grooves were analysed for optimum strength and strain measurement. The 
above picture shows the model with the optimised groove size. The grooves are also 
helpful for the user to take the strain measurement with the LSG as the gratings are at 
an angle. Preliminary tests showed that the strain along the bolt is about ten times the 
strain along the cut, and about three times as much as the hoop strain along the cut. 
The hoop strain is the strain in the z direction, going around the nut. 
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The initial 3 dimensional solid models and the two-dimensional axisymmetric models 
with non-linear analysis helped to find a design which is suitable to relate the surface 
strain to the load. Both types of models used in the development stage employ 
assumptions, therefore to get accurate results experimental testing is required. 3 
dimensional finite element models were not used at this stage of the design. To carry 
out non-linear contact analysis with 3-D elements would have required considerable 
analysis time and computational power. 3 dimensional models were used when 
variation analysis was carried out on the prototype (Chapter 5) but even then contact 
analysis was avoided. 
Using the results obtained from finite element analysis a full 3 dimensional model was 
drawn in CAD to aid in the manufacture of the prototype. The grooves were 
manufactured on alternate sides, so altogether there were 3 grooves. Having three 
grooves meant that the structural integrity of the nut is kept while allowing 
appropriate number of test points to measure the surface strain. 
Figure 6-9 CAD drawing of prototype 
The engineering drawings with dimensions can be seen in Appendix J. 
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6.3 Results and Experimental testing 
To validate the results obtained by analytical results experimental testing is required. 
Figure 6-9 shows the final idea. This is basically a standard nut with a small cut 
(groove) on the side at 45 degrees. Standard nuts were manufactured and the cuts 
were made by hand later. The surface strain within the grooves was measured using 
electrical resistance strain gauges and the axial strain of the bolt was measured using 
lasers. 
In the initial testing all the modelling was done based on an M80 thread. The test rig 
provided by Hydratight Sweeney (www. hydratight. com 2001) uses a2 V2 UNF 8 
thread, so when the prototype was manufactured this was taken into consideration. 
Hydratight Sweeney are a leading company who design and manufacture bolt 
tightening products. They are involved in this project to help develop a non contact 
bolt load measuring device. 
The previous finite element models were modified to a2 '/z inch UNF8 thread to keep 
the continuity between the test rig and the models. The test rig was set up for the 2 '/2 
inch bolt using a nut on both end with some spacers and a hydraulic pump in between 
(Figure 6-11). The schematic diagram of the test rig is shown on Figure 6-10. The 
modified finite element model was based on this test piece, so all the dimensions and 
the material properties were equivalent. 
Nut with groove for 
measuring the 
surface strain 
Loading disk connected to 
the hydraulic pump 
Nut 
Renishaw ML10 
Laser 
interfermometer 
HP 5529A Laser 
interfermometer 
Reflect Reflect 
prism prism 
Bolt 
Sleeve 
barrels 
Figure 6-10 Schematic diagram of the test rig setup 
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The maximum loading was calculated using the material properties shown in 
Appendix K. Using a suitable safety factor it was decided that the maximum pressure 
that should be applied to the hydraulic pump is 200 bar which is equivalent to a 703 
kN force applied to the threaded connection. 
The schematic diagram of the test rig shows how the equipment was setup in order to 
carry out the experimental tests. The experiments were carried out in a temperature 
and humidity controlled laboratory in order to keep all the conditions the same 
throughout the tests. Also under these controlled conditions it was ensured that the 
errors introduced due to outside factors and the test environment were minimised. The 
test rig itself was set up on a solid stone table and attached to it. This was to ensure 
that vibrations and shaking does not interfere with the readings. 
The test rig was designed and built to accommodate the 2 '/2" UNF8 threaded shaft 
(bolt) which has a length of 700 mm of which the active length is 617.62 mm. Active 
length means the length which the load is acting over, hence the distance between the 
two nuts at either end. A loading disk was positioned in the middle of the shaft which 
was connected to a hydraulic pump. The hydraulic pump was used to drive oil 
between the loading disks, hence forcing them apart. Two sleeve barrels were placed 
on either side of the loading disk which were used as spacers and were forced apart by 
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Figure 6-11 Test Rig 
the discs. The sleeve barrels were locked in place by two nuts on either end of the 
shaft. 
At the start of the experiment the nuts were loosely tightened to hold the sleeve 
barrels in place. The hydraulic pump was used to drive the oil in between the loading 
disks and push the barrels against the nuts. As the pressure in the pump increased, the 
sleeves were pushed apart with a higher force. This imitated a threaded joint which is 
being tightened, but instead of tightening the nut by turning it, it was achieved by 
pushing the two nuts apart. The oil pressure was monitored throughout the experiment 
and was related to the load by knowing the hydraulic pressure area of the loading disk 
(Appendix K). 
The strain measurements were taken using two different methods. The first method 
involved the use of lasers. The two lasers used were a Renishaw ML10 and a HP 
5529A Laser interferometers. Two reflective prisons were stuck to the end of the 
threaded shaft to ensure they move together. The laser beams were focused at the 
reflective prisons at either end as shown in Figure 10, and the reflected beams were 
directed back to the laser interferometers. The interferometers were connected to a 
laptop, and the length of the laser beams were measured and recorded. When force 
was applied to the sleeve barrels by the loading disk, the nuts were pushed apart 
which increased the length of the shaft. The change in length of the shaft was 
measured accurately with the laser interferometers, and by summing the displacement 
on either end the total change in length could be found. By knowing the original 
length of the shaft and the change in length, the axial strain in the bolt was calculated. 
The loading was increased in steps and the laser readings were taken at each stage 
before reaching the maximum load (200 bars, 703 kN) and reducing it back to zero 
again in steps. 
The second method involved the use of electrical resistance strain gauges. The electric 
resistance strain gauges were used to imitate the LSG. Instead of etching the gratings 
into the surface of the nut and using the LSG to measure the surface strain, electrical 
resistance strain gauges were used for simplicity. The strain gauges were positioned 
on the six sides of the nut (three with grooves and three with flat unmodified surfaces) 
and were connected to a Wheatstone bridge (Figure 6-12). 
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Figure 6-12 Wheatstone bridge strain gauge measuring system 
On the three sides where the grooves have been manufactured the strain gauges were 
positioned on the centre of the flat face of the grooves. On the unmodified faces the 
strain gauges were positioned at the groove centre location point which was referred 
to earlier as the reference point (Chapter 4). Instead of single strain gauges, rosettes 
were used for more accuracy. Altogether 18 separate strain readings were taken, three 
on each of the six sides (Figure 6-14). 
The strain gauges were attached to the nut surface using a special adhesive, and 
connected to the Wheatstone Bridge using colour coded wires. The Wheatstone 
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Figure 6-13 Strain Gauge Wiring 
Bridge measures how the resistance in the strain gauges change and using a suitable 
gauge factor it converts the resistances to strain. The advantages of using rosettes is 
that the principal strains can be determined regardless of the rosette orientation. The 
two principal strains in this scenario are the hoop and axial strains. The hoop and axial 
strains were calculated the following way (Dally and Riley 1991). 
El =I (CA +£C)+ 
- 
(CA -cc)' +(2eß -CA -C C)2 
Equation 6-2 
£2 =2 (EA +EC)- (EA -EC)2 +(2c8 -CA -E02 
Where EA, EB are cc are the rosette readings. 
The strain readings were taken at the beginning of the experiment (at zero loading) 
and recorded. This was used as the reference strain gauge readings. The strain 
readings were taken at each load step (increasing and decreasing the load) and 
recorded in a table. The tests were repeated a number of times for continuity and the 
results were recorded. The results can be seen in the results section. 
The same geometry as the prototype was modelled using two-dimensional 
axisymmetric contact analysis in LUSAS. By using the same boundary conditions for 
the finite element model as for the test rig the analytical and the experimental findings 
could be compared. 
Analytical findings 
As it was mentioned before the finite element results plotted were EE (equivalent) 
strain. EE is not an accurate way of telling what the exact strain is at each point but it 
is used to give a general overall idea. To find the strain readings more accurately 
graphs are plotted along certain edges. The meshed elements have to be lined up in 
the same direction for the graph reading to be taken. This is done by cycling the 
elements around until each are orientated the same way. 
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There are four types of usable strain plots in LUSAS finite element software. There is 
the overall strain which is a combination of all the strains from all directions, and 
there is the directional strain in the "x", "y" and "z" directions. To get accurate strain 
results all the elements in the model have to be orientated in the same direction. 
Figure 6-14 shows the model with correctly aligned elements. 
Strain measurement 
along the bolt 
is taken in 
this direction 
; train measurement 
long the cut is taken 
in this direction 
Figure 6-14 Element Directions 
In Figure 6-14 the axes are orientated in such a way, that the "x" axis is in the vertical 
direction, the "y" axis is in the horizontal direction and the "z" axis is perpendicular to 
the page. When all the elements are pointing in the same direction a graph can be 
plotted at any cross section to show the strain at each node. Figures 6-15a, 6-15b and 
6-15c show the strain at the required places on the assembly. 
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Figure 6-15c Hoop strain along the cut 
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Distance along the cut (mm) 
These results show the strain distribution under a load of 703 kN equivalent to 200 bar 
pressure on the test rig (Appendix K). The strain is measured along the bolt as well as 
along the groove. The axial strain on the bolt is measured as it can be used to find the 
loading if the material property and the geometry of the bolt is known. By relating the 
surface strain within the groove to the axial strain along the bolt the nut can be 
calibrated as a load measuring device. 
The results show that the strain on the shaft increases away from the nut and it reaches 
its maximum after the first thread. Both the hoop strain and the axial strain along the 
cut vary with distance. It is important to position the grating in such way to get the 
maximum reading. Going away from the tip of the cut the hoop strain increases, while 
the strain along the cut reduces. Therefore the best position for the grating is at the 
centre of the groove, both in terms of the measurement magnitude and ease of 
manufacture. 
Load 703 kN 
Axial Strain on the Shaft 1.022 millistrain 
Hoop Strain 0.17 millistrain 
Axial Strain -0.15 millistrain 
Figure 6-16 Tabulated results 
The Finite element results show that roughly a 1/6`h of the bolt strain can be seen on 
the hoop strain and about a "1/7`h can be seen on along the cut. These numbers are 
indications only, as the two-dimensional axisymmetric model uses assumptions that 
can introduce major errors. For more accurate results experimental testing was carried 
out using a special test rig. 
Experimental Results: 
Similarly to the analytical test, the strain was measured in two places. The axial strain 
on the bolt was measured using laser interferometers, while the strain within the 
grooves was measured using electric resistance strain gauges. Using electric resistance 
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strain gauges meant that the strain can only be measured at one single point within the 
groove, this point was the centre of the groove. (On the flat surfaces the strain was 
measured at the groove location point) 
The lasers were used to measure the extension in the shaft. Strain is calculated by 
dividing the extension by the original length. What is the original length? The original 
length when calculating the strain is taken between the points where the force is 
acting. In this case it is between the nuts, but the nut acts over a length rather than a 
point. It is a valid assumption that the original length can be worked out by taking the 
distance between the mid points of the nuts. The length of the shaft between the nuts 
was measured using a vernier under no load. The original length of the shaft was 
measured to be 617.62 mm. 
The experiment was carried out in a temperature and humidity controlled room. The 
test rig was positioned on a solid stone table to reduce the chances of shakes and 
vibrations. The pressure in the hydraulic assembly was adjusted by a hand pump 
(Figure 6-17). The pressure was monitored by a digital pressure dial. 
The experimental tests were carried out under varied loading. The pressure was 
increased slowly by an equal amount each time, and the laser readings were taken. 
Once 200 bar was reached, the pressure was steadily reduced taking readings at the 
same pressures as before. The tests were repeated 10 times to eliminate any bad 
readings ensure the accuracy of the results. The results were collected in a table which 
can be seen in Appendix L. The results were averaged and tabulated in Figure 6-18, 
the plotted averaged axial strain results can be visualized in Figure 6-19. 
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Figure 6-17 Hand Pump 
Averaged results 
Pressure HP 
reading 
Renishaw 
reading 
Combined 
reading 
Normalised 
reading 
Axial Strain 
Bar mm mm mm mm microstrain 
01 -0.001 0.000 -0.001 0.000 0 
2( -0.072 0.000 19.928 0.000 11 
4( -0.142 -0.004 39.858 0.004 235 
6( -0.22 -0.009 59.780 0.009 369 
8( -0.291 -0.014 79.709 0.014 492 
10 -0.367 -0.019 99.633 0.019 623 
12 -0.447 -0.030 119.553 0.030 770 
14 -0.51 -0.031 139.487 0.031 880 
16 -0.58 -0.034 159.414 0.034 1002 
18 -0.661 -0.038 179.339 0.038 1130 
20 -0.731 -0.042 199.269 0.042 1251 
18 -0.69 -0.05 179.30 0.05 1213 
16 -0.62 -0.054 159.377 0.054 109 
14 -0.551 -0.051 139.449 0.051 972 
12 -0.482 -0.048 119.518 0.048 856 
10 -0.41 -0.042 99.587 0.042 73 
8 -0.341 -0.037 79.659 0.037 61 
6 -0.26 -0.029 59.735 0.029 474 
4 -0.19 -0.022 39.806 0.022 349 
2 -0.11 -0.013 19.887 0.013 201 
-0.031 -0.001 -0.031 0.001 51 
Figure 6-18 Averaged axial bolt strain measured by laser interferometers (Table) 
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Figure 6-19 Averaged axial bolt strain measured by laser interferometers (Graph) 
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The results shows that the strain in the bolt is 1.2 millistrains at 200 bar pressure 
which is equivalent to 703 kN force. 
It was described before how strain gauge rosettes were placed on each side of the nut 
(Figure 6-20). The grooves were placed on alternate sides. The rosettes were used to 
measure the strain on all sides, so the flat face readings and the readings in the 
grooves could be compared. 
The tests were repeated 10 times, and the results were tabulated in Appendix L. In 
Figure L-6 the raw test results for a single experiment can be seen along with the 
normalised results. The raw results are the direct readings from the Wheatstone bridge 
for each strain gauge (18 in total) which are normalised by adjusting the initial 
reading to zero strain at no load. The three rosette readings were used to calculate the 
hoop and the axial strain as it was shown earlier. The hoop and the axial strains are 
the two principal strains on the nut, E, and E2 respectively. Figures L-7 to L-16 in 
Appendix L, show the converted results for the raw test and the converted results for 
the repeated experiments. The averaged tabulated results can be seen in Figure 6-21. 
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Figure 6-20 Rosette Strain Gauges 
Principle strain 
Pressure/Load 0 bar 50 bar 100 bar 150 bar 00 bar 150 bar 100 bar 50 bar bar 
Groove 
Axial Strain 0 214 389 531 665 639 530 286 - 
Hoop Strain 0 -178 -29 -407 -531 -47 -429 -255 -1 
Flat face 
Mal Strain 0 144 243 316 375 380 351 206 
IHoop Strain 0 -9 -81 -168 -255 -197 -125 -42 -12 
Figure 6-21 Averaged strain gauge results calculated from rosette readings over 10 
experiments (all units are in microstrain) 
Figures 6-22a and 6-22b show the axial strain, E2 in the groove and on the flat face. 
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Figure 6-22a Axial strain in groove 
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Figure 6-22b Axial strain on flat face 
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At a pressure of 200 bars, the axial strain in the groove is -0.531 millistrains while on 
the flat face it is -0.245 millistrains. Figures 6-23a and 6-23b show the hoop strain. 
The hoop strain is positive due to the circumference increasing while the nut is being 
compressed. 
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Figure 6-23b Hoop strain on flat face 
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The hoop strain is 0.665 millistrains in the groove and 0.375 millistrains on the flat 
face at 200 bar pressure. There is a significant difference between the surface strain 
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Figure 6-23a Hoop strain in groove 
measured within the groove and the surface strain measured on the flat unmodified 
face. The summarised results can be seen in Figure 6-24. 
Groove Flat face Factor between strain in the 
millistrain millistrain groove and strain on the flat face 
Axial strain -0.531 -0.245 2.17 
Hoop strain 0.665 0.345 1.93 
Figure 6-24 Summarised experimental results 
From the summarised results it is possible to see the importance of the groove. By 
introducing the groove a higher magnitude of strain can be measured which helps 
improve accuracy. Also the grooves make it easier for the user to take the strain 
measurement as it is oriented at a 45 degree angle. 
When finite element analysis is used a number of assumptions are introduced. In this 
case the assembly geometry was simplified so a two-dimensional axisymmetric model 
could be used, but also it was assumed that both the material and geometry are 
correct. Friction at the threads and at other contact surfaces was neglected. 
The experimental results show a large variation from the finite element results. The 
results for the axial strain measurements have a slight error, while there is an 
enormous discrepancy in the surface strain measurements. The summary of the results 
are listed in Figure 6-25. 
Analytical results Experimental results Error 
millistrain millistrain % 
Axial bolt strain 1.022 1.244 17.8 
Axial strain in groove -0.150 -0.531 71.8 
Hoop strain in groove 0.170 0.665 74.4 
Figure 6-25 Summary of results and error in terms of experimental results 
(Load is 200 bars or 703 kN) 
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The discrepancy is due to the two-dimensional axisymmetric model using 
assumptions to simplify the model. Assuming that the nut is circular and not 
hexagonal meant that the results would be inaccurate; however they were useful to 
help determine the high stress areas. More significantly the experimental results show 
a large amount of hysteresis. The hysteresis means that a single strain reading 
corresponds to a range of loads, therefore the load can not be determined accurately 
(Figure 6-22 & 6-23). At a given strain reading there is a variation of nearly a 100 Bar 
in pressure. This amount of pressure is equivalent to nearly 350 kN in loading. 
When the finite element testing was carried out there was no opportunity to 
investigate the hysteresis. There are two reasons for the hysteresis in the experimental 
testing. The most significant one is due to the friction in the threads. When the load is 
increased in the assembly the nut tightens, and the strain on the nut surface increases 
as expected. However, when the load is slowly reduced there is friction between the 
threads, which make the nut "stick", so the surface strain is not reduced. Due to this 
behaviour there will always be a certain amount of hysteresis on the nut. The other, 
less significant cause for the hysteresis is because of the hydraulic pump. As a result 
of the viscosity of the fluid within the pump, when the pressure is being reduced the 
pump responds slower. This effect can be seen in the laser testing, when there is a 
small amount of hysteresis on the shaft. 
The results show that the redesigned nut is not a suitable solution to the given 
problem. The hysteresis means that the surface strain measurement cannot be related 
to the load accurately. Due to the threads on the nut there will always be hysteresis, 
therefore the strain measurements have to be taken from another location. The other 
option is the shaft, but only the free end of the shaft is visible and it is not under any 
loading. An alternative solution has to be found which experiences the same load as 
the joint and visible for the laser strain gauge to measure the surface strain on it. 
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6.4 Re-optimisation of Prototype / Washer 
The hysteresis on the nut means that the strain reading can not be related to the load 
accurately. The hysteresis needs to be eliminated for the laser strain gauge to work. 
The main reason for the hysteresis is thought to be the threads locking through 
friction. The laser strain gauge is a non contact method and the article which is 
measured needs to be visible. As it was mentioned before the only visible part of the 
threaded connection is the end of the shaft and the nut. The end of the shaft does not 
see enough of the force for the laser strain gauge to take a reading, and due to the 
threads there is hysteresis on the nut. Another component needs to be introduced 
which experiences enough force, but is not affected by the thread. 
A washer was suggested as a solution. If a washer is introduced all the force going 
through the shaft has to go through it. Also the washer is not connected to the system 
through threads but through two flat surfaces. This means that the magnitude of the 
friction is reduced significantly, but more importantly the direction of the frictional 
forces are now horizontal and will not affect the vertical load. The suggested 
prototype is shown below. 
Figure 6-26 Redesigned washer 
The washer shown in Figure 6-26 was designed based on a standard washer with 
some modification. Once again three grooves were manufactured at a 45 degree angle 
with each groove being 120 degrees apart. The grooves had two main functions. 
Firstly, as some material was removed it meant that the surface strain within the 
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grooves would be at a higher magnitude. Measuring higher strains mean there is more 
accuracy as if there is a larger margin of error. Secondly with the 45 degree angle it is 
easier for the laser strain gauge user to get readings. If the gratings would be placed 
straight onto the side of the washer it would be awkward for the user to get the right 
angle for the measurements. So it was decided that similar grooves should be added to 
the washer like to the ones on the modified nut. The rest of the washer was kept as 
standard to ensure ease of manufacture and keep the structural integrity of the joint. 
Full dimensions of the washer can be seen in Appendix M. 
The initial tests were performed by finite element analysis, but this time full 3 
dimensional modelling was used. As there were no threads involved in the analysis of 
the washer it was not necessary to use a model of the threads. This meant that contact 
analysis was not required to analyse the behaviour of the washer under loading. 
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Figure 6-27 Finite element analysis of the redesigned washer 
The 3 dimensional finite element model was prepared similarly to the 3 dimensional 
nut model described in Chapter 5. Due to the complicated groove geometry a 
combination of hexahedral and pentahedral mesh was used. The washer was fixed on 
the bottom surface in the vertical direction and a distributed force was signed to the 
top surface to model a real life scenario. 
The analysis was run and the strain was recorded at the centre of the groove in both 
the axial and the hoop direction. The analytical results showed that at maximum load 
(703 kN) the axial strain is -625 microstrain and the hoop strain is +301 microstrain. 
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To validate these results experimental testing was carried out. A prototype washer was 
manufactured and was included in the test rig described previously. The experimental 
tests were carried out using strain gauges in a similar manner to the experimental nut 
analysis. The only difference between the nut and the washer experimental tests was 
that on the washer the rosette strain gauges were placed in all three grooves, but only 
one rosette strain gauge was placed on the flat part. Therefore only 4 rosettes were 
used altogether to reduce the testing time. The strain on the flat surface was only 
measured as a comparison and it was assumed that it is the same throughout so one 
rosette is enough. The tests were repeated 10 times and the results are presented in 
Appendix N. The raw and normalised results for these tests can be seen in Figure N-1, 
with the calculated principle strain results are shown in Figure N-2 to N-11. The 
averaged test results are presented below in table and graphs formats. 
Principle strain 
Pressure/Load bar 50 bar 100 bar 150 bar 200 bar 150 bar 100 bar 50 bar bar 
roove 
Axial Strain 0 -180 -34 -507 -66 -51 -346 -176 0 
Hoop Strain 0 91 176 266 356 304 231 118 2 
Flat face 
Axial Strain 0 -34 -676 -970 -1247 -987 -708 -389 
Hoop Strain 0 77 169 270 36 288 193 101 3 
Figure 6-28 Averaged experimental results for the washer - Table 
(all units are in microstrain) 
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Figure 6-29 Averaged experimental results of the strain within the groove of the 
washer (Graph) 
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The results are more satisfactory compared to the redesigned nut results. The 
hysteresis is considerably reduced on the hoop strain, and there is no hysteresis in the 
axial direction. The washer is in contact with the nut on one surface, and the friction 
on this surface causes some hysteresis in the hoop strain. 
Using the same loading scenario on the finite element model and the test rig the 
analytical and the experimental analyses could be compared. The results show a very 
close correlation, even more so than with the axisymmetric model. This proves how 
the axisymmetric model uses assumptions, which introduce inaccuracies. The results 
can be seen in Figure 6-30. 
Analytical results Experimental results Error 
millistrain millistrain % 
Axial strain in groove -0.625 -0.672 6.99 
Hoop strain in groove 0.301 0.329 8.51 
Figure 6-30 Summary of washer results and error in terms of experimental results 
(Load is 200 bars or 703 kN) 
The new design using the washer had a number of advantages over the original nut 
proposal. 
9 The hysteresis was reduced. 
" Introducing the washer meant that the nut does not have to be re-designed, 
which meant that the original nuts could be used keeping the bolt assembly's 
strength. 
" The washer was designed in such way that it has the same strength as the bolt 
so the assembly was not weakened. 
" The strain readings on the washer were at a higher magnitude than on the 
redesigned nut and thereby improving the accuracy. 
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In order to use the redesigned washer as a load measuring device it is necessary to 
carry out further analyses. In the following sections the washer will be discussed in 
more detail. 
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6.4.1 Further analysis of the washer - Residual Stress 
An important factor that can affect the accuracy of the laser strain gauge has not been 
mentioned before. This is the effect of residual stress left in the washer after the 
groove manufacture. Residual stress is the stress that remains in a body when all 
external forces have been removed. To be more specific these stresses within the body 
have to be net zero, as all the compressive residual stresses are cancelled out by the 
tensile stress regions. 
Residual stresses are frequently formed during fabrication operations, such as casting, 
rolling or forging (Rowlands 1993). Residual stresses can be a real problem as they 
can cause fracture. Also they are very difficult to measure and they add to stresses due 
to applied loads. It is important to investigate the washer for residual stresses, so the 
surface strain readings are not affected by them. 
Measuring residual stresses in a non-destructive way is extremely troublesome, so 
most methods are destructive. Methods include hole-drilling, ultrasonic techniques, 
X-ray, photomechanical techniques, and numerical analysis. The most common way 
is hole drilling technique (Boiten and Ten Cate 1952). There are a number ways of 
measuring the residual stress when using the hole drilling method, but as electric 
resistance strain gauges have been used in the previous experiments it was decided 
that special residual stress rosettes should be used. 
The rosettes were cemented into the grooves of the washer the same way it was done 
in the previous experiments. The same experiment as before was carried out, 
increasing and decreasing the load in steps taking readings at certain pressures. Once 
the full cycle was carried out a hole was drilled in the centre of the flat face between 
the strain gauges. The diameter of the hole was 2 mm, so it was decided that the depth 
of the hole should be at least 8 mm to relieve all the stress. The change in strain was 
recorded before and after the drilling (Figure 6-31). 
The initial test before the drilling showed a strong correlation with previous results as 
expected. However when the strain readings were taken after the drilling some 
unexpected results were found. When the 8mm deep hole was drilled on the flat face 
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one of the strain gauges in the rosette started to peel off, which would explain the 
unexpected results. The net change in the strain on the peeled off strain gauge was - 
2055 microstrain while the other two were only -312 and -253 respectively according 
to the rosette. Assuming that if the first gauge would have been unharmed the reading 
would have been in the region of -300 microstrains. 
bar 0 bar 0 bar 0 bar 0 bar 100 bar 120 bar 140 bar 160 bar 180 bar 00 bar 
au e1 65 8 97 11 14 17 211 244 277 312 
au e2 -63 -83 -1 -13 -164 -19 -233 -26 -30 -341 
ue3 -153 -253 -343 -44 -543 -644 --744 -843 -944 -1043 
180 bar 160 bar 140 bar 120 bar 100 bar 0 bar 60 bar 0 bar 0 bar bar After Drilling 
3auge 1 30 28 264 23 211 18 16 14 122 4 -205 
Sauge 2 -31 -291 -26 -231 -199 -16 -13 -11 -8 -18 -313 
Sauge 3 -951 -860 -76 -66 -56 46 -36 -27 -184 -18 -253 
Gauge I was damaged, after drilling value is estimated to be -300 microstrain 
Principal Stresses 
- bar 0 bar 0 bar 0 bar 0 bar 100 bar 120 bar 140 bar 160 bar 180 bar 00 bar 
Hoop Strain 66. 82.0 97.82 120. 148. 179. 212.2 244. 277. 312.4 
xial Strain -154. -253 -343.8 -443.5 -544. -645. -745.2 -843. -944. -1043. 
180 bar 160 bar 140 bar 120 bar 100 bar 0 bar 0 bar 0 bar 0 bar bar fter drilling 
Hoop Strain 30 28 264.1 238.3 211. 188.1 167. 154.1 131.2 -1.101 -234.3 
Axial Strain -951 -86 -769.1 -667.3 -568. -470.1 -367. -280.1 -193.2 -20. -320. 
All values are in microstrain 
Figure 6-31 Residual stress results without annealing 
The strain gauge readings need to be converted into residual stress. The residual stress 
is biaxial and therefore has two principal values and directions. These stresses and 
their directions can be calculated using the following equations (Dally and Riley 
1991). 
aR 
CA 
4CEC + 
4C 
`EA - 
EB )2 + (CB - EC 
)2 
12 
QZ - 
CA +EC /L 
EA -EB)2 +(CB -c 
)2 Equation 6-3 
4C, 4CZ 
tan 20 - 
EA - 2EB + cc 
EC -CA 
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__l+v 
a C' 
2E rd 
Zz 
Equation 6-4 
1+u aa4 CZ 
2E rd 
-3 
rd 
+1+u 
Where "a" is the radius of the hole and "rd" is the distance from the centre of the hole. 
Heat treatment methods can be used to remove the `history' of stress accumulated 
from past operations upon the item of interest. The most thorough of these is 
annealing. Annealing occurs at or near the quenching temperature, however in this 
case the metal is slowly cooled to room temperature. The result is a microstructure 
that is totally free from stress, consisting of the crystal structure that is stable at room 
temperature, ferrite in the case of steel. Partial annealing, as the name implies, does 
less of a removing stress and provides a less uniform microstructure, due to the fact 
that lower temperatures and shorter times are used for the process. Stress relieving is 
conducted at even lower temperatures, and has the more limited goal of only dealing 
with residual stresses. The benefit of partial annealing and stress relieving lies in the 
amount of allowable distortion; if an item is already near net shape, the risk of 
distortion may be too great for complete annealing to be conducted. 
It was decided to carry out stress relieving on one of the samples to investigate if there 
is any difference in the results. The material used for the prototypes is EN24 
(817M40) alloy steel. The annealing temperature for this steel is around 800 Celsius 
degrees. The phase diagram for such steel shows that above 650 Celsius degrees the 
ferrite starts turning into austenite, changing the crystal structure of the material 
(Figure 6-32). Therefore stress relieving was used which was carried out at 600 
Celsius degrees. The sample was heated to 600 Celsius degrees and it was soaked for 
90 minutes then cooled slowly in the surface allowing the crystals structure to settle 
and for the internal stresses to disappear. 
Figure 6-32 was generated for EN24 steel using MTDATA for Windows by knowing 
the chemical composition. 
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Figure 6-32 Phase diagram for multicomponent EN24 
Experimental testing was carried out using the annealed washer. The results can be 
seen in Figure 6-33. The results for the annealed washer showed that the residual 
stress can be eliminated by heat treatment. Annealing is one of the most prevalent 
methods of relieving residual stresses but it is very expensive and can introduce 
changes in the dimensions of the specimen. 
The results also show that the strain readings for the annealed and the non annealed 
washer correlate well. Hence even though there are residual stresses present in the 
washer the surface strain readings are not affected. So the residual stresses do not 
affect the accuracy of the laser strain gauge. 
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6.4.2 Further analysis of the washer - Determination of Bolt Load from 
Measured Strains 
The aim of this project is to show how the laser strain gauge can be used to measure 
the loading in a threaded connection. The laser strain gauge is used to find the surface 
strain on the washer which is then related to the strain in the threaded shaft. Finite 
element analysis and experimental methods were used to help find this relationship. 
The results indicated that half the strain on the shaft can be seen on the washer in the 
axial direction, and the hoop strain on the washer is a quarter of the shaft strain. The 
load can be worked out from the shaft, or directly from the washer. As the material 
and the cross-sectional area of the washer is known the load can be calculated in a 
theoretical way. As the shape of the washer is irregular due to the grooves these 
theoretical calculations are only estimations and assumptions are used. It is assumed 
that the washer has a constant cross sectional area and the grooves are neglected. It is 
also assumed that all conditions are perfect, there is no friction present, the surfaces 
are smooth and the loading is uniformly spread over the top surface. An example of 
the theoretical load calculations can be seen in Appendix 0. This theoretical load can 
be verified using the results from the finite element analysis and the experimental 
tests. 
Applied Load (Experimental) 
Equivalent Finite 
Element Load 
Equivalent Estimated 
Mechanics of Material 
Load 
Pressure Force Axial Strain 
Hoop 
Strain 
From Axial 
Strain 
From 
Hoop 
Strain 
From 
Axial 
Strain 
From Hoop 
Strain 
bar kN microstrain microstrain kN kN kN kN 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
50 175.8 -172.7 65.7 197.4 116.3 106.8 135.4 
100 351.5 -345.5 148.5 394.9 263 213.6 306.1 
150 527.3 -512.6 235.6 585.9 417.2 316.9 485.6 
200 703 -672.3 329.3 768.5 583.1 415.7 678.7 
150 527.3 -516.8 275.8 590.7 488.4 319.5 568.4 
100 351.5 -351.4 207.4 401.7 367.3 217.3 427.4 
50 175.8 -173.1 123.1 197.9 218 107 253.7 
0 0 -5 5 5.7 8.9 3.1 10.3 
Figure 6-34 Comparisons of experimental, analytical and theoretical loads 
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The comparisons of the theoretical, finite element and experimental results can be 
seen in Figure 6-34. The experimental and the finite element results are in close 
correlation, however, the theoretical results are different. This can be explained by the 
amount of assumptions introduced to simplify the theoretical calculations. From the 
results it is possible to say that with suitable calibration the load can be determined 
accurately using the laser strain gauge if perfect conditions are applied and the 
material inaccuracies are not taken into consideration. 
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6.4.3 Further analysis of the washer - Sensitivity Analysis of the Washer 
The importance of sensitivity analysis was introduced in Chapter 4. Similarly to the 
nut the washer was designed using finite element analysis. When finite element 
analysis is used perfect conditions and geometries are assumed which is not always 
the case in a real life scenario. In real life the product is manufactured to certain 
tolerances, and even though these tolerances are very tight some variation in the 
dimensions are permitted. Sensitivity analysis is used to investigate the relationship 
between the variation in dimensions and the desired surface strain reading. The 
sensitivity function is found with respect to each dimension so the overall relationship 
is found as the sum of all the sensitivity functions. 
The washer was designed in such a way that by measuring the surface strain within 
the grooves the load on the joint can be determined. The strain and load relationship 
depends on the geometry of the washer. Any dimensional variation in the washer 
would introduce unwanted errors when calculating load. For this reason sensitivity 
analysis needs to be carried out for the washer to determine if it can be used to 
determine the load with 0.5% accuracy. If the errors introduced due to dimensional 
variation are significant calibration will be necessary. 
The sensitivity analysis of the washer is carried out similarly to the nut. All the 
possible parameters that might vary are listed in Figure 6-35 and visualised in 
Appendix P. Once again a reference point is chosen which is kept constant so all the 
other parameters can be varied respect to it. This point is the same as it was for the 
nut, the groove centre location (x G, y'G). The total load (P) is not varied either as this 
is the required parameter which needs to be measured. 
The washer has a much simpler geometry than the nut but to investigate each 
parameter individually to find the sensitivity function would be time consuming so 
simplifications are made once again. The problem is split into two steps. The first step 
is to investigate the washer without any grooves and see how the surface strain at the 
groove centre location (x G, y'G) is affected with respect to dimensional variation. The 
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second step is to look at the effect of the groove changes on the surface strain within 
the groove at the grating location (x L, y 'j). 
Similarly to the nut the surface strains in the axial (E1) and the hoop ((2) can be given 
as a function of the following parameters. 
El =f (P, E, A) Equation 4-2 
¬2 =f (P, E, A, v) Equation 4-3 
Due to the complicated geometry of the nut the sensitivity function was found by 
investigating how the geometry changes affect the load distribution on the threads. 
Therefore the sensitivity function found was relating the load distribution to the 
measured strain. This assumption was a valid way to simplify the otherwise very 
complicated problem. With the washer the geometry is less complicated therefore no 
finite element analysis is required and the sensitivity functions can be found 
numerically for each individual parameter. Assuming a uniform load on the washer 
the surface strain can be determined by the following expressions: 
_P El 
En(ro2 -112) 
Equation 6-5 
_ 
Pv 
82 
E7tiro2 _112) 
Equation 6-6 
Using these straight forward expressions the sensitivity functions for each can be 
found in a similar manner to the example used in Chapter 4. The sensitivity equation 
then becomes: 
SEl SP 
_ 
SE 
_ 
28ro 28il 
el PE ro n 
Equation 6-7 
6c2 
- 
Sv 8P 
- 
BE 
- 
26r0 28rj 
-+-- + Equation 6-8 82 vPE ro ri 
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The sensitivity function for each of the parameters can be tabulated in Figure 6-36. 
Sensitivity Function Axial Strain (El) Hoop Strain (E2) 
SFp 1 1 
SFE -1 -1 
SFro -2 -2 
SF ; 2 2 2 
SF, NA 1 
Figure 6-36 Sensitivity functions for washer geometry 
These sensitivity functions were found assuming that the load is uniform over the 
washer. With this assumption two of the geometry parameters are not included when 
finding the sensitivity functions. The sensitivity functions for concentricity and 
flatness of the washer face will be investigated with respect to load distribution. The 
alteration of the load distribution on the washer can account for these changes in 
geometry. The sensitivity function with respect to the load distribution will be found 
later. 
The second part of the sensitivity analysis investigates the effect of dimensional 
variation in the groove with respect to surface strain. Just as for the nut it is possible 
to say that the surface strain (E') at the grating location (x L, y L) is governed by the 
following function (assuming uniform loading): 
6 19 =f {E 1 [hG, 9G, WL Y L)19 E2[h6,9G, (4 y L)] } Equation 6-9 
E2' =f {¬1[h0,9G, (x s., y'L)], E2[hG, 9G, (x L, y L)]} Equation 6-10 
The sensitivity functions governing the surface strain at the reference point (cl, c2) 
were shown earlier numerically. The groove geometry is much more complicated but 
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it is possible to find the sensitivity functions numerically using finite element 
analysis. -' 
The geometries of the grooves on the washer are identical to the ones on the nut. 
Using this similarity it is possible to assume that the sensitivity functions found for 
the groove geometry when analysing the nut can be used for the washer as well. 
Instead of repeating the analyses on the washer grooves, the results from the nut 
grooves can be used. Using the same assumptions with regards to the groove depth 
and face angle the fundamental equation for the washer sensitivity will be as follows: 
Sslf' 
= SFp 
SP 
+SFE 
SE 
+SFro 
8r, 
+SFri 
811 
+SFV 
Sv 
+SFghG 
SAg 
+SF(x'L) 
s(g, L) +SF(y-L) 
8(Y'L) 
sl pE ro ri v 6g WL) WO 
Equation 6-11 
8E2, ' 
SFp 
SP 
+SFE 
SE 
+SFro 
Sr° 
+SFri 
8n 
+SFý 
Sv 
+SFghý 
ýg 
+SFýx'ý) 
s(x'L) 
+SF(y'L) 
s(Y'L) 
92 PE ro v 6g (z L) (Y L) 
Equation 6-12 
Under uniform loading the accuracy of the strain measuring device is governed by the 
equations above. Using the results from the groove analyses and the previous 
numerical results the sensitivity functions can be summarised (Figure 6-37). 
Sensitivity Function for Axial Strain Sensitivity Function for Hoop Strain 
SFp1 1.00 SFp 2 1.00 
SFEI -1.00 SFE2 -1.00 
SF1.1, -2.00 SFr2, -2.00 
SFr4 2.00 SFr-, '_. 00 
SFvi 1.00 SFv2 1.00 
SF i -0.26 SFa 0.02 
SFyI -1.24 SFy., ) 0.09 
SFeh -1.39 SFeh,, 0.24 
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Figure 6-37 Summary of sensitivity functions for the washer 
As it was mentioned before all these sensitivity functions were found assuming 
uniform loading. Variation in concentricity and a rough washer face can both cause 
non uniform loading. Also the load distribution can change during assembly even if 
exactly the same parts are reassembled. This is due to assembly tolerances and 
impurities getting into the joint. For these reasons it is important to carry out an 
analysis to investigate how different load distributions affect the measured strain. 
The following section will show how finite element analysis was used to find the 
sensitivity function with respect to load distribution. 
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6.5 Variation Analysis of Non-uniform loading on the washer 
The laser strain gauge was adopted so it can be used as a load measuring device in a 
threaded connection. A special washer is introduced to the joint with grooves, and by 
measuring the change in surface strain within the groove the load in the joint can be 
found. The relationship between the surface strain and the overall load has been found 
using experimental and finite element analyses; however there are a number of factors 
that can affect this relationship. 
Just like with the nut manufacturing imperfections can cause inaccuracies when trying 
to relate the surface strain to the load. The grooves on the washer and the nut are 
identical and it is assumed that imperfections in the grooves will have the same affect 
on the washer as they did on the nut. So these factors will not be reinvestigated as the 
results would be identical. But there is one major difference between the washer and 
the nut. The force is transferred through the threads in the nut while the force is 
transferred through the ends of the washer. This means that there is a spread out force 
acting on the top surface of the washer which can vary due to a number of factors and 
can have a severe effect on the surface strain readings. 
Using a simplified finite element model a number of different loading scenarios were 
analysed, and it was shown that even under the same overall load large errors are 
introduced when the load is not uniform. It was also shown that by taking a number of 
readings along the circumference of the washer, the mean strain will be the same as 
for a uniformly loaded washer. Hence by averaging the strain readings the errors 
introduced by the uneven loading can be cancelled out. 
All of the load acting on the connection is transferred through the washer causing it to 
compress in the axial direction and expand in the radial direction (Figure 6-38). The 
surface strain in the groove is measured in both the axial and the hoop direction using 
the laser strain gauge. The strain readings are then used to calculate the load on the 
joint using data from FE and experimental analyses. 
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Nut 
Bolt 
Groove wtth 
grating 
Figure 6-38 Threaded assembly with washer 
Using finite element analysis a correlation was found between the surface strain and 
the overall load, which would allow the load to be determined from any strain 
reading. However in the analytical FE model used to calculate total load from 
measured strain perfect conditions are assumed where the load is transferred through 
the washer is uniformly spread out over the cross sectional area. 
In real life there are a number of factors that can interfere with the surface strain 
readings to give inaccurate results. In this section, the effect of non uniform loading 
on the washer will be investigated. 
The load from the nut is transferred to the washer through the top face, and under 
perfect conditions it is assumed to be uniform. However dirt, impurities in the joint 
and imperfections in manufacture or the material can all cause uneven loading. With 
the use of finite element analysis a number of different loading scenarios were 
analysed to help understand the surface strain behaviour at uneven loads. As a number 
of analyses were carried out a simplified model was used where the grooves were 
replaced by an orthotropic material. The plain geometry with the orthotropic material 
ensured that the washer behaved the same way as it did with the grooves, but less time 
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.ý 
and computational power was required. These analyses were used to look at the effect 
of different loadings on the surface strain at the reference point (x'G, y'G). 
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6.5.1 Modelling for non-uniform loading 
Geometry 
A joint is only as strong as the weakest member, so the washer was designed in such a 
way that it has the same cross sectional area as the bolt. This meant that adding the 
extra part did not weaken the connection. 
All the finite element analysis was carried out using LUSAS (www. lusas. com 2001). 
Unlike some finite element packages like Ansys where the modelling is done using 
Boolean operations, modelling in LUSAS is done with the use of nodes and lines. The 
nodes and the lines are then used to make volumes which are meshed. When 
modelling complicated curved geometries, like the grooves, the volumes become 
irregular and irregular meshing is required. This means large number of elements and 
longer analyses. To reduce the computational power required and the analysis time the 
model was simplified. 
St Venant's principle was stated in Chapter 5. In effect the principle says that if the 
points where the strain measurements are taken (the grooves) are far enough from 
where the uneven load is applied then the surface strain will be the same as if it would 
be under uniform loading. The tests carried out will show if Saints Venant's principle 
can be used for this scenario. 
In Chapter 4 when the effect of different load distributions were investigated on the 
nut a simplified model was used where the grooves replaced with an orthotropic 
material. The simplification was used again due to the large number of analyses that 
had to be carried out. 
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Figure 6-39 Original geometry meshed 
The original geometry of the washer (Figure 6-39) with the grooves was modelled 
using LUSAS and using the same method as before the material properties were found 
(Section 5.2.5). As the geometry of the grooves was the same as before the material 
properties were identical to the results found with the nut. The material properties can 
be seen in Figure 6-40. 
Steel Orthotropic Material 
Youngs modulus x(N/mmA2) 197000 195677 
Youngs modulus y (N/mmA2) 197000 188609 
Youngs modulus z (N/mm^2) 197000 195677 
Shear Modulus xy(N/mm^2) 75770 72542 
Shear Modulus yz(N/mm^2) 75770 72542 
Shear Modulus xz(N/mm^2) 75770 75260 
Poisson's ratio 0.3 0.3 
Figure 6-40 Material Properties for the solid washer model (LUSAS) 
The coordinate system used is "x" vertical, "y" horizontal and "z" depth. 
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representing tha 
grooves 
Figure 6-41 Simplified geometry with orthotropic material 
Using the material properties shown in Figure 6-40 the washer could be modelled as a 
solid ring with two different materials. Once again the simplified model was 
compared to the original geometry to investigate the correlation in behaviour. 
Boundary Conditions 
The bottom surface of the washer was fixed in the vertical direction but it was allowed 
to move freely in the radial direction. It was assumed that the friction between the 
washer and the rest of the joint is negligible. In real life there is some friction present, 
but introducing friction in the finite element analysis would have meant that a non- 
linear contact analysis is required which requires a lot more computational power and 
time. The analyses are carried out as a comparison of different loading scenarios, so 
as long as the boundary conditions (i. e.: friction) are the same in each analysis, the 
required results will be achieved. 
There are a number of loading methods that can be used from distributed loads to 
pressures. However, all these forces are uniform and the only way it is possible to 
achieve non uniform loading is by editing the force on certain nodes manually. This is 
time consuming and difficult to Quantify. LUSAS finite element software is capable of 
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using projected loads over a specified "search area". The search area can be any 
surface or surfaces within the model selected by the user. 
A single point is specified in space above the washer. Using this point as a reference 
point a rectangular force field can be given using a Cartesian coordinate system 
allowing the magnitude of the force to be specified at each corner. By specifying the 
number of divisions within the force field and the magnitude at each corner a non 
uniform load distribution is created (Figure 6-42). 
ý -'$1' 
Figure 6-42 Non uniform loading visualised by definition in 3 and 2 dimensions 
This force field is then projected onto the selected surface called the search area 
(Figure 6-43). 
Figure 6-43 Non uniform loading visualised by effect on mesh in 3 and 2 
dimensions 
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The advantage of this method is that the non uniform load can be projected to any 
surface, including the cylinder of the washer. As the search area is smaller than the 
force field, some of the force is lost and it is not taken into account. The overall force 
will be equal to the average magnitude multiplied by the search area. The average 
magnitude can be found from the four corners. 
Analysis 
The laser strain gauge is designed to measure the surface strain on the flat face of the 
groove. In the simplified model the grooves have been replaced by an orthotropic 
material that allows the washer to behave in a similar way as the original geometry 
however the surface strain within the groove can not be measured. It is assumed that 
the surface strain within the groove will be affected by different non uniform loading 
scenarios in the same manner as the outside surface of the washer. So if the surface 
strain of the washer is investigated under different non uniform loads, it will be a 
good representation of what happens inside the groove. 
As there are three grooves, with each groove represented by an orthotropic material, it 
was decided that the surface strain is measured at the centre of the symbolised groove 
half way down the washer from its top. These three points are at 120 degrees apart 
and both the hoop and the axial strains are measured. 
To allow a fast and an efficient way of finding the surface strain readings the elements 
are need to be orientated correctly. The elements are lined up so that the local element 
directions coincide with the hoop and the axial directions. This allows an easy way of 
recording the strains at the required nodes. 
Loading variation 
There are a number of factors that can influence the uniformity of the applied load. 
Imperfections in the material and the manufacture can result in an uneven surface. 
Impurities and dirt can get in between the washer and the nut surface introducing 
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points which are under higher loading. It would be impossible to model all the 
different scenarios but by looking at a number of examples it is possible to reason out 
the effects. 
To investigate the effects of non uniform loading the projected load method was used. 
By varying the magnitude of the force at each corner of the force field an uneven load 
can be applied. The force field was varied by reducing the load on one side and 
increased on the other (Figure 6-44). This means that the overall load is kept the same 
but a constant change in the force is introduced from the left to the right side of the 
washer. 
Non-Uniform Loading 
1.15 
1.1 
1.05 
V1 
0.95 
0.9 
0.85 
0 
T 
0.5 1 
Relative distance along the washer 
- Series l 
Series2 
Senes3 
Sedes4 
Series5 
- Senes6 
- Series7 
- Series8 
Senes9 
Series l0 
Series 111 
Figure 6-44 Loading variations along the washer from LHS to RHS 
The search area for the washer is the same as its cross sectional area which is 3044 
mm2. The load scenarios are given so that the average load is always one, which 
means the total load will always be equal to 3044 N. At each analysis the total load 
was checked by summing up the reaction forces on the fixed surface. 
There are three test points where the three grooves are and they are each 120 degrees 
apart. The load is given as a gradient between the left and the right hand side, but the 
position of the test points can still vary as the washer can rotate. To be specific two 
different orientations were tested. 
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, F' 
In the first orientation the washer was orientated so one of the test points was always 
in the middle, so it was always experiencing the same force. For the second 
orientation the washer was turned by 30 degrees so one of the test points was always 
experiencing either the maximum or the minimum force. This was done so that the 
severest cases could be tested. 
tad bd point 
LH8 
Odhob-opic mataial 
3rd test point 
t toot paint 
i ý.. 
i 
Figure 6-45 Top view of the washer (orientation 1) 
The load scenarios for the first orientation are shown in Figure 6-45. The different 
loadings were analysed using LUSAS and the strain readings were recorded at each 
groove as shown on Figure 6-46. All together 21 scenarios were analysed but the last 
ten analyses were the same as the first ten reversed. 
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Figure 6-46 Top view of the washer (orientation 2) 
The second orientation is shown in Figure 6-46. For both orientations the strains were 
recorded at the three test points and tabulated. The results can be seen in the results 
section. 
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6.5.2 Results for non-uniform loading 
When non-uniform load is applied onto the washer the strain distribution varies as 
expected. At the heavily loaded sides the surface strain is higher whereas at the lightly 
loaded sides the surface strain remains lower. An example of a non-uniformly loaded 
finite element model can be seen below. 
LOAD CASE =I 
0 
'. 
ý 
W. 
- 
W--ok- 
4 . 
. RESULTS FILE =1 
STRAIN 
RESLITS ANGLE = LOCAL 
CONTOURS OF Ey 
-6 20281E-6 
-6 07875E-6 . 
`j 
-5 9517E-6 
-5 83081E-8 
-5.7065BE-6 
-5.58253E-6 
-5.15847E-6 
-5.33142E-6 
-5 21 036E-6 
-5.0883E-6 
-49622SE-6 
-4.83819E-6 
IV. '"18II -4 71111E-8 S-` 
6802E-6 -4 418802E-6 
1.34197E-6 
M ax -0 1296E-05 at Node 2686 
Min -0 . 
6281 E-05 at 7600 838 
Figure 6-47 Contour plot of axial strain on washer (LHS load ratio: 0.9) 
Figure 6-47 shows the strain distribution on the surface under an uneven load. The 
load ratio is 0.9 on the left side and 1.1 on the right size. From the contour plot it can 
be seen that the strains are much higher (blue is high) on the right hand side, and also 
in the groove areas. This is due to the orthotropic material having a different stiffness. 
The surface strain was recorded at each groove in both the hoop and the axial 
direction. These results are shown in Figure 6-48 for orientation 1 and Figure 6-49 for 
orientation 2. The variation in individual grooves is significant, but the average strain 
on the three grooves remains constant. This means that regardless of the uniformity of 
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ý".., 
the load the average of the three readings will only depend on the total loading. This 
x will be discussed further in the next section. 
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6.5.3 Discussion & Conclusions for non-uniform loading 
0.9 0.95 1 1.05 1.1 1.15 
LHS Loading ratio 
1- 0 Test Point 1 -. -- Test Point 2 Test Point 3 
Figure 6-50 Axial strain results for non uniform loading (orientation 1) 
Following the results the non uniform loading can be discussed with regards to two 
factors. The first one is the factor of the loading and the second is the position of the 
test point with regards to the direction of the non uniform load. 
The first discussion looks at how the surface strain changes at a particular test point 
with regards to the load factor. 
-5.0 1 
-5.2 
-5.4 
o -5.6- 
-5.8- 
-6.0 
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0.85 
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15 
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I., t r_ --_ _ 1- -- ---- ,-_r-_---1 
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LHS Loading ratio 
ý-ý- Test Point I ý- Test Point 2 Test Point 3 
Figure 6-51 Hoop strain results for non uniform loading (orientation 1) 
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I. 
The strain changes linearly with respect to the load factor however the gradient of this 
relationship depends on the position of the test point. If the test point is close to the 
left or right hand side of the washer it experiences more extreme loadings hence the 
relationship is at a steep gradient. Close to the middle where the washer experiences 
an average force factor of one, the gradient is close to zero. This leads onto the second 
discussion. 
The second discussion is how the surface strain changes under the same load factor 
but at different positions throughout the washer. Figure 6-52 shows how the 
measurements were taken from the washer and Figure 6-53 shows the results. 
01 
Relative distance from 
LHS to RHS 
Figure 6-52 Washer outline 
Axial strain 
-5 
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Load factor 0.95 - Load factor 0.9 
Figure 6-53 Varying axial strain along the grooves 
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Using the two different orientations it is possible to take measurements at 30 degrees 
apart. These angles can be converted to distances from the edge using trigonometry 
where the given load factor is applied. Recording these results and plotting them on a 
graph shows that surface strain changes linearly with respect to distance from the edge 
at a given load factor. Once again the gradient of the linear relationship depends on 
the severity of the load factor. 
It is possible to find the sensitivity factor for each individual test point with respect to 
location and with respect to the load factor. This would mean a separate sensitivity 
factor for each location and for each load factor. Also if the test points are not treated 
individually but the average is found, then one sensitivity factor can be used for any 
type of loading. This however means that the load can only be determined if the strain 
is measured at each groove. 
From the results figure it can be seen that both the axial and the hoop strains remain 
constant regardless of the load factor and position if the average is used. This means 
that the sensitivity factor for average strain is zero. 
So the following conclusions can be drawn from the non uniform load analysis: 
" Uneven loading does effect the individual surface strain readings around the 
groove area 
" Even at uneven loadings the total load can be calculated by averaging the 
strain over the three readings 
" The sensitivity factor for uneven loading is zero (SF p= 0) 
9 If the strain readings in the three grooves are different then uneven loading is 
present 
" It was shown that the simplified model with orthotropic material is a fair way 
of modelling the otherwise complex shape 
" Computational power and time is saved by using the simplified model in the 
analyses 
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9 The results were conclusive so no more in depth analysis is required using 
complex or non-linear loads 
" The surface strain readings were different at each groove when uneven loading 
was applied, hence St Venant's principle can not be used as the test points are 
too close to the source of loading 
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6.6 Summary 
It was shown in this chapter that the nut is an unsuitable solution due to the hysteresis 
present in the joint. By introducing an independent part the hysteresis effect can be 
removed. A modified washer was introduced to the joint which can be used to 
measure loading by measuring the surface strain in the grooves on the washer. 
Using finite element analysis it was shown that the surface strain can be related to the 
load accurately if imperfections are not considered. Sensitivity analysis was then 
carried out to investigate how the accuracy of the washer as a load measuring device 
is affected by dimensional variation. Due to the relatively simple geometry of the 
washer it was possible to find some of the sensitivity functions numerically. As the 
groove geometry was unchanged from the nut the same sensitivity functions could be 
assumed for the washer. It was also found that the uniformity of the load does not 
affect the readings if the average surface strain is found on the grooves. 
Using sensitivity analysis the effects of imperfections were investigated and the 
following results were found: 
Axial Strain 
SEI'= SP 
-L-28 °+2 
Sri 
+ 
Sv 
-1.39 
S0 
- 0.26 
S(K'L) 
-1.24 
S(Y'L ) 
el' PE ro rr v 6g (x'L) (Y'L) 
Equation 6-13 
Hoop Strain 
862' 
_ 
SP 
_ 
SE 
_2 
Sro 
+2s+ 
sv 
+ 0.24 
ýg 
+ 0.02 
8x L+0.09 SY 'L 
e2' PE ro rf v 0g x'L Y'L 
Equation 6-14 
The above equations show how the surface strain is affected if either of the 
parameters vary due to imperfections. Each parameter has its own sensitivity function. 
The amount the surface strain changes by is the product of the sensitivity function and 
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the change in the parameter. The change in the parameter is a ratio between the error 
and the magnitude of the parameter. Some parameters like grating location have a 
small sensitivity function but even a small change will have a big impact. This is 
because X'L and Y'L are both very small. The change in Young's modulus for example 
has a less significant effect as the Young's modulus is high. The summary of the 
sensitivity values can be seen in Figure 6-54. 
Sensitivity Function for Axial Strain Sensitivity Function for Hoop Strain 
SFp1 1.00 SFp 2 1.00 
SFEI -1.00 SFE2 -1.00 
SFr1, -2.00 SFr2, -2.00 
SFrk 2.00 SF ; 2.00 
SFvi 1.00 SFv2 1.00 
SFx, I -0.26 SFXI2 0.0' 
SF ,1 -1.24 SFy. 2 0.09 
SFOh -1.39 
SFOhI 0.24 
Figure 6-54 Summary of sensitivity functions for the washer 
The required accuracy is 0.5%, so the change in strain can not exceed this number. To 
achieve this accuracy the washer would have to be manufactured to very tight 
tolerances and it would not be cost effective. The required tolerances to achieve the 
required accuracy are listed in Figure 6-55. 
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Parameter Symbol Units 
Maximum variation to maintain 0.5% 
accurac 
Axial Hoop 
Young's modulus E % 0.50 0.50 
Outer radius ro % 0.25 0.25 
Inner radius r; % 0.25 0.25 
Poisson's ratio v % 0.50 0.50 
Groove geometry Ob0 degree 0.16 0.93 
Groove location x x'o mm 0.12 1.59 
Groove location y 'c mm 0.025 0.39 
Figure 6-55 Maximum dimensional variations 
The results suggest that the hoop strain measurements are a more accurate way of 
relating the surface strain to the load then the axial strain. From the analyses shown 
previously it is possible to conclude that the washer is a suitable way of measuring 
load although individual calibration is required. 
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Chapter 7- Effects of Manufacturing Imperfections on Thread 
Strength 
7.1 Introduction 
A component or a structure is deemed to have failed when it is no longer capable of 
fulfilling its original design function. The residual life is defined to be the remaining 
period when the component can be considered to be fully functional. The purpose of a 
threaded connection is to fasten two or more components together securely. When the 
threaded connection can no longer fulfil this purpose it has failed or exceeded its 
residual life. 
There are two main ways a threaded connection can fail, these are thread loosening 
and thread rupture. Failure can also take place due to corrosion, erosion and other 
time and environment related factors. Thread loosening can occur without fracture 
taking place, but it is still regarded as failure as it can no longer perform its specified 
function. Thread loosening is the main reason for needing to monitor the load in a 
threaded connection, hence the development of the laser strain gauge load measuring 
device. Thread loosening is affected by 4 major factors (loading, friction, thread angle 
and pre-load) and by finding the optimum of each factor, loosening can be reduced or 
even eliminated. 
Thread rupture occurs when fracture and/or crack growth (either partial or complete) 
takes place in the threaded connection and the component is no longer capable of 
performing its function. There are two ways failure can take place due to loading. 
Fracture can occur when the maximum stress in any one stress cycle exceeds the 
fracture stress of the material. In other words when the load exceeds the tensile 
strength of the material the component will fracture. A component can also 
experience fracture without exceeding the tensile strength of the material. Repeated or 
cyclic stressing (loading) can cause fatigue failure. Failure in fatigue is the result of 
processes of crack nucleation and growth bought about by the application of cyclic 
stresses (Vernon 1992). Most steels have a definite fatigue limit or endurance strength 
which is usually about one-half of the value of the tensile strength, although many 
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non-ferrous materials have no fatigue limit. Thread failure will depend on the tensile 
strength and the fatigue limit of the material. 
The objective of this section is to investigate the residual life of a threaded connection 
with respect to manufacturing imperfections. Manufacturing imperfections will cause 
changes in the geometry of the connection which can affect the residual life of the 
joint resulting from disadvantageous changes to the local stresses. The residual life of 
any component depends on a number of factors. These include loading magnitude, 
loading type, temperature and usage. These can be affected by manufacturing 
imperfections where the geometry is altered. 
The strength of a threaded joint depends on the strength of the material and the local 
stress state. The most likely place where a threaded connection might fracture is at the 
first thread. This is due to 1/3d of the overall force being transferred through the first 
thread. The highest tensile stress occurs by the base of the thread which is the critical 
area. Using the tensile and the fatigue properties of the materials within the 
connection the change in residual life of the connection can be determined with 
respect to manufacturing imperfections. 
Some of the factors that effect thread loosening will be studied and possible solutions 
to reduce thread loosening will be suggested. To help predict thread failures finite 
element modelling will be used to find high stress concentration areas. By modifying 
the finite element model different scenarios will be studied to help predict how the 
residual life of the threaded connection is affected by variation in the geometry due to 
manufacturing imperfections. The variation in geometry can have a direct and an 
indirect effect on the maximum stress concentration points. If the thread is slightly 
shorter or off angle, then the stress concentration will change. Also these changes in 
the thread can have an effect on the load distribution which again will cause the stress 
distribution to vary. Some extreme cases will be presented and analysed to represent 
these changes and to help predict how the residual life of a threaded component is 
affected. 
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7.2 Thread Loosening 
There are a number of different joining methods available including soldering, 
welding or riveting. The disadvantage of these methods are that once implemented 
they are not easily removed. This is why threaded connections are so popular, as they 
are easily disassembled and reassembled again. This quality is however can be a 
disadvantage as the connection could become loose when not intended. This is called 
thread loosening, and there are a number of factors that can affect it. Due to thread 
loosening it is important to monitor the load on a threaded connection and that is why 
the laser strain gauge is so important. 
Thread loosening takes place in a number of steps. Shock loading and vibration 
reduces friction between the threads and permits rotation. The rotation causes a 
reduction in pre-load which can result in thread loosening. This procedure depends on 
a number of factors (Daabin and Chow 1991). 
P, - Thread load 
COS ý) L6 -Thread angle 
N, -Normal component 
FR Friction 
IL - Coefficient of friction 
Figure 7-1 Thread loosening 
Figure 7-1 shows how the load and the friction behave on a single thread. Friction is a 
very significant factor in terms of thread loosening. Frictional forces oppose the 
direction of the thread slipping hence high frictional forces help reduce thread 
loosening. Friction is governed by three main factors as the expression above shows. 
These are thread angle, coefficient of friction and the magnitude of load. 
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The normal component of the applied force on the thread depends on the thread angle 
ß. As the thread angle is reduced the normal force becomes larger due to cos ß 
increasing. Higher normal forces mean higher frictional forces reducing the chances 
of thread loosening. In general a coarse thread has a larger thread angle so to avoid 
thread loosening fine threads are recommended. The coefficient of friction (µ) 
depends on the surface of the thread. Rough thread surface means high coefficient of 
friction which also increases the frictional forces reducing the chances of thread 
slipping. Thread loosening can also be reduced by increasing the pre-load on the joint. 
By increasing the pre-load the normal forces between the thread surfaces are 
increased. 
All these factors mentioned above help reduce thread loosening by increasing the 
frictional forces between the threads directly. The type of loading can also have a 
significant affect on the loosening of the threads. The loosening rate is inversely 
proportional to the duration of the applied load. The shorter the duration the higher 
the loosening rate, hence under shock loading the connection is more likely to come 
loose. Any types of shock loading or vibration allow the threads to slip past each other 
increasing the possibility of thread loosening. 
Combinations of these factors have to be taken into consideration when designing a 
threaded joint. In order to help avoid thread loosening constant loading, high pre-load, 
high friction and fine thread profile is recommended. 
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7.3 Fatigue life 
In the previous section thread loosening was described as one of the possible ways a 
threaded connection can fail, so it is no longer capable of performing its specified 
function. Thread loosening takes place due to the threads slipping and it does not 
involve actual fracture or breakage of the component. When a threaded connection 
fails due to fracture, it is called thread failure. 
As with all engineering parts a threaded connection has a structural integrity and if 
that limit is exceeded fracture becomes inevitable. There are two ways how the 
connection can fracture due to external loading. Each material has a tensile strength 
that can be determined using a short-term static test. A short-term static test is a single 
test to measure the maximum stress a material can withstand. The maximum stress a 
material can take is the tensile strength of that material. A material can also 
experience fracture without ever exceeding the tensile strength of the material due to 
cyclic loading. This type of failure is termed as fatigue failure. 
Failure by fatigue is the result of processes of crack nucleation and growth. Crack 
propagation takes place in two distinctive steps. In the first step the crack propagates 
very slowly along the crystallographic planes of high shear stress. In the second step 
the crack growth rate increases and changes direction, moving perpendicular to the 
applied stress. Figure 7-2 shows how an example of crack propagation. 
Porosity`- 
- 
Tortuous 
-crack path 
Discontinuous 
4 crack growth 
BranchingNotch-tip 
500 µmr a ý1 
Figure 7-2 Optical micrograph showing an example of crack propagation 
(www. materials. unsw. edu. au 2005) 
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There have been many attempts to describe the crack growth rate by applying crack 
growth laws. The two most common crack growth laws are given in the following 
equations (Ewalds and Wanhill 1984). 
The Paris equation: 
da_ 
do 
Cp (K)m Equation 7-1 
The Forman equation: 
da CF (AK)Q1 
do 1- RK AK Equation 7-2 
Where da/dn is the fatigue crack growth rate, AK is the stress intensity factor and R is 
the stress ratio. The significance of these equations is limited, but they can be used to 
provide a first estimate in crack growth behaviour. 
There are two types of fatigue failure, low-cycle fatigue and high-cycle fatigue. 
During low-cycle fatigue the tensile strength is not exceeded by the maximum stress 
at any cycle but it does exceed the yield stress. The number of stress cycles to failure 
is low, usually less than 1000. The yield stress is not exceeded during high-cycle 
fatigue and therefore large number of cycles can be achieved in the region of 105 _106 
repetitions. 
When a material is tested for fatigue characteristics, the stress conditions involve the 
application of an alternating stress cycle with a mean stress of zero (BS3518-3: 1963). 
The results are plotted on an S-N curve (Figure 7-3), where S is the maximum stress 
in a single cycle and is the number of stress cycles to failure. 
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1.00E+00 1.00E+02 1.00E+04 1.00E+06 1.00E+08 1.00E+ 10 
Number of Stress Cycles to failure 
Ferrous - Non-Ferrous ------ Fatigue limit 
Figure 7-3 Example of an S-N curve 
When analysing different metals with the help of an S-N curve it becomes clear that 
the test material can behave either one of two ways as the figure above shows. Ferrous 
metals show an S-N curve with a definite fatigue limit which is sometimes called 
endurance strength. Below a certain maximum stress the number of cycles becomes 
irrelevant as below fatigue limit the metal should never break. The fatigue limit is 
usually about one-half of the value of the tensile strength as measured using a short- 
term static test. Non-ferrous materials like aluminium for example, show a different 
S-N curve. There is no definite fatigue limit for these materials so it is only possible 
to design for a limited life usually about 106 cycles. 
There are different types of S-N curves used for different applications. Instead of 
plotting the number of cycles with respect to the maximum stress, the range of the 
alternating stress can be used. In this case the average stress is kept constant by 
adjusting the minimum and the maximum stress. The experiment can be repeated with 
different average stresses to get a wider range of results for a specific material. The 
results show that for each value of mean stress there is a different value of limiting 
range of stress (a,,, ýX - Q,,,;,, ), which can be withstood without failure. 
The Goodman diagram is one of the methods used to help show the dependence of 
limiting range of stress on mean stress (Goodman 1926). The Goodman diagram can 
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be constructed from fatigue data from an S-N curve showing the relationship between 
number of cycles to failure and alternating stress. An example of a Goodman diagram 
is shown in Figure 7-4. 
Compression f 
Figure 7-4 Goodman diagram (Dieter 1981) 
The diagram shows that as the mean stress (vm) becomes more tensile the allowable 
range of stress (ar) is reduced, until at the tensile strength (Q) the stress becomes zero. 
For practical purposes the testing is usually stopped when the yield stress (a0) is 
exceeded. The alternating stress (a. ) is the difference between the mean and the 
maximum (a.. a,, ) or the minimum stresses. In reality the test data shows that 
these lines are curves, but a conservative approximation of the Goodman diagram 
allows straight lines to be used. The Goodman diagram is a useful visual tool that 
shows the maximum alternating stress that can be applied to a material. The diagram 
can be modified to show the fatigue strength at any given number of cycles as well. 
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There is an alternative way of presenting the mean-stress data which is sometimes 
referred to as the Haig-Soderberg diagram. In these diagrams the alternating stress is 
plotted against the mean stress. Following Goodman's suggestion, this relationship is 
linear but Gerber proposed a parabolic curve to show the relationship (Dieter 1981). 
The test results show a closer correlation for ductile metals to Gerber's curve. 
However due to the scatter of the results and the fact that notched specimen results 
fall closer to the Goodman line; the straight line is preferred in engineering design. 
The relationship can be shown with the following formula (Dieter 1981): 
Y 
ßa = ße 1- 
nu 
Equation 7-3 
where x=1 for the Goodman line, x=2 for the Gerber parabola and ae is the fatigue 
limit. 
U 
4. 
CA 
C 
c1 
E 
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Gerber parabola 
Goodman line 
1 
Soderberg 
(To Q. 
Mean stress 
Figure 7-5 Alternative Goodman diagram "Haig-Soderberg diagram" 
(Dieter 1981) 
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The dashed Soderberg line is used when the design is based on the yield strength 
instead of the tensile strength. In this case the yield strength (a0) is substituted for the 
tensile strength (an) in Equation 7-3. 
Obtaining fatigue data for specific materials is not straight forward as fatigue testing 
is time consuming. Fatigue testing is usually carried out for simple geometries which 
give an idea of the behaviour of that specific material but in most cases the fatigue life 
will depend on the geometry of the specimen and the type of loading. When testing is 
carried out on a simple geometry a notch is usually added to weaken the structure. 
When the specimen is loaded it is most likely to break at the notch so the experiment 
can be repeatable. Without the notch the specimen would fail at different locations 
where there is a high concentration of cracks. Microscopic cracks exist in all materials 
and sometimes bigger cracks can weaken the structure. The more complicated the 
geometry, the most likely for cracks to be present which can introduce errors when 
testing for fatigue strength. 
The material used for the threaded connection prototype is EN24 stainless steel. After 
extensive research it was proved to be very difficult to obtain fatigue data for this 
material. With the help of a private communication from Corus it was possible to 
obtain some Japanese data (CORUS) on 0.4% C-Ni-Cr-Mo (SNCM439) steels with 
compositions not far away from EN24. The test data can be seen in Appendix Q. 
The data shown in Appendix Q is the raw test data for a number of tests. The results 
need to be averaged so the S-N curve can be determined. The test was carried out for 
a number of specimens with different heat treatments and experiencing different types 
of loadings. Using the test data for SNCM439 steel tempered at 630 °C under rotating 
bending the S-N curve was found. 
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Figure 7-6 S-N curve for SNCM439 steel (rotating bending tempered at 630 °C 
with am 0 N/mm2 and stress ratio (Qr,, jr, / ania,, ) = -1) 
Further study of the test data revealed that the results are incomplete. As it was 
mentioned before these tests were carried out on a simple geometry with a "v" notch. 
Even though the threaded connection's geometry is more complicated it would be 
possible to use the material properties obtained from "v" notch specimen. However 
the tests were carried out under a mean stress (Qm) of 0 N/mm2, and a stress ratio (amin 
/ v,, aX) of -1. When a threaded connection is under loading it experiences a different 
stress conditions. 
During use a threaded connection is tightened to the required stress and due to 
vibration on the joint the stress alters slightly. This change in stress is never reversed 
so the stress ratio cannot be negative and due to the connection being tightened the 
mean stress is relatively high. Under these conditions the material has a different 
fatigue life characteristics to the data obtained at mean stress =0 N/mm2. For this 
reason it is not possible to use the results obtained above. 
Obtaining fatigue data for steel at a high mean stress proved to be very difficult so it 
was decided to look at previous works on fatigue life. Patterson carried out 
comparative study of methods to estimate bolt fatigue limit and it in his work fatigue 
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data was published involving threaded fasteners (Patterson 1990). He compared 
theoretical and experimental methods to look at the fatigue behaviour of an ISO M12 
thread with pitch of 1.75 mm. 
Patterson used bolts of grade 8.8 steel (BS3692) made out of EN43 carbon steel 
(080M50) oil quenched at 840 °C and tempered at 600 T. He carried out the testing 
for different lengths to see how the fatigue behaviour of a threaded connection is 
affected by length. The British Standard recommended nut length for an M12 
connection is 10 mm, therefore the length tested were 4.8 mm, 7 mm, 10 mm and 12 
mm. 
Before the tests were carried out the components were lubricated with oil and were 
then placed under cyclic tensile loading of frequency 20 Hz. As it was mentioned 
before a threaded connection when tightened experiences a high mean load which 
increases under vibration and usage. To account for this a mean stress of 238 N/mm2 
was applied to the connection whilst the maximum stress amplitude was 200 N/mm2. 
It was assumed that if the specimen survived more than 5* 106 cycles it has infinite 
life. 
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Figure 7-7 Fatigue curves for the M 12 connection for different lengths 
((Tn, = 238 N/mm2) - Logarithmic scale on 'x' axis 
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By using a logarithmic scale on both axes the fatigue data can be visualised as a series 
of straight lines. 
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Figure 7-8 Fatigue curves for the M 12 connection for different lengths 
(am = 238 N/mm2) - Logarithmic scale on both axes 
This fatigue data will be used to help predict how the residual life of a threaded 
connection is affected due to manufacturing imperfections. 
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7.4 Thread Failure 
To predict the fatigue life of a thread involves a number of difficulties, complications 
and uncertainties. It is possible with the use of modem techniques of fracture 
mechanics to calculate the bolt life to crack initiation (Glinka, Dover et al. 1986) but 
to calculate the life to failure of a threaded connection from crack propagation 
remains unsolved. As thread failure cannot be predicted using theoretical methods 
alone it is necessary to resort to different methods like finite element analysis. 
In a nut and bolt connection most of the total load is experienced by the first thread as 
it was shown in the Spring Model section. What this means is that the highest load 
concentration will occur on the first threads. When designing a threaded connection 
the first thread is the critical factor, so this has to be taken into consideration. 
The stress concentration in a threaded connection was shown previously using 2D 
axisymmetric finite element models. In these models it was clear that the highest 
stress concentrations are around the edges of the threads. All the force exerted on the 
threaded connection is transferred through the threads and because the threads are in 
effect acting like short wide beams they experience large stress concentrations. 
The load distribution along the threads is in such a way that the load on the first 
thread is a 1/3rd of the total load. Due to this the first thread experiences much larger 
forces and cause of this it is the most likely place for a threaded connection to fail. 
When looking at the stress concentration in a threaded connection the first engaged 
thread is investigated as it is under the most stress. If the first thread is strong enough, 
the rest of the connection is predicted to hold as well. 
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LOAD CASE "2 
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Figure 7-9 2-D Axisymmetric model of thread (stress contour) 
Figure 7-9 shows a finite element picture of the force being transferred between two 
threads on a nut and bolt connection. The maximum stress contour is plotted to help 
identify the highest stress areas (units: N/mm2). The threads were modelled using a 2- 
D axisymmetric mesh with contact surfaces where the two threads come into contact. 
It can be clearly seen that the area with the highest stress concentrations is near the 
thread base. To understand the stress distribution on the thread more accurately Figure 
7-10 shows the close up of a slightly modified model. 
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Figure 7-10 2-D Axisymmetric model of thread close-up (stress contour) 
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Instead of using contact elements and non-linear analysis the previous model was 
modified by replacing the nut thread with a concentrated force acting on the middle of 
the bolt thread shown by the arrow on Figure 7-10. As two threads come into contact 
the adjacent surfaces bend away from each other in such a way that the point of 
contact is only at the mid point (Sopwith 1948). Comparing the two models it can be 
seen that there is a slight change in the maximum stress (about 7 %) when the second 
thread is replaced by a concentrated force. For this report the behaviour of the stress 
concentration is studied and not the exact magnitude of it. Therefore it is suitable to 
use Sopwith's assumption. 
The loading for the models above was calculated using Marshek's spring model 
(described in Chapter 5). Marshek's spring model is a numerical way of calculating 
the load on each thread in a threaded connection (Miller, Marshek et al. 1983). The 
relationship between the loads on the threads is governed by the spring constants. The 
value for the spring constants depends on the geometry of each individual part. For 
the model above it was assumed that the geometry is perfect all the way through the 
threaded connection, hence the spring constants will have the same value through out 
the joint. 
The model was based on a1 inch 12UNF nut and bolt with 10 engaged threads with 
only the first thread modelled. If a total load of 1000 N is applied to the joint, then 
213 N will act on the first thread alone under the conditions specified above. Under 
this load the maximum stress is 10.17 N/mm2 and it is located at the base of the 
loaded side of the thread. This high stress concentration area is due to the thread 
bending upwards. The first thread is under the most load in a threaded connection 
(Wang and Marshek 1995), therefore the maximum stress point on the first thread will 
be the highest stress concentration within the whole connection. 
The thread is most likely to fail at the areas with the highest stress concentrations. It 
was shown that this point is at the base of the loaded side of the thread. The maximum 
strength of the connection will depend on the first thread. The stress concentration on 
the thread shown previously is for one type of connection only where the geometry is 
assumed to be perfect. In real life this is rarely the case as all engineering parts are 
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manufactured to a certain tolerance so all connections will be slightly different 
introducing a variation into the maximum stress areas. 
Using a number of case studies, threaded connections with different sizes and profiles 
will be analysed. With the use of finite element analysis manufacturing imperfections 
will be introduced and the behaviour of the high stress concentration areas will be 
studied in greater depth and the affects of it will be analysed in terms of strength. 
These case studies will help understand how different types of connections behave 
due to manufacturing imperfections. 
Further to the case studies an in depth analysis will be carried out on the M12 pitch 
1.75 mm connection. Using the fatigue data from Patterson's work the M12 
connection will be studied in terms of how the working life of a joint may be affected 
due to manufacturing imperfections. 
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7.5 Case study analyses 
During engineering design it is vital to identify the critical area where the highest 
stress concentrations occur. In terms of a threaded connection this area is at the base 
of the first engaged thread as it was shown previously. The magnitude of the stress 
depends on a number of factors including size, profile and loading which are known 
but also there are factors that are not and have to be accounted for. These are 
dimensional variations due to manufacturing imperfections and tolerances. 
In order to get a better understanding on how these dimensional and geometrical 
variation affect the high stress areas a number of analyses (case studies) were 
suggested. 
In previous chapters the accuracy of the laser strain gauge as a load measuring device 
was analysed with respect to dimensional variation. The variation in geometry was 
found using tolerance tables from British Standards and the same method will be used 
to study the effects on residual life. The dimensions of the threads can have a direct 
and an indirect affect on the stress concentrations and both of these have to be studied 
closer. 
The varying dimensions have a direct effect on the geometry of the threads. 
Depending on the accuracy of the manufacture, the same thread can vary from being 
shorter and thicker to longer and thinner. Using data from British Standards both 
extreme geometries will be modelled and compared to the optimum geometry. 
Changing the geometry of the threads will have an indirect effect on the stress 
concentrations as well. It was shown in Chapter 5 how the load distribution on a 
threaded connection depends on the stiffness of each thread slice called spring 
constants. The spring constants can be calculated numerically for the nut and the bolt 
and analytically for the thread. By changing the geometry the value of the spring 
constants may vary changing the load distribution. The change in load distribution can 
add to the amount of force acting on the first thread increasing the stress in the critical 
area. 
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The stress concentration areas are also influenced by the profile of the threads. There 
are two common types of profile used in engineering. For empirical units the 
Whitworth thread is used which has a thread angle of 55° and both the tip and the base 
are curved. 
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Figure 7-11 Whitworth thread profile (BS82: 1956) 
For metric units a slightly different thread is used where the thread angle is 60° and 
the edges are not rounded. 
D M major diameter of internal thread 
d a major diameter of external thread 
D> u pitch diameter of internal thread 
d2 a pitch diameter of external thread 
D, - minor diameter of internal thread 
d, - minor diameter of external thread 
P - pitch 
H e he, pht of fundamental tnanple 
Figure 7-12 ISO metric thread profile (BS 3643-1: 1981) 
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For both types of thread profile the threads on the nut and on the bolt are identical. 
The thread on the bolt (shaft) is referred to as the internal thread and the thread on the 
nut (body) is referred to as the external thread. Threaded connections are defined in 
terms of bolt thickness and pith. The bolt thickness is in effect the size of the bolt 
(nominal diameter) and the pitch defines the size of the thread for that thickness. 
Usually there are at least two pitch sizes available for each diameter going from fine 
thread to coarse thread. 
The case studies will look at how dimensional variation affects the two different 
thread profiles. The same analyses will be carried for fine and coarse threads to see 
how each pitch reacts to manufacturing imperfections. The tests will be repeated for 
different nominal diameters as well. 
Up this point the material of the threaded connections was assumed to be EN24 
stainless steel for both the nut and the bolt, which is a common type of steel used in 
thread manufacture. In some engineering applications the nut and the bolt are made 
from different materials, for example a steel bolt joined with an aluminium cast 
engine block (acting as a nut). Having dissimilar materials affect the load distributions 
which has an influential affect on the maximum stress. 
All case studies will be carried out using finite element analysis. Using the method 
described in Chapter 5, the spring constants for all the geometries will be found using 
mathematical and analytical methods. The spring constant are used to find the load 
distribution on each connection. A summary of all spring constant values can be 
found in Appendix 0. 
The models will be drawn using the dimensions obtained from the British Standards. 
Assuming that bolt and the nut are subjected to the same force and they have similar 
geometries only the bolt thread will be modelled. Like in Figure 7-7 the force will be 
modelled as a concentrated force acting on the middle of the thread so linear analyses 
can be used. The top surface of the thread will be fixed in the vertical direction and 
the bottom surface will be free, but restrained to move together. These boundary 
conditions are there to try and simulate the connection as realistically as possible. 
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7.5.1 Case Study I- Stress concentration study on different profiles and pitches 
The first case study will look at how changing the dimensions of the thread according 
to the tolerance tables from British Standards influence the stress concentration areas 
and the maximum stress. The analysis will be carried out for both the Whitworth 
thread profile and the ISO metric thread profile. For each profile two different pitches 
will be looked at. 
The connections chosen for this case study are the 1 inch 12 UNF, the 1 inch 8 UNC, 
the M22 pitch 1 mm and the M22 pitch 2 mm. The first number always refers to the 
nominal diameter (1 inch, 22 mm) and the second number refers to the pitch size. For 
empirical units the number means the amount of threads per inch, hence 12 UNF 
means 12 threads per inch (pitch = 1/12 inch). UNF and UNC indicate whether it is a 
fine or a coarse thread. These connections were chosen as they are all similar in 
nominal diameter so the strength of the Whitworth and the metric thread could be 
compared. 
Each connection is put under the same overall force of 1000 N, and using the spring 
constants and the spring model the equivalent loading for the first threads will be 
calculated individually. Using the tolerance tables the two extreme geometries for 
each thread will be modelled and analysed. One extreme is when the thread at its 
biggest, this will be referred to as the upper tolerance limit, and the other extreme is 
when the thread is the shortest; this will be referred to as the lower tolerance limit. 
After each analysis the maximum stress will be recorded and compared with the other 
results to see how the change in geometry affects the stresses. The location of the 
maximum stress area will also be identified. The tests will be repeated for different 
profiles and pitches to compare how different shape threads behave. 
The first thread to be analysed is the 1 inch 12 UNF which was shown as an example 
previously in Figure 7-10. The calculated load on the first thread for this joint is 213 
N, and the maximum stress on the "perfect' 'thread was 10.17 N/mm2 under this load. 
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391 ....,...... m 
Maximum Stress (a ) Location of Q 
Upper Tolerance Limit 10.16 N/mm Node 391 
Lower Tolerance Limit 11.85 N/mm2 Node 608 
Variation in Maximum Stress 14.3 % 
Figure 7-13 Maximum stress variation for a1 inch 12 UNF thread 
The second connection tested is the 1 inch 8 UNC. This connection has the same 
nominal diameter as the previous one, but the thread is coarser. Therefore there are 
fewer number of engaged threads within the joint so the load will be slightly higher 
on the first thread. The load on the first thread was worked out to be 293 N on the first 
thread. 
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Maximum Stress Qmax) Location of Qmax 
Upper Tolerance Limit 10.53 N/mm Node 246 
Lower Tolerance Limit 10.95 N/mm2 Node 606 
Variation in Maximum Stress 3.84 % 
Figure 7-14 Maximum stress variation for a1 inch 8 UNC thread 
For the M22 threads the force was worked out to be 127 N for the 1 mm pitch and 245 
N for the 2 mm pitch. The results are shown in Figure 7-15 and 7-16. 
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Maximum Stress ((Tmax) Location of Amax 
Upper Tolerance Limit 12.75 N/mm Node 460 
Lower Tolerance Limit 17.20 N/mm2 Node 460 
Variation in Maximum Stress 25.9 % 
Figure 7-15 Maximum stress variation for a M22 thread with pitch 1 mm 
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Node 460 Node 460 
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Maximum Stress (Amax) Location of Qra, 
Upper Tolerance Limit 12.93 N/mm Node 460 
Lower Tolerance Limit 16.78 N/mm Node 460 
Variation in Maximum Stress 22.9 % 
Figure 7-16 Maximum stress variation for a M22 thread with pitch 2 mm 
There is quite a significant amount of variation in the maximum stress as the results 
show. The amount of variation depends on the thread profile and the pitch. For the 
Whitworth thread the variation is smaller than for the metric profiles, and it is further 
reduced when the pitch is increased. As the tolerance changes between the upper and 
the lower limit the location of the maximum stress point is different. The upper 
tolerance limit allows the thread to be longer so when the force is applied there are 
larger bending forces acting at the base of the thread. When the lower tolerance limit 
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is used the thread is much shorter so the stress distribution is different and the 
maximum stress point is near to where the load is applied. 
The variation significantly increases for the metric threads, but for these the location 
of the maximum stress remains the same. Unlike the Whitworth thread the metric 
threads are not rounded but sharp corners are used. These sharp corners can account 
for the larger stress concentrations, as well as for the significant variation. 
For both types of thread the variation is reduced when the pitch is increased. Smaller 
pitches are more sensitive to manufacturing imperfections and dimensional variation, 
as a small change can have a significant affect on the small pitch. For larger pitches 
more significant changes in dimensions are required to reach the same affect. 
Regardless of the pitch, the strength of joint is not affected as the results show. For 
each threaded connection analysed the overall force was kept constant at 1000 N. For 
the different pitches the spring constants are altered as well as the number of engaged 
threads. This means the load distribution is changed. Even though the smaller pitch 
thread is weaker, due to more threads being engaged in the joint the force applied to 
the first thread is significantly smaller as well. Overall the maximum stress 
concentration does not change significantly with the pitch if the nominal diameter is 
kept the same. 
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7.5.2 Case Study II - Stress concentration study on different sizes 
The second case study is carried out in a similar manner to the first one but this time 
connections with different nominal diameters will be analysed. Using the British 
Standards tolerance tables the two extreme geometries will be modelled and 
compared. 
The geometries studied are '/4 inch 28 UNF, 1 Inch 12 UNF, 2.5 inch 8 UNF and 5 
inch 6 UN. The 1 inch 12 UNF thread was analysed in case study one so only the 3 
new nominal diameters will be modelled here. 
The '/4 inch 28 UNF thread is the first one to be analysed. The overall load is kept at 
1000 N and the load on the first thread is calculated using the spring constants and 
spring model. The first thread load for the '/4 inch connection is 319 N. This load is 
much larger than the previous loads, but this is due to the small size of the connection. 
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Maximum Stress (a, T, a,, Location of vom,, 
Upper Tolerance Limit 147.7N/mm Node 246 
Lower Tolerance Limit 185.5N/mm Node 500 
Variation in Maximum Stress 20.4 % 
Figure 7-17 Maximum stress variation for a 1/4 inch 28 UNF thread 
The second thread analysed would be the 1 inch 12 UNF thread which is shown in 
Figure 7-13. The variation for the maximum stress was 14.3 % for this thread under a 
load of 213 N on the first thread. For the 2.5 inch 8 UNF thread the load on the first 
thread was worked out to be 134 N. 
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Maximum Stress (vmax) Location of vra, ( 
Upper Tolerance Limit 1.808 N/mm Node 246 
Lower Tolerance Limit 1.802 N/mm2 Node 606 
Variation in Maximum Stress 0.33 % 
Figure 7-18 Maximum stress variation for a 2.5 inch 8 UNF thread 
The final geometry to be analysed as part of the second case study is the 5 inch 6 UN 
thread. For large nominal diameters like 5 inch, there is no fine or coarse thread, so 
the connection is referred to as UN and not UNF or UNC. The load on the first thread 
for the 5 inch nominal diameter was worked out to be 89.7 N. 
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Maximum Stress (a X) Location of vra. 
Upper Tolerance Limit 0.381 N/mm Node 246 
Lower Tolerance Limit 0.444 N/mm Node 606 
Variation in Maximum Stress 14.1 % 
Figure 7-19 Maximum stress variation for a5 inch 6 UN thread 
In the first case study the results showed that for a Whitworth thread the location of 
the maximum stress point is different for the upper and the lower tolerance limit. As 
the results show in the second case study this behaviour is true for all dimensions of 
Whitworth threads. 
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The results of the 2.5 inch 8 UNF thread show a variation of only 0.33 %. The other 
results suggest that this can not be right so there must have been an error introduced 
into the analysis. The other results show that as the nominal diameter increases the 
variation of the maximum stress is reduced up to a certain level. The variation for the 
1 inch nominal diameter and the 5 inch nominal diameter were both around 14 % so it 
can be assumed that variation can not be reduced further even with larger diameters. 
For small nominal diameters like the'/. inch connection the smallest of changes in the 
dimensions can have an influential affect on the maximum stress. As the diameter gets 
bigger the thread is less sensitive to dimensional variation so the variation in 
maximum stress is reduced. 
As expected the magnitude of the maximum stress is reduced when the size is 
increased due to larger connection being stronger. 
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7.5.3 Case Study III - Stress concentration study on varying load distributions 
and dissimilar materials 
In the third case study the affect of different load distributions will be looked at. Even 
though the overall load on the joint is kept at 1000 N, the load distribution on the 
threads may change if the stiffness of the bolt or the nut is varied due to 
manufacturing imperfections. The threaded connection is treated as three separate 
parts. These are the bolt, the nut and the thread. Each of these components has a 
maximum and a minimum stiffness according to its geometry given by the tolerance 
tables. The two extreme cases were found where the loading on the first thread is at its 
maximum and at its minimum. 
From British Standards the tolerances for the geometry of a threaded connection can 
be found. From the geometry the spring stiffness of the nut and bolt can be found 
numerically using the dimensions and the material properties. For a1 inch 12 UNF 
connection the variation in the bolt stiffness (Ksc) is 3.3 % and for the nut (KBc) it is 
2.7 %. The amount of variation between the spring constants change depending on the 
nominal diameter of the bolt as all dimensions have different tolerances. In general 
the variation in the bolt and the nut spring constants for a threaded connection is 
below 5-6 %. Finding the spring stiffness off the thread (KT) is very difficult 
numerically so finite element analysis was used. The two extreme geometries were 
modelled in LUSAS finite element package and the two stiffness were found. The 
variation in KT was 33.6 % for the 1 inch connection. 
The maximum loading on the first thread occurs when KBD and Ksc are at their 
minimum value and KT is at its maximum. Under these conditions at a total load of 
1000 N, the load on the first thread would be 240 N. The minimum loading on the 
first thread occurs when Kac and Ksc are at their maximum and KT is at its minimum. 
The loading on the first thread then becomes 194 N under a total load of 1000 N. 
The variation between the maximum and the minimum loads is 19.16 %, which would 
suggest the same amount of variation in the maximum stress as the stress is directly 
related to the load. However these loading scenarios occur at different thread 
geometries. The maximum load occurs when the thread is at it upper tolerance limit 
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and the minimum loading occurs when the thread is at its lower tolerance level. The 
results can be seen in Figure 7-20. 
Node 391 ... .. »»,... ý. 
.: -. -,: ...: Node 608 
Maximum Stress (ara,, ) Location of vmax 
Maximum Load 11.44 N/mm Node 391 
Minimum Load 10.79 N/mm2 Node 608 
Variation in Maximum Stress 5.68 % 
Figure 7-20 The affects of load distribution variation on a1 inch 12 UNF thread 
Even though the variation between the minimum and the maximum load scenarios is 
nearly 20 % the actual variation of the maximum stress is under 6 %. This is due to 
geometry of the thread changing when the load distribution changes. 
The load distribution is affected by the spring constants which are affected by the 
geometry of the threads. The spring constants can also be affected by the material 
properties. In the following examples the joints analysed will have dissimilar 
materials to see what affect it has on the maximum stress. 
Figure 7-21 shows a1 inch 12 UNF joint with an aluminium nut and a steel bolt. 
Using the same methods as previously the spring constants were found for such a 
connection and the load was calculated for the first thread. The two extreme tolerance 
levels were modelled and analysed. The load on the first thread was worked out to be 
420 N. 
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wllý Node 608 
Maximum Stress (Umax) Location of omax 
Upper Tolerance Limit 20.04 N/mm Node 391 
Lower Tolerance Limit 23.36 N/mm2 Node 608 
Variation in Maximum Stress 14.3 % 
Figure 7-21 Maximum stress variation for a1 inch 12 UNF thread (aluminium nut 
& steel bolt) 
The results shown in Figure 7-21 is in fact the same as the one in Figure 7-13 but due 
to a different load distribution on the joints the forces are higher. The variation of the 
maximum stress remains the same as the aluminium nut only affects the load 
distribution and not the behaviour of the steel bolt. 
The analysis was repeated, but this time an aluminium bolt was used and a steel nut. 
Once again the load distribution was found using the spring constants. The load on the 
first thread was worked out to be 396 N. 
ýNode391 b608 
Maximum Stress (Gm) Location of vX 
Upper Tolerance Limit 18.90 N/mm Node 391 
Lower Tolerance Limit 21.92 N/mm Node 608 
Variation in Maximum Stress 13.8 % 
Figure 7-22 Maximum stress variation for a1 inch 12 UNF thread (steel nut & 
aluminium bolt) 
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The results show that the variation in the maximum stress is reduced when an 
aluminium bolt is used instead of a steel one. Due to the different material properties 
the same geometry is less sensitive to material variation when it is made out of 
aluminium. 
In the final analysis for this case study the same force and the same geometry is used, 
the only property changed is the material. The model used is the lower tolerance level 
for the 1 inch 12 UNF connection with a load of 420 N on the first thread. 
1i um 
Maximum Stress (am.,, ) Location of Umax 
Steel 23.36 N/mm Node 608 
Aluminium 23.24 N/mm2 Node 608 
Variation in Maximum Stress 0.51 % 
Figure 7-23 Maximum stress variation for a1 inch 12 UNF thread for different 
materials 
The results show that the aluminium thread experiences slightly less stress under the 
same conditions as the steel thread. This is due to the two materials having different 
Young's Modulus so the stress is distributed slightly differently. The steel thread is 
much stiffer so whereas the aluminium thread bends more it experiences less stress. 
Even though the aluminium thread experiences less stress under the same loading, the 
steel thread has a much higher strength. 
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7.5.4 Case Study IV - Stress concentration study on varying thread angle 
For a Whitworth thread the specification is that the thread angle is 22.5 degrees on 
either face of the thread. As the tolerance for the thread angle is not specified in 
British Standards it was decided that two extreme cases will be investigated to see the 
effect of different thread angles on the maximum stress. In the first case, the thread 
will be distorted downwards so the angles on both faces are changed by 3 degrees. 
The second case will be the reverse of the first one with the thread distorted upwards. 
Using the perfect geometry specified in the British Standards, the first thread of the 2 
'Y2 inch bolt was modelled. Using trigonometry the thread angles were distorted in 
such way that bottom face thread angle was reduced by 3 degrees and the top face was 
increased by the same amount. The load applied on the first thread was 134 N which 
is equivalent to a total load of 1000 N. 
i ýº =- 
ý__ Maximum Stress (QtaX) Angle down 1.815 N/mm2 
Angle up 1.744 N/mm2 
Variation in Maximum Stress 3.9 % 
Figure 7-24 Maximum stress variation for a 2.5 inch 8 UNF thread for different 
thread angles 
The variation between +3 degree angle and -3 degree angle is 3.9 %. This is roughly 
0.6 % variation per each degree of change. In British Standards it is assumed that the 
thread angle remains constant so it is unknown how much the thread angle may vary. 
As the results show the thread is more sensitive to dimensional variation than to 
thread angle change. 
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7.6 Fatigue analysis 
In the previous case studies the stress concentration on different threads were 
analysed and the affects of manufacturing imperfections were recorded. The affects of 
manufacturing imperfections were measured in terms of change in the maximum 
stress value. It is known that a component is likely to break where the highest stress 
occurs, and if due to changes in the geometry or other factors the maximum stress 
increases the working life of that component will be reduced. To find out how much 
the life of the component is affected fatigue data is required. There was no fatigue test 
data available for the range of threads analysed in the case studies. The case studies 
therefore could not be used to predict the fatigue life of the threads instead the stress 
behaviour within different threads with altered imperfections was analysed. 
In this section with the use of Patterson's work the fatigue life of the M12 connection 
will be looked at in greater depth. Using the information provided by Patterson a 
single M12 thread with pitch of 1.75 mm was modelled and KT was found. Using the 
tolerance tables from British Standards the two extreme geometries were analysed and 
the variation in KT was determined. The results for the spring constants can be seen in 
Appendix 0. The variation for KT is small compared with other thread constants 
whereas the variation for the bolt and nut constants is large. This can be explained by 
the small nominal diameter and the relatively large pitch. As the results for the M22 
thread suggests, small pitches are more sensitive to manufacturing imperfections. The 
variation between the maximum and the minimum values of KT was 7% (± 3.5 % 
from the mean). 
It was decided to use the spring model to help determine the variation of the first 
thread load due to the spring constants varying. It was shown previously that the 
thread constant KT is the most influential factor when determining the load on the first 
thread. A special macro was written which varied the value of KT between the ranges 
of -4% and +4% at each of the first three threads and the change in first thread load 
was recorded. Even though the change in KT is ± 3.5 % the values of -4% and +4% 
were chosen to allow a1% increment change between analyses. The affects of KT 
being varied on the load distribution is shown in the following graphs. The load 
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distribution was found for four different length 4.8 mm (n=3), 7 mm (n=4), 10 mm 
(n=6) and 12 mm (n=7). "n" is the number of threads. 
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Figure 7-25 Length 4.8 mm, KT variation on the first thread 
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Figure 7-26 Length 4.8 mm, KT variation on the second thread 
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Figure 7-27 Length 4.8 mm, KT variation on the third thread 
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Figure 7-28 Length 7 mm, KT variation on the first thread 
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Figure 7-29 Length 7 mm, KT variation on the second thread 
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Figure 7-30 Length 7 mm, KT variation on the third thread 
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Figure 7-31 Length 10 mm, KT variation on the first thread 
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Figure 7-32 Length 10 mm, KT variation on the second thread 
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Figure 7-33 Length 10 mm, KT variation on the third thread 
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Figure 7-34 Length 12 mm, KT variation on the first thread 
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Figure 7-35 Length 12 mm, KT variation on the second thread 
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Figure 7-36 Length 12 mm, KT variation on the third thread 
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The macro was programmed to record the value of the load on the first thread and 
variation of it was tabulated. 
Len gth 4.8 mm n-3 
Affected Thread First Thread Second Thread Third Thread 
Variation in Kt Load on first thread Variation Load on first thread Variation Load on first thread Variation 
% N % N % N % 
-4 411.44 -0.68 414.26 0.00 414.26 0.00 
-3 412.15 -0.51 414.26 0.00 414.26 0.00 
-2 412.86 -0.34 414.26 0.00 414.26 0.00 
-1 413.56 -0.17 414.26 0.00 414.26 0.00 
0 414.26 0.00 414.26 0.00 414.26 0.00 
1 414.96 0.17 414.26 0.00 414.26 0.00 
2 415.66 0.34 414.26 0.00 414.26 0.00 
3 416.36 0.51 414.26 0.00 414.26 0.00 
4 417.05 0.67 414.26 0.00 414.26 0.00 
Length 7 mm (n -4 
Affected Thread First Thread Second Thread Third Thread 
Variation in Kt Load on first thread Variation Load on first thread Variation Load on first thread Variation 
% N % N % N % 
-4 364.32 -1.04 368.16 0.00 368.16 0.00 
-3 365.29 -0.78 368.16 0.00 368.16 0.00 
-2 366.25 -0.52 368.16 0.00 368.16 0.00 
.1 367.21 -0.26 368.16 0.00 368.16 0.00 
0 368.16 0.00 368.16 0.00 368.16 0.00 
1 369.11 0.26 368.16 0.00 368.16 0.00 
2 370.06 0.52 368.16 0.00 368.16 0.00 
3 371.00 0.77 368.16 0.00 368.16 0.00 
4 371.94 1.03 368.16 0.00 368.16 0.00 
Len gth 10mm n"6 
Affected Thread First Thread Second Thread Third Thread 
Variation in Kt Load on first thread Variation Load on first thread Variation Load on first thread Variation 
% N % N % N % 
-4 336.15 -1.44 341.07 0.00 341.07 0.00 
-3 337.39 -1.08 341.07 0.00 341.07 0.00 
-2 338.63 -0.72 341.07 0.00 341.07 0.00 
-1 339.85 -0.36 341.07 0.00 341.07 0.00 
0 341.07 0.00 341.07 0.00 341.07 0.00 
1 342.28 0.36 341.07 0.00 341.07 0.00 
2 343.49 0.71 341.07 0.00 341.07 0.00 
3 344.69 1.06 341.07 0.00 341.07 0.00 
4 345.88 1.41 341.07 0.00 341.07 0.00 
Len gth 12 mm n-7 
Affected Thread First Thread Second Thread Third Threa d 
Variation in Kt Load on first thread Variation Load on first thread Variation Load on first thread Variation 
% N % N % N % 
-4 332.37 -1.53 337.52 0.00 337.52 0.00 
-3 333.67 -1.14 337.52 0.00 337.52 0.00 
-2 334.96 -0.76 337.52 0.00 337.52 0.00 
-1 336.25 -0.38 337.52 0.00 337.52 0.00 
0 337.52 0.00 337.52 0.00 337.52 0.00 
1 338.79 0.38 337.52 0.00 337.52 0.00 
2 340.05 0.75 337.52 0.00 337.52 0.00 
3 341.31 1.12 337.52 0.00 337.52 0.00 
4 342.55 1.49 337.52 0.00 337.52 0.00 
Figure 7-37 First thread load variation summary 
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The results clearly show that only variation on the first thread has any affect on the 
first thread load. Using finite element analysis the change in maximum stress was 
found for each calculated load. Even though the loads were calculated using a 
different value of KT each time the geometry of the finite element model was assumed 
to be perfect at all times. This assumption was made to reduce the number of required 
analyses. 
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Figure 7-38 Maximum contour plot on M12 pitch 1.57 mm thread with total load of 
1000 N on the connection (n = 3) 
Figure 7-38 shows the stress contour of a thread under perfect conditions with no 
variation in KT. Assuming that the thread geometry does not change with a varying 
KT, the change in stress will be directly proportional to the change in load on the first 
thread. Therefore it is valid to assume that variation for load on the first thread shown 
in Figure 7-37 is the same as the variation on the maximum stress. 
Using this variation in the maximum stress and the fatigue data from Patterson's work 
it is possible to predict how the life of the thread will change with respect to variation 
in KT. Changing KT affects the maximum stress even though the applied stress is kept 
constant. This variation in maximum stress changes the S-N characteristics, as the 
same amount of applied stress gives different maximum stress concentrations. To 
compensate for this the applied stress can be changed to keep the maximum stress the 
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same. Using the S-N data from Paterson's work the change in applied stress can be 
related to the change in number of cycles (AN) to predict how KT affects the life of a 
thread. 
The S-N data obtained from Patterson's paper was given as a set of graphs on an 
exponential scale (Figures 7-7 & 7-8). To find the change in the number of cycles 
with respect to change in applied stress the S-N data has to be digitised and reversed 
so the number of cycles is plotted with respect to applied stress. Using the curve fit 
function in Excel the formula for the S-N curve could be found. 
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Figure 7-39 Example of change in S-N curve when maximum stress is increased 
Figure 7-39 shows an example of a reversed S-N curve. The curve is made up of two 
straight lines, one vertical and one diagonal. The vertical part of the curve tends 
towards infinity at a constant stress so that part of the curve can not be used to find 
N. The logarithmic scale is used so the data can be presented as a straight line 
instead of a curve. Logarithmic scale means that the data is presented as powers of 
ten. Because of the logarithmic scale the equation of the straight line is presented in 
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the power form, which is N=cam. Using the Power Law it is possible to convert 
this equation into a more familiar format by taking log of both sides. 
N=caam 
log(N) =m log(va) + log(c) 
Equation 7-4 
Equation 7-5 
Equation 7-5 is in the same format as the equation of a straight line (y = mx + c) 
where "m" is the gradient and "c" is a constant. 
The formula for the diagonal part can be found using the curve fit function in Excel, 
bearing in mind that the fitted curve has to be in the power format. Once the equation 
of the line is found in the N=c as m format it is possible to calculate the number of 
cycles (N) with respect to the stress amplitude (va). By finding the change in 
maximum stress the applied stress can be adjusted accordingly. Using the new applied 
stress values and the formulas obtained using Excel the new N values can be found. 
Figure 7-39 shows an example of how the reversed S-N curve changes with the 
maximum stress. With the curve fit formula the two different N values can be found 
for the different applied stress values. By subtracting the two S-N curves from each 
other it is possible to calculate the change in number of cycles (AN). 
Using this method of subtracting S-N curves from each other to determine the change 
in the number of cycles the different KT variations were plotted for each length of 
connections. 
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Figure 7-40 Change in fatigue life due to KT variation, length = 4.8 mm 
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Figure 7-41 Change in fatigue life due to KT variation, length = 7.0 mm 
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Figure 7-42 Change in fatigue life due to KT, variation, length = 10.0 mm 
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Figure 7-43 Change in fatigue life due to KT variation, length = 12.0 mm 
The fatigue data used to obtain these results were carried out at a mean stress of 238 
N/mm2 and with varying stress amplitude. Realistically if the maximum stress is 
changed by a certain amount it should affect the mean stress as well as the amplitude 
stress. Changing the mean stress would change the S-N characteristics so in theory a 
different set of S-N curves would be required. The change is minimal in the mean 
stress and the affect of the mean stress on the fatigue life is negligible. 
Assuming that the amount the mean stress changes due to the increase in maximum 
stress is does not affect the S-N characteristics significantly the results become as 
follows. 
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Figure 7-44 Change in fatigue life due to KT variation, length = 4.8 mm 
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Figure 7-45 Change in fatigue life due to KT variation, length = 7.0 mm 
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Figure 7-46 Change in fatigue life due to K-1- variation, length = 10.0 mm 
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Figure 7-47 Change in fatigue life due to KT variation, length = 12.0 mm 
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Varying the mean and the amplitude stress together increases the discrepancy between 
the original S-N curve and the modified one enhancing its affect. The results show 
that as KT increases so does the maximum stress so the number of cycles are reduced. 
For high values of amplitude stress ON is relatively low but as the stress amplitude is 
reduced AN increases rapidly. This is because at small stress amplitudes on the S-N 
curve n is very large in the region of 106. With such high number of cycles even a 
small change in stress has a significant affect on AN. As the amplitude stress is 
increased the life of the specimen is shortened, so ON is relative to this shorter life. 
Below the fatigue limit the life of the connection is not affected. 
This set of data is unique to the M12 pitch 1.75 mm geometry. However the above 
example shows that even a small increase of 1.49 % in maximum stress caused by a 
4% variation in KT can reduce the number of cycles to failure by 400000 cycles. 
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7.7 Discussion 
There are two ways the thread can fail while in operation. These are thread loosening 
and thread failure. Thread loosening can be reduced or avoided by applying a high 
preload, increasing the friction between threads, reducing the thread angle and 
applying a constant load instead of shock loading which would introduce vibrations. 
Thread loosening is one of the main reasons why it is important to monitor the load in 
threaded connections. By introducing the laser strain gauge load measuring device, 
the thread loosening can be monitored to avoid malfunction. 
The second way a threaded connection can fail is thread failure which involves 
fracture of the thread due the maximum stress concentration exceeding the strength of 
the material. The highest stress concentration is found at the base of the first thread. 
The strength of a threaded connection is usually known, but in all these cases perfect 
conditions are applied. Manufacturing imperfections can introduce variations to the 
maximum stress which can have an affect on the overall strength of the joint. 
Using case studies some extreme scenarios were studied and the variation of the 
maximum stress was calculated. It is important to look at the variation of the 
maximum stress because if the maximum stress is increased by 10 % it is like 
decreasing the strength of the material by the same amount. From the results the 
following conclusions can be drawn: 
For connections with the same nominal diameter the variation of the 
maximum stress can be reduced by increasing the pitch 
Dimensional variation in metric threads has a much greater effect on the 
variation of the maximum stress 
As the nominal diameter is increased the variation of the maximum stress is 
reduced up to a point. Even at large diameters the stress variation is 14 % 
The different tolerance levels mean the spring constants change as well. This 
affects the load distribution which changes the maximum stress variation 
Dissimilar materials change the load distribution, but do not affect the amount 
the maximum stress varies by 
The change in thread angle has a minimal affect on the maximum stress 
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The summary of the results are shown in Figure 7-48. 
Case Study I- Dimensional variation o f different profiles 
Model Variation % 
1 inch 12 UNF 14.3 
1 inch 8 UNC 3.84 
M22 pitch 1 mm 25.9 
M22 pitch 2 mm 22.9 
Case Study II - Dimensional variation of different sizes 
Model Variation % 
1/4 inch 28 UNF 20.4 
1 inch 12 UNF 14.3 
2.5 inch 8 UNF 0.33 
5 inch6UN 14.1 
Case Study III - Load variations on 1 inch 12 UNF 
Model Variation % 
Maximum and minimum load 5.68 
Aluminium nut / Steel bolt 14.3 
Steel nut / Aluminium bolt 13.8 
Case study IV - Angle variation 
Model Variation 
+3 degrees / -3 degrees 3.9 
Figure 7-48 Results summary 
There are a number of factors that can affect the maximum stress on the first thread. 
The most significant is changing the geometry according to the tolerance tables. 
However as the geometry changes so does the load distribution. In Case Study I it was 
found that there is a 14.3 % variation in the maximum stress between the lower and 
the upper tolerance levels. If the load distribution is taken into consideration as well 
this variation is reduced to 5.68 % as it was shown in Case Study III. This variation is 
likely to increase if the nominal diameter or the pitch is reduced. 
The fatigue analysis showed that even a small change in strength can affect the life of 
a threaded connection by the region of 105 cycles if the specimen is used at its fatigue 
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limit. This however can only take place when the expected number of cycles to failure 
is in the region of 106 cycles. For such large values of N reducing the number of 
cycles even by a considerable amount is insignificant especially because components 
are rarely operated close to their fatigue limit. 
In conclusion it is possible to say that manufacturing imperfections will have a 
significant effect on the maximum stress concentration of a threaded connection and 
by that influencing the residual life of the connection. The case studies showed that it 
is only possible to determine the maximum stress to be within a certain percentage. 
This variation needs to be taken into consideration as it can affect the maximum 
strength of the joint. 
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Chapter 8- Discussion and Conclusion 
8.1 Discussion 
The aim of the project is to gain understanding with the use of finite element analysis 
and experimental testing of how the surface strain on a visible part of a threaded 
connection can be used to find the loading in order to help develop a measuring 
device that can be used to determine and monitor the load on a threaded connection to 
an accuracy of 0.5% at elevated temperatures. Current methods use sensitive 
equipment such as ultrasound to help determine the load on threaded connections and 
therefore can not be used in extreme environments. It was decided to design a non 
contact device that can be used to measure the load on a threaded connection. 
The Laser Strain Gauge is a non contact surface strain measuring device which works 
by measuring the distortion of a grating on the surface of the specimen. By relating 
the surface strain on a visible part of a threaded connection to the load the LSG can be 
used to determine the load on the joint. As it is a non contact method it can be used in 
high temperatures and in other extreme environments. 
Using finite element analysis and previous works a modified nut was developed 
which could be used to relate the surface strain on it to the load on the joint. Initial 
findings using FEA showed that the surface strain within the grooves of the modified 
nut can be related to the load accurately assuming a perfect geometry. In reality all 
parts are manufactured to a certain tolerance which means that each part will be 
slightly different. Using FEA, sensitivity analysis was carried out to help determine 
how manufacturing variation influences the surface strain measurements and the 
accuracy of the device. The sensitivity analysis revealed that to keep within the 
required accuracy of 0.5% the parts have to be manufactured to very tight tolerances. 
To verify the FEA findings a prototype was manufactured and tested on a test rig 
using a hydraulic tensioner and electric resistance strain gauges to measure the surface 
strain. The experimental tests revealed that due to friction between the threads there is 
hysteresis present in the surface strain and load relationship. This meant the modified 
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nut cannot be used as an accurate load measuring device and an alternative solution is 
required. 
To reduce the hysteresis it was necessary to measure the surface strain on a part which 
moves independently from the threads but still experiences the entire load. A washer 
was introduced in the assembly which was modified the same way as the nut by the 
addition of three grooves. The three grooves ensured that there are three places where 
the readings can be taken from as well as giving better accessibility for the user to 
take the measurement with the LSG. 
Initially the washer was tested using finite element analysis and the results showed 
good correlation between the surface strain and the applied load. The measured 
surface strain was at a higher magnitude compared to the surface strain on the nut 
which improved the accuracy. A prototype washer was manufactured and 
experimental tests were carried out to verify the FEA model and to see if hysteresis 
was present. The tests showed an insignificant amount of hysteresis between the 
measured surface strain on the washer and the load on the joint. As both the 
experimental and the FEA results were consistent and there was no hysteresis present 
it was decided that the modified washer can be used as a load measuring device. 
The surface strain on the washer can be measured using the laser strain gauge. 
Previous tests showed that the surface strain is linearly related to the applied load, so 
by knowing this relationship the load can be determined instantly from the surface 
strain measurement. The relationship between the surface strain and the load was 
determined using finite element analysis. This relationship however is based on a 
perfect geometry so sensitivity analysis was carried out to investigate the affects of 
manufacturing imperfections. Unlike for the nut where the load is transferred though 
the threads for the washer the load is transferred via the top and bottom surfaces. This 
meant fewer parameters affect the accuracy reducing the number of required 
sensitivity functions. 
The sensitivity analysis revealed that manufacturing imperfections introduce errors 
into the surface strain measurements. These errors were especially significant in the 
axial direction and for some parameters in the hoop direction as well. Using the 
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sensitivity functions the maximum allowed dimensional variation for each parameter 
was calculated. It was revealed that to achieve the required 0.5% accuracy very tight 
tolerances are required. To manufacture every component to be within these specified 
tolerances would not be cost effective. It has been suggested that by individually 
calibrating each specially designed washer the accuracy can be maintained without 
tightening the manufacturing tolerances. 
There are a number of advantages to calibration; the most obvious of these is to 
ensure accuracy. Without knowing the manufacturing and material imperfections of 
an individual part, calibration enables the part to be used as an accurate strain 
measuring device. Each part can be tested over a range of loads and the relationship 
between the load and the surface strain can be established. From previous tests it is 
possible to say that within the elastic limit of the material this relationship will be 
linear. So when a part is calibrated it is enough to know the gradient of this linear 
relationship. When a part is calibrated it should be labelled accordingly so it can be 
used over and over again as a load measuring device, even if it is used in different 
connections. 
When a calibrated washer is placed in different connections the only varying factors 
are the boundary conditions. The effects of different boundary conditions were 
investigated in Chapter 6 when non-uniform loading was examined. It was found that 
even though varying boundary conditions have an effect on the individual strain 
readings in the grooves the mean strain over the three grooves is not affected. For this 
reason the washer only has to be calibrated once and then it can be used in different 
assemblies. 
The other advantages of calibration are quality control and safety factor. Each part is 
calibrated individually which allows each part to be examined for strength and other 
properties. During calibration it is possible to cast-off parts that do not meet the 
required standard in terms of relating surface strain and load. Also the structural 
integrity of the washer can be tested in a safe environment during calibration to ensure 
the required safety under working conditions. 
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The disadvantage of calibration is the extra time and cost it requires. For this reason a 
simple calibration method is required which allows the washer to be tested over a 
range of loads including the maximum load it has to withstand. This is important both 
for accuracy and for safety reasons. There are a number of ways the washer can be 
calibrated but probably the easiest one is by using a similar set up to the test rig which 
was described earlier in this thesis. To increase accuracy the test rig would have to be 
modified. 
Presently the test rig is operated using a hydraulic pump to increase and decrease the 
load. The hydraulic pump has two major disadvantages. Firstly the load is measured 
using a digital pressure gauge with accuracy to the nearest bar. Secondly the viscosity 
of the hydraulic setup means that there is some hysteresis in the loading mechanism. 
Both these factors reduce the accuracy hence unsuitable for calibration. 
To increase accuracy the hydraulic clamp should be replaced by a gearbox and a 
motor so the viscosity is no longer a problem. The load can then be determined 
directly from the motor or for more accuracy the load can be measured from the 
connection itself. 
Even though calibration can be used to eliminate the inaccuracies manufacturing 
imperfections within the joint can affect the structural integrity and the working life of 
the connection. The critical part of a threaded connection is the first engaged thread as 
it experiences the highest stress concentration. With the help of variation analysis and 
finite element analysis the affects of manufacturing imperfections were studied. The 
results showed that the life of the connection may be reduced by a large number of 
cycles due to imperfections but this is only the case if the component is used close to 
its fatigue limit. If a reasonable safety factor is taken into consideration, the affect of 
manufacturing imperfections on the joint is insignificant. 
In summary the modified washer and the laser strain gauge can be used to measure 
the load to 0.5% accuracy on a threaded connection via a non contact if calibrated. 
The device is easy to use and can be used to monitor the load at regular intervals 
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8.2 Conclusions 
There are no methods currently available to measure the load on a threaded 
connection in an extreme environment accurately. Methods that are currently 
used consist of sensitive equipment which cannot operate at high 
temperatures. 
To help measure the load on a threaded connection in an extreme environment 
a non contact method is required. 
The laser strain gauge (LSG) can be adapted to be used as non contact load 
measuring device. By relating the surface strain on a threaded connection to 
the load on the connection the LSG can be used to measure load. 
The laser strain gauge can only determine the surface strain on a visible part of 
the connection. The only existing visible parts of a threaded connection are the 
end of the bolt and the nut. The end of the bolt does not experience any load so 
it was decided to use a modified nut to see if the surface strain on it can be 
related to load. 
Initial tests using finite element analysis showed that the surface strain on the 
modified nut can be related to the load and that the relationship is close to 
linear. At a load of 703 kN the axial strain was -150 microstrain and the hoop 
strain was 170 microstrain 
Experimental tests revealed that the surface strain readings obtained from the 
two-dimensional axisymmetric finite element models were inaccurate due to 
the number of assumptions used to simplify the contact analysis for the 
complicated geometry 
For the modified nut the hoop strain was at higher magnitude than the axial 
strain. For a load of 350 kN the axial strain was -350 microstrain and the hoop 
strain was 450 microstrain. 
. Sensitivity analysis revealed that the modified nut is very responsive to 
manufacturing imperfections. The number of parameters affecting the 
accuracy of the nut as a load measuring device is too great for the load to be 
determined accurately. 
Manufacturing imperfections affect the load distribution on a threaded 
connection which can introduce even more inaccuracies when trying to relate 
surface strain to the applied load. 
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The summary of how manufacturing imperfections affect the accuracy of the 
modified nut are shown below: 
Parameter Symbol Units 
Maximum variation to maintain 0.5% 
accuracy 
Axial Hoop 
Thread stiffness KT % 1.13 5.08 
Bolt stiffness Ksc % 0.08 0.35 
Nut stiffness KBc % 0.28 1.26 
Groove geometry 9h0 degree 0.16 0.93 
Groove location x x'o mm 0.12 1.59 
Groove location `G mm 0.025 0.39 
Figure 8-1 Maximum dimensional variations on the modified nut 
Experimental testing revealed that the modified nut cannot be used as an 
accurate load measuring device due to hysteresis in the threads. The threads 
sticking meant the relationship between surface strain and load cannot be 
related accurately. At a load of 350 kN the axial surface strain varies between 
-290 and -430 microstrain (over 30 %) and the hoop strain varies between 390 
and 520 microstrain (25%) due to hysteresis. 
The hysteresis was present due to the threads sticking so an independent part 
with no threads needs to be introduced. A washer was chosen as it has no 
threads, it is visible, and experiences the entire load that goes through the 
connection. 
The modified washer is not affected by hysteresis significantly. As the force is 
not transferred through the threads but through the flat surfaces of the washer 
the friction and the hysteresis are reduced significantly. 
The hoop strain on the washer experiences some hysteresis due to the washer 
face sticking, but the axial strain does not experience any hysteresis and 
demonstrates a perfectly linear relationship between surface strain and load. 
At a load of 350 kN the axial strain varies between -374 and -377 microstrain 
(under 1%) and the hoop strain varies between 175 and 200 microstrain 
(12.5%) due to hysteresis. 
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The measured axial surface strain on the washer is at a higher magnitude than 
the axial surface strain on the nut improving the accuracy of the measuring 
device. At higher magnitude of strains errors have less of an influence on the 
calculated load. At a load of 703 kN the axial surface strain on the nut is -660 
microstrain and -550 on the modified nut. 
The measured axial strain is at a higher magnitude compared to the hoop 
strain; therefore it is recommended that the strain in the axial direction should 
be used to calculate the load instead of the hoop strain. At a load of 703 kN the 
hoop strain on the washer is 315 microstrain and the axial strain is -660 
microstrain. 
The sensitivity analysis revealed that the manufacturing imperfections have a 
significant affect on the accuracy of washer as a load measuring device. To 
achieve the required accuracy of 0.5 % the washer would either have to be 
manufactured to very tight tolerances or calibrated individually. 
When measuring the surface strain on the washer, the strain in the axial 
direction is more sensitive to manufacturing imperfection. Even a slight 
change in one of the dimensional parameters can introduce significant errors 
to the axial strain reading. If calibrated properly the inaccuracies can be 
eliminated 
The summary of the affects of manufacturing imperfections on the modified 
washer are shown below: 
Parameter Symbol Units 
Maximum variation to maintain 0.5% 
accuracy 
Axial Hoop 
Young's modulus E % 0.50 0.50 
Outer radius ro % 0.25 0.25 
Inner radius r; % 0.25 0.25 
Poisson's ratio v % 0.50 0.50 
Groove geometry 9hQ degree 0.16 0.93 
Groove location x x'O nun 0.12 1.59 
Groove location y c mm 0.025 0.39 
Figure 8.2 Maximum dimensional variations on the modified washer 
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Manufacturing imperfections can affect the life of a threaded connection. 
Manufacturing imperfection influence the load distribution on a threaded 
connection. The first thread on a connection experiences the most load so it is 
most likely to break. If the load distribution changes so will the first thread 
load which can have an effect on the life significantly. For example, for an 
M12 pitch 1.75 mm threaded connection with 4% variation in the thread 
spring constant the maximum stress is increased by 1.49%. This can reduce 
the life of the connection by 400000 cycles. 
The summary of the effects of manufacturing imperfections on the maximum 
stress concentration is shown below: 
Case Study I- Dimensional variation o f different profiles 
Model Variation % 
1 inch 12 UNF 14.3 
1 inch 8 UNC 3.84 
M22 pitch 1 mm 25.9 
M22 pitch 2 mm 22.9 
Case Study II - Dimensional variation of different sizes 
Model Variation % 
1/4 inch 28 UNF 20.4 
1 inch 12 UNF 14.3 
2.5 inch 8 UNF 0.33 
5 inch 6 UN 14.1 
Case Study III - Load variations on 1 inch 12 UNF 
Model Variation % 
Maximum and minimum load 5.68 
Aluminium nut / Steel bolt 14.3 
Steel nut / Aluminium bolt 13.8 
Case study IV - Angle variation 
Model Variation % 
+3 degrees / -3 degrees 3.9 
Figure 8-3 Results summary of manufacturing imperfections on maximum stress 
concentration 
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In conclusion the modified washer and the laser strain gauge can be used as an 
accurate non contact load measuring device if calibrated. 
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Chapter 9- Recommendations for Further Work 
In the previous chapters it was shown that the laser strain gauge can be used to 
measure the surface strain on a specially designed washer which can be related to the 
load on a threaded connection. The relationship between the surface strain and the 
load was found using finite element analysis and later verified using experimental 
techniques and the results showed good correlation. These results were based on 
perfect geometry and material but if the washer is to be used commercially 
manufacturing imperfections need to be taken into account. 
Using variation analysis the sensitivity factor for the measured strain was found for 
each individual parameter which may affect the readings. The required accuracy for 
the load measuring device is ± 0.5% but to achieve this, the washer would have to be 
manufactured to extremely close tolerances. Instead it was suggested that the each 
washer should be calibrated individually to ensure the accuracy of the measuring 
device. 
In order to complete this project a number of different areas have been studied and 
investigated. Even though a wide range of fields have been looked at due to time 
constraints some less relevant areas have been left out. In this section these areas will 
be discussed to show how this project may be expended in the future. 
An broad sensitivity analysis has been carried out both on the nut and the washer, 
which helped predict the accuracy of each component with respect to manufacturing 
imperfections. The analysis was limited to a single size and geometry. To gain a better 
understanding on the behaviour of the proposed measuring device the sensitivity 
analysis could be repeated for different geometries. 
When the sensitivity analysis was carried out, all parameters were investigated 
individually. It was assumed that the parameters are independent from each other and 
that the error caused by the parameters can be summed up. An extensive sensitivity 
analysis is proposed that investigates the combined effect of the sensitivity functions. 
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The project was originally proposed to help determine the load on threaded fasteners 
within a turbine. Turbines operate at extremely high temperatures and that is why it 
was necessary to design a non contact device to measure the load. The idea can be 
modified and used in different harsh environments or in areas where there are simply 
no means of getting to the threaded connection so a non contact method has to be 
used. 
The aim of the project was to determine the load within a threaded connection. This 
was achieved by relating the surface strain to the load. As a modification of this 
project it would be possible to relate the surface strain directly to the maximum stress 
within the connection. The device could be used to ensure the maximum stress never 
exceeds the fatigue limit of the material ensuring an infinite life for the joint. 
When the effects of manufacturing imperfections on the life of the threaded 
connection were investigated all the testing was done using finite element analysis. 
FEA was used as all the modelling and testing could be done using computers and 
there was no need for manufacture. This ensured lower costs and shorter analysis 
times. FEA however uses assumptions which introduce errors. For a more accurate 
way to predict how the life of the connection is affected with respect to manufacturing 
imperfections experimental testing could be carried out. The findings could then be 
compared to the results presented in this work for verification. 
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Appendix A 
There are three types of parameters that can vary in a solid shaft; these are geometry, 
material properties and boundary conditions. To be more specific the geometrical 
parameters are radius (r) and height (h). The material properties are Young's modulus 
(E) and Poisson's ratio (v), and the boundary condition is force (P). 
Force -P 
Height -h 
Youngs 
Modulus -E 
Poisson's 
Ratio -v 
Figure A-1 Solid shaft parameters 
The axial strain can be calculated in the solid shaft using the following equation: 
P 
Ea = 
Eitr2 Equation A-1 
The strain is governed by three parameters, so a change in either of these would 
introduce an error. Assuming that all parts can vary Equation A-1 is differentiated: 
SP PSE 2P& 
SEe - Eirr2 E27tr2 End 
Equation A-2 
P 
Divide left side by c and right side by Eýr2 
Sea SP 
_ 
SE 
_ 
28r 
epEr Equation A-3 a 
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The equation above shows how the changes in different parameters affect the 
calculated axial strain. So the change in axial strain depends on the change in load, the 
change in Young's modulus and twice the change in radius. 
Ssa = 
Sp 
Ea -E Ea - 
28r 
Ca Equation A-4 
Equation 4-4 can be rearranged to get an expression for the change in axial strain. In 
this format it can be seen that for P the sensitivity factor is +1, for E it is -1 and for r it 
is -2. 
The hoop strain can be calculated similarly to the axial strain but by introducing 
Poisson's ratio. The hoop strain can be calculated using the following equation: 
vP 
Ch _ 
Earl Equation A-S 
Similarly to before assuming that all parts may vary the above equation is 
differentiated. 
v&P PSv vPSE 2vPSr SEh = 2+ 2- E2 2- 3 
Equation A-6 
Enr Eitr nr Ear 
vP 
Divide left side by c and right side by Enr2 
Uh 
_ 
Sv SP 
- 
BE 
- 
28r 
+ Equation A-7 6h vpEr 
So the change in hoop strain is affected the same way as the axial strain plus the 
change in Poisson's ratio. 
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Appendix C 
To verify the spring model an example was chosen. Using the same geometry as 
previously used by Kenny and Patterson for experimental testing, it was possible to 
compare the experimental and the spring model results. The spring constants in the 
bolt and the nut were calculated using Young's modulus, and the thread spring 
constant was found using an axisymmetric finite element model. The spring model 
was then found using the method in Section 5.2. 
The figures below show good correlation between previous experimental findings and 
the spring model proving that the spring model is a suitable tool to find the load 
distribution in a threaded fastener. 
R 9 
-o cc 
t- 
Co 
as 
Co 0 J 
Co 
d 
Maruyama (1974) 
3.0 
Brett and Cook (1979) / 
2.0 Stoeckly and Macke (1952) 
1.0 '"ý /%/ Tanaka et al (1981) 
Sapwlth (1948) applied to a 
steel nut and bolt 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Distance along thread from free face of nut 
Figure C-1 Experimental findings from previous works for a1 inch 8UN 
connection (Kenny and Patterson) 
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Figure C-2 Load distribution on a1 inch 8UN connection found using the spring 
model shown in Section 5.2 
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Appendix D 
Figure D-1 Hexagonal nut area calculation 
s- Length of flat face 
w- Width across flat faces 
a- Angle of segment =3 0° 
As - Area of segment 
AT - Total area 
I1 
-sx-w 
AS =2 22 =8 sw 
Equation D-1 
But: 
1 
s 2= TANa Equation D-2 
w 2 
Therefore: 
s=w Equation D-3 TANa 
Substituting into Equation 1: 
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S 
AS =g w2TANa Equation D-4 
The total Are can be found: 
AT =12 x AS Equation D-5 
Therefore: 
AT =1.5 x w2 x TANa Equation D-6 
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Appendix E 
Sub Macrol () 
Msg = "Is the material EN24? " 
Ans = MsgBox(Msg, vbYesNo) 
If Ans = vbNo Then GoTo opt2 
Young's = 200000000000# 
Poisson = 0.3 
Range("A3") = "Young's Modulus" 
Range("A4") = "Poisson's ratio" 
Range("B3"). Value = Young's 
Range("B4"). Value = Poisson 
Exit Sub 
opt2: 
Young's = InputBox("What Is the Young's Modulus of the material? ") 
Poisson = InputBox("What is the poisson ratio of the material? ") 
Range("A3") _ "Young's Modulus" 
Range("A4") _ "Poisson's ratio" 
Range("B3"). Value = Young's 
Range("B4"). Value = Poisson 
pitch = InputBox("What Is the Pitch? ") 
Range("A6") _ "Pitch" 
Range("B6"). Value = pitch 
Thread = InputBox("Number of threads") 
Range("A7") = 'Number of Threads" 
Range("B7"). Value = Thread 
d1 = InputBox("What Is the nut diameter? ") 
Range("E6") _ "Nut Diameter" 
Range("F6"). Value = d1 
d2 = InputBox("What is the bolt diameter? ") 
Range("E7") = "Bolt Diameter" 
Range("F7"). Value = d2 
loadl = InputBox("What is the load? ") 
Range("AS") = "Load1" 
Range("B8"). Value = loadl 
dis = InputBox("What is the thread displacement") 
Range("A9") _ "Thread Displacement" 
Range("B9"). Value = dis 
Range("A11") _ "KBC" 
Range("B11"). Formula = "=(B3.3.14 " (F6 A2- F7 2)) /4/ B6" 
Range("A12") = "KSC" 
Range("B12"). Formula = "=(B3 * 3.14 * F7"2y4/B6" 
KT = loadl / dis 
Range("A13") = "KT" 
Range("813"). Value = KT 
Range("A15") = "Beta" 
Range("A16") = "gamma 1" 
Range("A17") = "gamma 2" 
Range('A18") ="A* 
Range("A19") _ "B" 
Range("B15"). Formula = "=2+(B13/B11)+(B13/B12)" 
Range("B16"). Formula = "=(81512)+(SQRT((B15"2)-4y2)" 
Range("B17"). Formula = "=(B15(2)-(SQRT((B15"2)-4y2)" 
Range("B18"). Formula = "=B8"(1+(B16"B7y(B17"B7-B16"B7))" 
Range("819"). Formula = "=-B8*((B16"B7y(B17"B7-B16"B7))" 
Range("B22: C22"). Select 
With Selection 
. MergeCells = True End With 
Range("D22: F22"). Select 
With Selection 
. MergeCells = True End With 
Range("C23: C24"). Select 
With Selection 
. MergeCells = True WrapText = True 
End With 
Range("E23: E24"). Select 
With Selection 
. MergeCells = True 
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. WrapText = True End With 
Range("F23: F24"). Select 
With Selection 
'. MergeCells = True 
W rapText = True 
End With 
Range("B22") _ "Bolt Loads" 
Range("D22") _ "Thread Loads" 
Range("A23") _ "Thread Number" 
Range("B23") = "Load S" 
Range("C23") = "Percentage of Load" 
Range("D23") = "Load P" 
Range("E23") = "Thread Load/Mean Thread Load" 
Range(723") = "Percentage of Load" 
Range("B25") = "N" 
Range("C25") = "%" 
Range('D25") = "N" 
Range('F25") ="%* 
n= Range("B7"). Value 
A= Range("B 18"). Value 
B= Range("B19"). Value 
gammal = Range("B16"). Value 
gamma2 = Range("B17"). Value 
load 1= Range("B8"). Value 
For Count =1 To n 
Range('A26"). Offset(Count -1,0) = Count 
Range(7B26"). Offset(Count -1,0). Value =A` (gammal ^ Count) +B" (gamma2 A Count) 
Range("C26"). Offset(Count -1,0). Value =100' (A' (gammal A Count) +B" (gamma2 " Count)) / loadI 
Range("D26"). Value =100 - (A * (gammal A 1) +B* (gamma2 A 1)) 
For Countl =1 To n -1 
Range("D27"). Offset(Count1 - 1,0). Value = (A " (gamma1 A Countl) +B" (gamma2 A Countl )) - (A' 
(gammal A (Countl + 1)) +B" (gamma2 A (Countl + 1))) 
Next Countl 
Range('E19"). Formula = "=SUM(D26: D39) / B8" 
Range('D19") _ "Mean Thread load" 
Meanload = RangeCE19"). Value 
Range("E26"). Value = (100 - (A " (gammal A 1) +B" (gamma2 A 1))) / Meanload 
ForCount2=l Ton-1 
Range("E27"). Offset(Count2 -1,0). Value = ((A' (gammaI A Count2) + B' (gamma2 A Count2)) - (A " 
(gammal A (Count2 + 1)) +B" (gamma2 A (Count2 + 1)))) / Meanload 
Next Count2 
Range("F26"). Value = (100 - (A' (gammal A 1) +B" (gamma2 A 1)))' 100 / load1 
For Count3 =1 To n-1 
Range("F27"). Offset(Count3 - 1,0). Value = ((A " (gammal A Count3) +B" (gamma2 A Count3)) - (A " 
(gammal A (Count3 + 1)) +B* (gamma2 A (Count3 + 1))))' 100 / toad1 
Next Count3 
Next Count 
Charts. Add 
ActiveChart. ChartType = xlXYScatterSmoothNoMarkers 
ActiveChart. SetSourceData Source: =Sheets("Sheetl"). Range("E13") 
ActiveChart. SeriesCollection. NewSeries 
ActiveChart. SeriesCollection(1). XValues = "=SheetllR26C1: R34C1" 
ActiveChart. SeriesCollection(1). Values = "=Sheetl! R26C5: R34C5" 
ActiveChart. Location Where: =xlLocationAsNewSheet 
With ActiveChart 
. HasTltle = True 
. ChartTitle. Characters. Text = "Thread Load/Mean Thread Load" 
. Axes(xlCategory, xlPnmary). HasTiUe = True 
. Axes(xlCategory, xlPrimary). AxlsTttle. Characters. Text = "Thread 
Number" 
. 
Axes(xlValue, xlPrimary). HasTitle = True 
. Axes(xiValue, )lPrimary). AxisTitle. Characters. 
Text 
"Thread load/Mean Thread Load" 
End With 
ActiveChart. HasLegend = False 
End Sub 
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Appendix F 
This Macro has been copyrighted by Dr Alejandro Maranon and Andras Bulkai of 
Loughborough University. 
Option Explicit 
Option Base 1 
Private Declare Function OpenProcess Lib "kemel32" (ByVal dwDesiredAccess As Long, ByVal binheritHandle As 
Long, ByVal dwProcessld As Long) As Long 
Private Declare Function WaitForSingleObject Lib "kemel32" (ByVal hHandle As Long, ByVal dwMilliseconds As 
Long) As Long 
Private Declare Function CloseHandle Lib "kemel32" (ByVal hObject As Long) As Long 
Private Const SYNCHRONIZE = &H100000 
'Private Const INFINITE =-1& 
Private Const INFINITE _ &HFFFF 
Public pitch As Double 
Public n As Integer 
Public dial As Double 
Public dia2 As Double 
Public loadl As Double 
Public dis As Double 
Public dia3 As Double 
Public Young's As Double 
Public Poisson As Double 
Public KBC1 As Double 
Public KBC2 As Double 
Public KSC1 As Double 
Public KSC2 As Double 
Public KT1 As Double 
Public KT2 As Double 
Public h As Integer 
Public ThreadLoads() As Double 'Array to store the loads calculated 
Public AnsysResults() As Double 'Stores results from Ansys 
' Start the indicated program and wait for It 
' to finish, hiding while we wait. 
Private Sub ShellAndWait(ByVal program-name As String, ByVal window style As VbAppWinStyle) 
Dim process id As Long 
Dim process_handle As Long 
'Start the program. 
On Error GoTo ShellError 
process_id = Shell(program name, window style) 
On Error GoTo 0 
'Hide. 
Workbooks. Applicatlon. Visible = False 
DoEvents 
'Wait for the program to finish. 
'Get the process handle. 
process-handle = OpenProcess(SYNCHRONIZE, 0, process-id) 
If process-handle <> 0 Then 
WaitForSingleObject process_handle, INFINITE 
CloseHandle process-handle 
End If 
'Reappear. 
Workbooks. Application. Visible = True 
Exit Sub 
ShellError 
MsgBox "Error starting task "& Err. Description, vbOKOnly Or vbExdamation, "Error" 
End Sub 
Private Sub Read Variables() 
'This procedure define the variables numerically 
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pitch = Sheets("Inpur). Range(B6"). Value 
n= Sheetsrlnpur). Range("B7"). Value 
dial = Sheets("Inpur). Range("B8"). Value 
dia2 = Sheets("Inpur). Range("B9"). Value 
loadl = Sheets("Inpur). Range("B10"). Value 
dis = Sheets("Inpur). Range("B11"). Value 
dia3 = SheetsCInpur). Range('B12"). Value 
Young's = Sheets("Inpur). Range("Bl3"). Value 
Poisson = Sheets("Input"). Range("B14"). Value 
KBC1 = Sheets("Inpur). Range("B15"). Value 
KBC2 = Sheets("Inpur). Range("B16"). Value 
KSCI = Sheets("Inpur). Range("Blr). Value 
KSC2 = Sheets(9npur). Range("B18"). Value 
KT1 = Sheets('Input). Range("Bl9"). Value 
KT2 = Sheets("Input). Range("B20"). Value 
h= Sheets("Input). Range("B21"). Vaiue 
End Sub 
Sub Calculate Variations() 
'Declare Internal variables 
Dim Steve As Integer 
Dim count As Integer 
Dim c: ountt As Integer 
Dim KBC As Double 
Dim KSC As Double 
Dim KT As Double 
Dim Meanload As Double 
Dim CountArray As Long 'Iterator on sheets names 
Dim NamesArray() As String 
Dim Iteratorlnfinity As Long 
Dim Beta As Double 
Dim Gammal As Double 
Dim Gamma2 As Double 
Dim A As Double 
Dim B As Double 
Dim S As Double 
Dim Percentage As Double 
Cali the definition of the variables 
Call ReadVariables 
Call: Delete Worksheets if they exists 
Call DeleteVariations 
Application. DispiayAlerts = False 
Application. EnableEvents = False 
'Create array with names of sheets 
ReDim NamesArray(h + 1) 
For CountArray =1 To (h + 1) 
If CountArray =1 Then 
NamesArray(CountArray) _ "Input" 
Else 
NamesArray(CountArray) = "Variation "& (CountArray - End If 
Next CountArray 
' Do Mdras' stuff 
For Steve =1 To h 
Worksheets. Add count: =1, After. =Sheets(NamesArray(steve)) 
Sheets(steve + 1). Name = NamesArray(steve + 1) 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Activate 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("A1") = NamesArray(steve + 1) 
If Steve =1 Then KBC = (KBC1 + KBC2) 12: KSC = (KSC1 + KSC2) / 2: KT = (KT1 + KT2) / 2: 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("G9") = "Nome": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("G10") = "Norm": 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range(7G11") _ "Norm" 
If Steve =2 Then KBC = (KBC1 + KBC2) / 2: KSC = (KSC1 + KSC2) / 2: KT = KT1: Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 
1)). Range("G9") _ "None": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("G10") = "Norm": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 
1)). Range("G11") = "Max" 
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If Steve =3 Then KBC = (KBC1 + KBC2) / 2: KSC = (KSC1 + KSC2)12: KT = KT2: Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 
1)). Range("G9") _ "Norm": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("Gl0") = "Norm: Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 
1)). RangeCG11") = "Min* 
If Steve =4 Then KBC = (KBC1 + KBC2) / 2: KSC = KSC1: KT = (KT1 + KT2) / 2: Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 
1)). Range("G9") _ "Nomen": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("G10") = "Max': Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 
1)). Range(7G11") = "Norm" 
If Steve =5 Then KBC = (KBC1 + KBC2) / 2: KSC = KSC2: KT = (KT1 + KT2) / 2: Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 
1)). Range("G9") = "Norm": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("G10") = "Min": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 
1)). Range("G11 ") _ 'Nona' 
If Steve =6 Then KBC = (KBC1 + KBC2) / 2: KSC = KSC1: KT = KT1: Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 
1)). Range("G9") -"Norm": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("G10") = "Max": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 
1)). Range("Gl1") = "Max" 
If Steve =7 Then KBC = (KBC1 + KBC2) / 2: KSC = KSC1: KT = KT2: Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 
1)). Range("G9") ='Norm": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("G10") = "Max": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 
1)). Range("G11") = "Min" 
If Steve =8 Then KBC = (KBC1 + KBC2) / 2: KSC = KSC2: KT = KT1: Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 
1)). Range("G9") = "Norm*: Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("G10") = "Min*: Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 
1)). Range("G11') _ "Max" 
If steve =9 Then KBC = (KBC1 + KBC2) / 2: KSC = KSC2: KT = KT2: Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 
1)). Range("G9") = "Norm": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("G10") = "Min": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 
1)). Range("G11") = "Min* 
If steve =10 Then KBC = KBC1: KSC = (KSC1 + KSC2) / 2: KT = (KT1 + KT2) / 2: Range("G9") = "Max": 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("G10") = "None": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range('Gl1") = "Norm" 
If Steve =11 Then KBC = KBC1: KSC = KSC1: KT = (KT1 + KT2) / 2: Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 
1)). Range("G9") = "Max": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("G10") = "Max": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 
1)). Range('Gl1") = "Norm" 
If steve =12 Then KBC = KBC1: KSC = KSC2: KT = (KT1 + KT2) / 2: Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 
1)). Range("G9") _ "Max": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("Gl0") = "Min": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 
1)). Range("Gl 1 ") = 'Norm' 
If Steve = 13 Then KBC = KBC1: KSC = (KSC1 + KSC2) / 2: KT = KT1: Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 
1)). Range("G9") _ "Max": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("G10") = "Noun": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 
1 )). Range("G l 1") _ "Max" 
If steve =14 Then KBC = KBC1: KSC = (KSC1 + KSC2) / 2: KT = KT2: Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 
1)). Range("G9") _ "Max": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("Gl0") _ "Norm": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 
1)). Range("G11 ") _ "Min" 
If Steve = 15 Then KBC = KBC1: KSC = KSC1: KT = KT1: Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("G9") 
"Max": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("Gl0") = "Max": Sheets(NamesArcay(steve + 1)). Range("Gl1") _ 
'Max" 
If steve = 16 Then KBC = KBC1: KSC = KSC1: KT = KT2: Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("G9") _ 
"Max': Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("G10") = "Max": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("G11") _ 
"Min" 
If Steve = 17 Then KBC = KBC1: KSC = KSC2: KT = KT1: Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("G9") _ 
"Max": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range('G10") = "Min": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("G11") _ 
"Max" 
If steve = 18 Then KBC = KBC1: KSC = KSC2: KT = KT2: Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("G9") _ 
"Max": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("GlO") = "Min": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("G11") _ "Min" 
If Steve = 19 Then KBC = KBC2: KSC = (KSC1 + KSC2) / 2: KT = (KT1 + KT2) / 2: Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 
1)). Range("G9") = "Min*: Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("G10") = "Norm": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 
1)). Range("G11") _ "Norm' 
If steve = 20 Then KBC = KBC2: KSC = KSC1: KT = (KT1 + KT2) / 2: Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 
1)). Range("G9") = "Min*: Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("G10") = "Max": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 
1)). Range("G11") = "Norm" 
If steve = 21 Then KBC = KBC2: KSC = KSC2: KT = (KT1 + KT2) / 2: Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 
1)). Range("G9") = "Min": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("G10") = "Min": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 
1)). Range("Gl1") = "Norm" 
If steve = 22 Then KBC = KBC2: KSC = (KSC1 + KSC2) / 2: KT = KT1: Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 
1)). Range("G9") = "Min": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("GlO") _ "Norm": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 
1)). Range('Gl1") = "Max* 
If steve = 23 Then KBC = KBC2: KSC = (KSC1 + KSC2) / 2: KT = KT2: Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 
1)). Range("G9") = "Min": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("G10") _ "Norm": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 
1)). Range("G11") _ "Min' 
If steve = 24 Then KBC = KBC2: KSC = KSCI: KT = KT1: Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("G9") = "Min": 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("G10") = "Max": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("G11") = "Max" 
If steve = 25 Then KBC = KBC2: KSC = KSC1: KT = KT2: Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("G9") = "Min": 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("G10") _ "Max": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("G11") = "Min" 
If steve = 26 Then KBC = KBC2: KSC = KSC2: KT = KT1: Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("G9") = 'Min*: 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("GlO") ='Min": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("G11") = "Max" 
If steve = 27 Then KBC = KBC2: KSC = KSC2: KT = KT2: Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("G9") _ "Min": 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range('G10") = "Min": Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("Gl1") _ "Min" 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("A3") = "Young's Modulous" 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range('A4") = "Poisson's ratio" 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("B3"). Value = Young's 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("B4"). Value = Poisson 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("A6") = "Pitch" 
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Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("B6"). Value = pitch 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range('A7") = "Number of Threads" 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("B7"). Value =n 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("E6") _ "Effective Outside Diameter" 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("F6"). Value = dial 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("E7") _ "Minor Diameter" 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("F7"). Value = dia2 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("E8") = "Major Diameter" 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("F8"). Value = dia3 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("A8") = "Load? 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("B8"). Value = loadl 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("A9") = "Thread Displacement" 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("B9"). Value = dis 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("J12") = "Bolt Loads" 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("L12') = "Thread Loads" 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("A13") = "Thread Number" 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range('B13") = "Kbc" 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("C13') = "Ksc' 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("D13") _ "Kt' 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("E13") = "Beta' 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range('F13") = "Gamma 1" 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("G13") = "Gamma 2" 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("H13") = "A" 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("113") _ "B" 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range('J13") _ "Load S" 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("K13") = "Percentage of Load" 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("L13") _ "Load P" 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("M13") = "Thread Load/Mean Thread Load" 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range('N13") _ "Percentage of Load" 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("J14") _ "N" 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range(*K14") _ "%' 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("L14*) -"N" 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("N14") ='Ok" 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("E9") = "KBC" 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("E10") = "KSC" 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("E11") _ "KT" 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("F9"). Value = KBC 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("F10"). Value = KSC 
Sheets(NamesArray(steve + 1)). Range("F11"). Value = KT 
For Iteratorinfinity =1 To n 
ActiveSheet. Range("A15"). Offset(Iteratorlnfinity -1,0). Value = Iteratorinfinity 
ActiveSheet. Range("B15"). Offset(Iteratorlnfinity -1,0). Value = KBC 
ActiveSheet. RangeCC15"). Offset(Iteratorlnfinity -1,0). Value = KSC 
ActiveSheet. Range("D15"). Offset(Iteratorlnfinity -1,0). Value = KT 
Beta =2+ (KT / KBC) + (KT / KSC) 
Gamma1 = (Beta / 2) + (Sqr((Beta " 2) - 4) / 2) 
Gamma2 = (Beta / 2) - (Sqr((Beta A 2) - 4) / 2) 
A= 703000 " (1 + (Gammal A 17) / (Gamma2 A 17 - Gammal A 17)) 
B= -703000 " ((Gammal A 17) / (Gamma2 " 17 - Gammal A 17)) 
S=A" (Gammal A Iteratorlnfinity) +B" (Gamma2 A Iteratorlnfinity) 
Percentage =100 "S/ load1 
ActveSheet. Range("E15"). Offset(Iteratorlnfinity -1,0). Value = Beta 
ActlveSheet. Range("F15"). Offset(Iteratorlnfinity -1,0). Value = Gamma1 
ActiveSheet. Range("G15"). Offset(Iteratorlnfinity -1,0). Value = Gamma2 
ActveSheet. Range("H15"). Offset(Iteratorlnfinity - 1.0). Value =A 
ActiveSheet. Range("I15"). Offset(Iteratorlnfinlty -1,0). Value =B 
ActiveSheet. Range("J15"). Offset(Iteratorlnfinity -1,0). Value =S 
ActiveSheet. Range("K15"). Offset(Iteratorlnfinity -1,0). Value = Percentage 
Next Iteratorinfinity 
ActiveSheet. Range("L15"). Formula = "=703000 - J15" 
ActiveSheet. Range("L16"). Formula = "=J15 - J16" 
ActiveSheet. Range("L16: L31"). FiIlDown 
ActiveSheet. Range("B34"). Formula = "=SUM(L15: L32) / 17" 
ActiveSheet. Range("A34") _ "Mean Thread load" 
Meanload = ActlveSheet. Range("B34"). Value 
ActiveSheet. Range("M15"). Formula = "=L15(ß$34" 
ActiveSheeLRange("M 15: M31 "). FillDown 
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ActlveSheet. RangeCN15"). Formula = "=L15'1001703000" 
ActiveSheet. RangeCN 15: N31 "). FiIlDown 
'Gadgets 
Cells. Select 
With Selection. Font 
Name = "Microsoft Sans Serif" 
. Size =8 
. Strikethrough = False 
. Superscript = False 
. Subscript = False OutllneFont = False 
Shadow = False 
. Underline = xlUnderlineStyleNone 
. Colorlndex = xlAutomalc End With 
Selection. Interior. Colorlndex = xlNone 
With Selection. lnterior 
. tolorlndex =2 
. Pattern = xlSolid End With 
Cells. EntireColumn. AutoFit 
Range("A1"). Select 
Next steve 
Sheets("Input"). Activate 
Application. EnableEvents = True 
End Sub 
Sub Delete Variations() 
'Delete previous sheets If they exists 
' deletes sheets In the active workbook 
Application. DispiayAlerts = False 
Dim CountSheet As Integer 'Iterator on sheets 
Dim NumSheet As Integer 'Number of sheets on As file 
Dim NameSheet() As String 'Array of names 
NumSheet = Worksheets. count 
If NumSheet >1 Then 
'Redimension NameSheet Array 
ReDim NameSheet(NumSheet) 
'Store sheet names in an array 
For CountSheet =1 To NumSheet 
NameSheet(CountSheet) = Sheets(CountSheet). Name 
Next CountSheet 
'Delete Sheets 
For CountSheet =1 To NumSheet 
If NameSheet(CountSheet) <> "Input" Then 
If NameSheet(CountSheet) <> "ANSYS RESULTS" Then 
Sheets(NameSheet(CountSheet)). Delete 
End If 
End If 
Next CountSheet 
End If 
Application. DisplayAlerts = True 
End Sub 
Sub DeleteFeaResults() 
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'Delete FEA RESULTS 
'deletes sheets In the active workbook 
If IsSheetExlsts("ANSYS RESULTS") Then 
Application. DisplayAlerts = False 
Sheets("ANSYS RESULTS'). Delete 
Application. DisplayAlerts = True 
End If 
End Sub 
Private Sub ExtractLoads() 
'Extracts the effective loads for every analysis 
Dim I As Integer 
Dim j As Integer 
ReDim ThreadLoads(n, h) 
Forj=lToh 
'Select Variation Number 
Sheets('Variatlon "& J). Activate 
'Extracts Thread Loads of Varlation(NumAnalysis) 
ForI=1Ton 
ThreadLoads(l, J) = ActiveSheet. Range("L15"). Offset(i - 1,0). Value Next I 
Next j 
Sheets("I nput"). Activate 
End Sub 
Sub FEA() 
Call ReadVariables 
Call ExtractLoads 
'CALL THE WAITING FORM 
'Call UserFonn Initialize 
' WRITE TO HD THE ANALYSIS FILE 
Call AnsysFile 
'WRITE TO HD THE STARTER FILE 
Call ExeFile 
'EXECUTE ANSYS PROGRAM 
'Shell FIIePath & "\master. bat" 
Call ShellAndWait(Excel. ActiveWorkbook. Path & "\master. bat", vbMinimizedFocus) 
'READ RESULTS FROM FILE 
'Call ReadResults 
'CLOSE THE WAITING FORM 
'Call UserFomt Hide 
'Clean rubbish 
'Call Clean 
End Sub 
Private Sub ExeFlle() 
Dim FlIeName As String 
Dim FilePath As String 
FilePath = Excel. ActiveWorkbook. Path 
'WRITE MASTER. BAT FILE FOR ANALYSIS 
FileName = FilePath & "lmaster. bat" 
Open FileName For Output As #1 
Print #1, '@echo off 
Print #1, "set ANS CONSEC=YES" 
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Print #1, "set ANSYSDIR=C: \Program Files\Ansys Inc\v80WNSYS\bin\intel" 
Print #1, *set" & "" & "PATH MODEL= & FilePath 
Print #1, "cd "& FilePath 
'Print #1, "%ANSYSDIR%\ansys -b -p ANE3FLDS a file -m 300 -db 300 -s read -I Default" &_ 
' "< "& Chr(34) & FilePath &' IFEA. MAC" & Chr(34); "» 0& Chr(34) & FilePath & "1SAL OUT" & 
Chr(34) 
Close #1 
End Sub 
Print #1, "start /b ansys80. exe -b -p struct -m 300 -db 200 4 FEA. MAC -o out. txt" 
Private Sub AnsysFile() 
Dim FileName As String 
Dim I As Long 
Dim j As Long 
FileName = ExcelActiveWorkbook. Path &\FEA. MAC" 
Open FileName For Output As #1 
Print #1, /TITLE, NUT FEA" 
Print #1, '/FILNAME, NUT, 1' 
Print #1, "/PREPT 
Print #1, "! DEFINE ARRAY [FEALOADS) WITH VARIATION LOADS' 
Print #1. "I" 
Print #1, "' DIM, FEALOADS, ARRAY. &n&", " &h 
Print #1, "I" 
Print #1, "1 DEFINE ARRAY [FEARES) TO STORE RESULTANT STRAINS' 
Print #1, "DIM, FEARES, ARRAY, &h&", 6" 
Print #1, "I FILLING FEALOADS ARRAY" 
Forj=1Toh 
ForI=ITon 
Print #1, "FEALOADS(' & 18'; &J 8& ThreadLoads(i, J) / 24 There are 24 nodes In every thread 
Next I 
Next J 
' Here starts the nasty bit 
'-> Global cycle of h variations 
Print #1, "'DO. N, 1 "&h 
-> Save parameters 
Print #1. "ICOM SAVING PARAMETERS TO RESTART THE PROBLEM" 
Print #1, 'PARSAVALL, PARAM, DAT' 
Print #1, "FINISH" 
Print #1, "/COPY, ORIG, db, ' & Excel. ActiveWorkbook. Path & "\NUT, db" 
'-> Resume FE MODEL 
Print #1, "RESUME, NUT, db" 
Print #1, "ICOM RETRIEVING PARAMETERS FROM. DAT FILE" 
Print #1, "PARRES, NEW, PARAM, DAT" 
-> Enter solution processor 
Print #1, "/SOLO" 
-> cycle to load every thread 
Print #1, "DO, M, 1 ;&n 
'-> Select thread M 
Print #1, 'CMSEL, S, TN%M%, NODE" 
-> Apply VERTICAL thread load on nodes 
Print #1, "F, ALL, FZ, -FEALOADS(M, N)" 
-> Apply RADIAL loads (Modified on February 10/2005 
Print #1, "FALL, FX, 0.236'FEALOADS(M, N)" 
-> Reselect everything 
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Print #1, "ALLSEL, ALL' 
'-> End cycle to load every thread 
Print #1, "ENDDO" 
'-> Starts a solution 
Print #1, "SOLVE" 
'-> After solution enters postprocessor 
Print #1, "/POST1' 
'-> Change results csys to 1 
Print #1, "RSYS, 1" 
'-> Get ey and ez from nodes 1929.1957.1991 
Print #1, "GET, FEARES(N, 1), NODE, 1929, EPEL, Y" 
Print #1, "GET, FEARES(N, 2), NODE, 1929, EPEL, Z" 
Print #1, "GET, FEARES(N, 3), NODE, 1957, EPEL, Y" 
Print #1, ""GET, FEARES(N, 4), NODE, 1957, EPEL, Z" 
Print #1, "GET, FEARES(N, 5), NODE, 1991, EPEL, Y" 
Print #1, "*GET, FEARES(N, 6), NODE, 1991, EPEL, Z" 
'-> Exit postprocessor 
Print #1, "FINISH" 
'-> Delete files 
Print #1, "ICOM DELETING FILES" 
Print #1, "/DELETE, NUT, esav" 
Print #1, '/DELETE, NUT, emat" 
Print #1, "/DELETE, NUT, mntr" 
Print #1, "/DELETE, NUT, rst" 
Print #1, '/DELETE, NUT, M" 
'-> Save parameters 
Print #1, "ICOM SAVING PARAMETERS TO RESTART THE PROBLEM" 
Print #1, "PARSAV, ALL, PARAM, DAT" 
'-> Close FE MODEL WITHOUT SAVING 
'Print #1, "/EXIT, NOSAVE" 
'-> Clears database 
Print #1, "ICOM CLEARING THE DATABASE" 
Print #1, "/CLEAR" 
Print #1. "ICOM RETRIEVING PARAMETERS FROM. DAT FILE" 
Print #1, "PARRES, NEW, PARAM, DAT' 
Print #1, 'FINISH" 
Print #1, "/DELETE, NUT. db, " & Excel. ActiveWorkbook. Path 8'1" 
'-> End dde of h variations 
Print #1, "ENDDO" 
'-> Write final results to a file 
Print #1, "'CFOPEN, RESULTS, csv" 
Print #1. "VWRITE, FEARES(1.1), FEARES(1,2), FEARES(1,3), FEARES(1,4), FEARES(1,5), FEARES(1.6)" 
Print #1, "(E11.5, ', ', E11.5; , ', E11.5, ' Print #1, "CFCLOS" 
Close #1 
End Sub 
Public Sub ReadResults() 
Dim I As Integer 
Dim j As Integer 
'Read Variables 
Call ReadVariables 
ReDim AnsysResults(h, 6) 
'Creates a new spreadsheet'ANSYS RESULTS" 
If Not IsSheetExists("ANSYS RESULTS") Then 
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Worksheets. Add After: =Sheets("lnput") 
ActiveSheetName = "ANSYS RESULTS" 
Else 
Application. DisplayAlerts = False 
Sheets("ANSYS RESULTS"). Delete 
Application. DisplayAlerts = True 
Worksheets. Add After. =Sheets("Input") 
ActiveSheetName = "ANSYS RESULTS" 
End If 
'Gadgets 
Cells. Select 
With Selection. Font 
Name = "Microsoft Sans Serif" 
Size =10 
. Strikethrough = False Superscript = False 
. Subscript = False OutlineFont = False 
. Shadow = False Underline = xlUnderiineStyleNone 
. Colorlndex = xlAutomatic End With 
With Selection. Interior 
. Colorlndex =2 
. Pattern = xlSolld End With 
'Fills the sheet 
ActiveSheetRange("A1") _ "ANSYS RESULTS" 
ActiveSheetRange("A3") _ "Variation" 
ActiveSheetRange("B3") = "Hoop Strain (node: 1929)" 
ActiveSheetRange("C3") _ "Axial Strain (node: 1929)" 
ActiveSheetRange("D3") = "Hoop Strain (node: 1957)" 
ActiveSheetRange("E3") = "Axial Strain (node: 1957)" 
ActiveSheetRange("F3") _ "Hoop Strain (node: 1991)" 
ActiveSheetRange("G3") = "Axial Strain (node: 1991)" 
Range("A1"). Select 
Selectlon. Font. Bold = True 
With Selection. Font 
. Name = "Microsoft Sans Serif 
. Size =14 
. Strikethrough = False 
. Superscript = False 
. Subscript = False 
. OutlineFont = False Shadow = False 
. Underline = xlUnderlineStyleNone 
. Colorlndex = xlAutomatlc End With 
RowsC3: 3"). Select 
Selection. FontBold = True 
With Selection 
HorizontalAlignment = xlCenter 
. VerticalAlignment = xlBottom 
. WrapText = False 
. Orientation =0 
. Addlndent = False 
. IndentLevel =0 
. ShrinkToFit = False 
. ReadingOrder = xlContext 
. MergeCells = False End With 
Cells. EntireColumn. AutoFit 
Range("A1 "). Select 
'Open the results and stored in array RESULTS 
Open Excel. ActiveWorkbook. Path & "\RESULTS. csv" For Input As #1 
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ForI=1 To h 
Forj=1To6 
j) Input #1, AnsysResults(i. 
ActiveSheet. RangeCA4"). Offset(i -1,0). Vaiue =i 
ActiveSheet. Range("B4"). Offset(i -1, j- 1). Value = AnsysResults(i, j) 
Next j 
Next I 
Close #1 
'Clean Files 
Call Clean 
End Sub 
Public Function IsSheetExists(sname) As Boolean 
Dim x As Object 
On Error Resume Next 
Set x= ActiveWorkbook. Sheets(sname) 
If Err =0 Then IsSheetExists = True _ Else IsSheetExists = False 
End Function 
Private Sub Clean() 
Dim Path As String 
Path = Excel. ActiveWorkbook. Path 
Call DeleteFile(Path & "\master. bat") 
Call DeleteFiie(Path & "1FEA. MAC") 
Call DeleteFile(Path & "\file. bat") 
Call DeleteFile(Path & "Ole. err") 
Call DeleteFile(Path &' \fiie. log") 
Call DeleteFlle(Path & "WUT. BCS") 
Call DeleteFile(Path & "WUT. err) 
Call DeleteFile(Path & "WUT. full") 
Call DeleteFile(Path & "WUT. log") 
Call DeleteFile(Path & "WUT. PVTS") 
Call DeleteFile(Path &'lout. txt") 
Call DeleteFile(Path &1PARAM. DAr) 
Call DeleteFile(Path & "1RESULTS. csv") 
Call DeleteFile(Path & "WUT. D02") 
Call DeleteFile(Path & "NUT. DO3") 
Call DeleteFile(Path & "WUT. db") 
End Sub 
Public Sub DeleteFile(Killflle As String) 
If Len(Dir$(Killfile)) >0 Then 
SetAttr Killfile, vbNormal 
Kill Killfile 
End If 
End Sub 
Private Sub UserForm_Initialize() 
Load Form 
Form. Show 
End Sub 
Private Sub UserForm_Hide() 
Unload Form 
End Sub 
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Appendix G 
Surface strain variation with respect to different range of spring constant variations - 
All units are in percentage (%) 
Spring Constant Variation - Maximum 
10.00 
8.00 
6.00 
r 4.00 e! 
11 
U. 2.00 
0.00 
-2.5 -1.5 -0.5 0 0.5 
Percentage Error 
m Axial Strain   Hoop Strain 
1.5 2.5 
Axial Strain Hoop Strain 
Range 18.93 4.22 
Mean 0.25 0.06 
Standard Deviation 7.04 1.57 
Figure G- I Maximum spring constant variation 
Spring Constant Variation - 95% error 
10.00 
8.00 
6.00 
4.00 
2.00 
0.00 } 
2.5 -1.5 -0.5 0 0.5 1.5 2.5 
Percentage Error 
" Axial Strain   Hoop Strain 
Axial Strain Hoop Strain 
Range 17.88 3.99 
Mean 0.22 0.05 
Standard Deviation 6.65 1.48 
Figure G-2 95 % spring constant variation 
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Spring Constant Variation - 90% error 
10.00 
8.00 
m 6.00 4 
4.00 
2.00 
0.00 k 
2.5 -1.5 -0.5 0 0.5 1.5 2.5 
Percentage Error 
" Axial Strain   Hoop Strain 
Axial Strain Hoop Strain 
Range 16.85 3.76 
Mean 0.19 0.04 
Standard Deviation 6.26 1.40 
Figure G-3 90 % spring constant variation 
Spring Constant Variation - 85% error 
10.00 
8.00 
I 6.00 
4.00 
U. 
2.00 
0.00 
2.5 -1.5 -0.5 0 0.5 1.5 2.5 
Percentage Error 
e Axial Strain   Hoop Strain I 
Axial Strain Hoop Strain 
Range 15.82 3.53 
Mean 0.17 0.04 
Standard Deviation 5.88 1.31 
Figure G-4 85 % spring constant variation 
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Spring Constant Variation - 80% error 
10.00 
8.00 
6.00 
4.00 
LL 
2.00 
0.00 
-2.5 -1.5 0.5 0 0.5 
Percentage Error 
  Axial Strain   Hoop Strain 
1.5 2.5 
Axial Strain Hoop Strain 
Range 14.81 3.30 
Mean 0.15 0.03 
Standard Deviation 5.50 1.23 
Figure G-5 80 % spring constant variation 
Spring Constant Variation - 75% error i 
10.00 , 
8.00 
6.00 
m 
4.00 
LL 
2.00 
0.00 
J] 
1,1 
-2.5 -1.5 -0.5 0 0.5 1.5 2.5 
Percentage Error 
" Axial Strain   Hoop Strain' 
Axial Strain Hoop Strain 
Range 13.81 3.08 
Mean 0.13 0.03 
Standard Deviation 5.12 1.14 
Figure G-6 75 % spring constant variation 
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Spring Constant Variation - 70% error 
10.00 
8.00 
6.00 { 
4.00 
LL 
2.00 
0.00 
-2.5 -1.5 
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- 
Ij 
I-_.. 
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0.5 0 0.5 1.5 
Percentage Error 
  Axial Strain   Hoop Strain 
2.5 
Axial Strain Hoop Strain 
Range 12.82 2.86 
Mean 0.11 0.03 
Standard Deviation 4.75 1.06 
Figure G-7 70 % spring constant variation 
- --- --- ___. _ - 
Spring Constant Variation - 65% error 
10.00 
8.00 
6.00 
4.00 
2.00 
0.00 1 ii -2.5 -1.5 -0.5 0 0.5 Percentage Error 
  Axial Strain   Hoop Strain 
1.5 2.5 
i 
J 
Axial Strain Hoop Strain 
Range 11.84 2.64 
Mean 0.09 0.02 
Standard Deviation 4.39 0.98 
Figure G-8 65 % spring constant variation 
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Spring Constant Variation - 60% error 
10.00 
8.00 
6.00 
4.00 
LL 
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2.5 
11 
], 1 
1.5 -0.5 0 0.5 
Percentage Error 
  Axial Strain   Hoop Strain 
2.5 1.5 
Axial Strain Hoop Strain 
Range 10.87 2.42 
Mean 0.08 0.02 
Standard Deviation 4.03 0.90 
Figure G-9 60 % spring constant variation 
Spring Constant Variation - 55% error 
10.00 
8.00 
6.00 I, 
4.00 11 
LL 
2.00 { 
0.00 
2.5 -1.5 2.5 0.5 0 0.5 1.5 
Percentage Error 
" Axial Strain   Hoop Strain 
Axial Strain Hoop Strain 
Range 9.92 2.21 
Mean 0.07 0.02 
Standard Deviation 3.67 0.82 
Figure G-10 55 % spring constant variation 
L-T 
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Spring Constant Variation - 50% error 
10.00 
8.00 
c 6.00 
m 
m 4.00 
v_ 
2.00- 
0.00 __ 
-2.5 -1.5 -0.5 0 0.5 1.5 2.5 
Percentage Error 
m Axial Strain   Hoop-Strain ) 
Axial Strain Hoop Strain 
Range 8.97 2.00 
Mean 0.05 0.01 
Standard Deviation 3.32 0.74 
Figure G-11 50 % spring constant variation 
Spring Constant Variation - 45% error 
10.00 
8.00 
6.00 
4.00 
ýi 
2.00 
0.00+ -, - 
-2.5 -1.5 -0.5 0 0.5 1.5 2.5 
Percentage Error 
L Axial Strain   Hoop Strain 
Axial Strain Hoop Strain 
Range 8.03 1.79 
Mean 0.04 0.01 
Standard Deviation 2.97 0.66 
Figure G-12 45 % spring constant variation 
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Spring Constant Variation - 40% error 
10.00 
8.00 
E- 6.00 m 
4.00 
U. 
2.00 
0.00 
-2.5 -1.5 -0.5 0 0.5 
Percentage Error 
  Axial Strain   Hoop Strain 
1.5 
--1 
2.5 
Axial Strain Hoop Strain 
Range 7.10 1.58 
Mean 0.03 0.01 
Standard Deviation 2.62 0.58 
Figure G-13 40 % spring constant variation 
Spring Constant Variation - 35% error 
10.00 
8.00 
6.00 
4.00 
LL 
2.00{ 
41 0.00 
-2.5 -1.5 -0.5 0 0.5 1.5 2.5 
Percentage Error 
m Axial Strain   Hoop Strain 
Axial Strain Hoop Strain 
Range 6.18 1.38 
Mean 0.03 0.01 
Standard Deviation 2.28 0.51 
Figure G-14 35 % spring constant variation 
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Spring Constant Variation - 30% error 
16.00 
14.00 
12.00 
10.00 
8.00 
6.00 
4.00 
2 
-2.5 -1.5 -0.5 0 0.5 1.5 2.5 
Percentage Error 
L LAxial Strain   Hoop Strain 
Axial Strain Hoop Strain 
Range 5.27 1.17 
Mean 0.02 0.01 
Standard Deviation 1.95 0.43 
Figure G-15 30 % spring constant variation 
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0.00 
Spring Constant Variation - 25% error 
Axial Strain Hoop Strain 
Range 4.37 0.98 
Mean 0.01 0.00 
Standard Deviation 1.61 0.36 
Figure G-16 25 % spring constant variation 
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-2.5 -1.5 -0.5 0 0.5 1.5 2.5 
Percentage Error 
[ý Axial Strain   Hoop Strain, 
Spring Constant Variation - 20% error 
30.00 
25.00 
20.00 
15.00 { 
10.00 
5.00 lit 
0.00 - 
-2.5 -1.5 -0.5 0 0.5 
Percentage Error 
" Axial Strain   Hoop Strain 
Axial Strain Hoop Strain 
Range 3.48 0.77 
Mean 0.01 0.00 
Standard Deviation 1.28 0.29 
Figure G- 17 20 % spring constant variation 
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Spring Constant Variation -15% error 
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iu 
-- 
-2.5 -1.5 -0.5 0 0.5 
Percentage Error 
Axial Strain   Hoop Strain] 
1.5 2.5 
Axial Strain Hoop Strain 
Range 2.60 0.58 
Mean 0.00 0.00 
Standard Deviation 0.96 0.21 
Figure G-18 15 % spring constant variation 
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1.5 2.5 
Spring Constant Variation -10%o error 
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25.00 
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10.00 
5.00 
0.00 
-2.5 -1.5 0.5 0 0.5 1.5 2.5 
Percentage Error 
Axial Strain   Hoop Strain I 
Axial Strain Hoop Strain 
Range 1.72 0.38 
Mean 0.00 0.00 
Standard Deviation 0.63 0.14 
Figure G-19 10 % spring constant variation 
Spring Constant Variation - 5% error 
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25.00 
20.00 
15.00 
10.00 
5.00 
0.00 1 
-2.5 -1.5 -0.5 0 0.5 1.5 2.5 
Percentage Error 
  Axial Strain   Hoop Strain 
Axial Strain Hoop Strain 
Range 0.86 0.19 
Mean 0.00 0.00 
Standard Deviation 0.32 0.07 
Figure G-20 5% spring constant variation 
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Appendix H 
The results in section 5.3 show how the surface strain changes along the groove. In 
aid to find the sensitivity function the results have to be modified. The change in 
strain with respect to normal strain and the change in location with respect to ideal 
location are plotted below and the gradient of the graphs are the individual sensitivity 
functions. 
SFV';. 
Distance Strain b by, /y, bf' bE'/t' 
5.00F- - -3.82E- -7.10F. - 
0 04 6.323 -I 05 02 
5.08F- - -3.02E- -5.61E- 
2.902 04 3.421 -0.541 05 02 
5.37F- - -6.25F- -1.16E- 
6.281 04 0.041 -0.007 07 03 
5.38F- - -2.33E- -4.34E- 
6.309 04 0.014 -0.002 08 05 
5.38E- 
6.323 04 0 0 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 
5.38F- 
6.363 04 0.04 0.006 2.84E-07 5.27E-04 
5.61 F- 
9.496 04 3.173 0.502 2.33E-05 4.33E-02 
5.69F. - 
10.816 04 4.494 0.711 3.16E-05 5.87E-02 
5.74F: - 
12.686 04 6.363 1.006 3.62E-05 6.73E-02 
SFx'2L 
Distance Strain Sx' 5x'/x' SE' 601E' 
5.04E- - -3.42E- -6.36E- 
0 04 6.205 -1 05 02 
5.41 E- - 
3.095 04 -3.11 0.501 2.76E-06 5.13E-03 
5.38E- - - -3.02E- -5.62E- 
6.191 04 0.015 0.002 08 05 
5.38E- - - -1.31E- -2.44E- 
6.201 04 0.005 0.001 08 05 
5.38E- 
6.205 04 0 0 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 
5.38E- 
6.276 04 0.071 0.011 2.39E-07 4.45E-04 
5.52E- 
10.572 04 4.367 0.704 1.39E-05 2.58E-02 
5.57E- 
11.05 04 4.845 0.781 1.86E-05 3.45E-02 
5.64E- 
12.442 04 6.237 1.005 2.61 E-05 4.86E-02 
Figure H-I Summary table for hoop strain variation 
Hoop Strain - y' direction 
0.08 
0.06 
0.04 
0.02 
0.00 
V 
-0.02 
-0.04 
-0.06 
-0.08 
Figure H-2 Variation in hoop strain with respect to the grating location 
(y' direction) 
1 
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1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 
dy'/y' 
Hoop Strain - x' direction 
0.08 
0.06 
0.04 
0.02 
-, 0.00 
V 
-0.02 
-0.04 
-0.06 
-0.08 
Figure H-3 Variation in hoop strain with respect to the grating location 
(x' direction) 
1bß 
Distance Strain b' b Y, / Y, be belt' 
- I. IIF- - -6.55F- 
0 03 6.673 -1 04 1.45E+00 
-9.01 E- - -4.49E- 
3.052 04 3.622 -0.543 04 9.92E-01 
-7.02E- - -2.50E- 
4.578 04 2.095 -0.314 04 5.52E-01 
-5.15F. - - -6.25E- 
6.01 04 0.663 -0.099 05 1.38E-01 
-4.52F- 
6.673 04 0 0 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 
-3.89E- -i . 40E- 
8.471 04 1.797 0.269 6.35E-05 01 
-3.51 F- -2.24E- 
9.517 04 2.843 0.426 1.01 E-04 01 
-3.17F- -3.00E- 
11.389 04 4.716 0.707 1.36E-04 01 
3.31 F. - -2.68E- 
12.712 04 6.039 0.905 1.21 E-04 01 
SFx'IL 
Distance Strain ox' 6x'/x' SE' SE'/E' 
-8.00E- - -3.68E- 
0 04 6.259 -1 04 8.51E-01 
-6.21 E- - - -I. 89E- 
3.093 04 3.166 0.506 04 4.36E-01 
-4.47E- - -1.49E- 
5.86 04 -0.4 0.064 05 3.44E-02 
-4.37E- - -4.71 E- 
6.137 04 0.122 -0.02 06 1.09E-02 
-4.32E- 
6.259 04 0 0 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 
-4.28E- -9.52E- 
7.485 04 1.226 0.196 4.12E-06 03 
-4.24E- -1.91 E- 
10.547 04 4.288 0.685 8.27E-06 02 
-4.32E- -8.86E- 
11.051 04 4.791 0.765 3.83E-07 04 
-5.02 E- -6.94E- 
12.425 04 6.166 0.985 05 1.60E-01 
Figure H-4 Summary table for axial strain variation 
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Axial Strain - y' direction 
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Figure H-5 Variation in axial strain with respect to the grating location 
(y' direction) 
Axial Strain - x' direction 
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Figure H-6 Variation in axial strain with respect to the grating location 
(x' direction) 
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dx'/x' 
Appendix I 
Face Angle 60 60/0 
Hoop 
Strain 6E2 6E2/E2 
Axial 
Strain SE1 SE1/E1 
degrees degrees millistrain millistrain millistrain millistrain 
40 -5 -0.1111 0.5297 -0.0132 -0.0243 -0.4753 -0.0580 0.1389 
41 -4 -0.0889 0.5322 -0.0107 -0.0198 -0.4650 -0.0477 0.1143 
42 -3 -0.0667 0.5347 -0.0082 -0.0151 -0.4540 -0.0367 0.0880 
43 -2 -0.0444 0.5373 -0.0056 -0.0103 -0.4424 -0.0251 0.0601 
44 -1 -0.0222 0.5400 -0.0029 -0.0053 -0.4301 -0.0128 0.0307 
45 0 0.0000 0.5429 0.0000 0.0000 -0.4173 0.0000 -0.0001 
46 1 0.0222 0.5458 0.0029 0.0053 -0.4039 0.0134 -0.0320 
47 2 0.0444 0.5489 0.0059 0.0110 -0.3902 0.0271 -0.0650 
48 3 0.0667 0.5521 0.0092 0.0169 -0.3761 0.0413 -0.0988 
49 4 0.0889 0.5554 0.0125 0.0231 -0.3617 0.0556 -0.1332 
50 5 0.1111 0.5590 0.0161 0.0296 -0.3473 0.0700 -0.1678 
Hoop Strain 
N 
w N 
W 
b 
0.0400 
0.0300 
0.0200 
0.0100 
0.0000 
-0.0100 
-0.0200 
-0.0300 
-0.1500 -0.1000 -0.0500 0.0000 
60/0 
Axial Strain 
0.2000 
0.1500 
0.1000 
0.0500 
0.0000 
`O -0.0500 
-0.1000 
-0.1500 
-0.2000 
-0.1500 -01000 -0.0500 0.0000 
60/0 
0.0500 0.1000 0.1500 
0.0500 0.1000 0.1500 
Figure 1-1 Variation in hoop and axial strain with respect to the groove trajectory 
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Appendix J 
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Figure J-1 Modified nut design 
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Appendix K 
The bolt and nut were made out of EN24 steel with the following properties. 
Tensile Strength 980 N/mm2 
Yield Stress 870 N/mm2 
Elongation 16.8 % 
So for 2 /2 UNF8 nut and bolt connection the maximum strength can be worked out 
the following way. 
Area =4 (D - 0.93820P )Z 
D= Diameter 
PH=Pitch 
Stress Area (BS 1580 Parts 1&2: 1962) = 4.46 inch2 
Therefore: 
Maximum Strength = 2503349 N=2.50 MN 
It was decided that the maximum load on the bolt should not exceed 200 bars, which 
is equivalent to 703 kN load. This gives a safety factor of 3.5. This was calculated the 
following way. 
Hydraulic Pressure Area = 35151 mm2 
Pressure = 200 bar = 20000 kN/m2 
Pressure = Force / Area 
Force = Pressure * Area 
Force = 20000 kN/m2 * 35151 * 10-6 m2 
Force = 703 kN 
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Appendix L 
The results of the experimental tests performed on the nut are presented here. Firstly, 
the axial strain measurements on the bolt by the laser interferometers will be shown. 
Ten sets of results are presented here; the averaged results can be seen plotted in 
Chapter 6. 
First test Second test 
Pressure HP 
reading 
Renishaw 
reading 
Combined 
reading 
Normalised 
reading 
mal Strain HP 
reading 
Renishaw 
reading 
Combined 
reading 
Normalised 
reading 
Mal Strain 
Bar mm mm mm mm microstrain mm mm mm mm microstrain 
-0.001 0.000 -0.001 0.000 01 -0.001 0.000 -0.001 0.000 01 
2 -0.07 0.0001 19.92 0.000 11 -0.073 0.000 20.12 0.00 11 
4 -0.14 -0.004 39.858 0.004 23 -0.144 -0.004 40.2 0.0 23 
-0.22 -0.00 59.780 0.00 36 -0.223 -0.00 60.37 0.00 37 
-0.291 -0.014 79.70 0.014 49 -0.294 -0.014 80.50 0.01 49 
10 -0.36 -0.01 99.633 0.01 62 -0.371 -0.01 100.62 0.01 62 
12 -0.44 -0.03 119.553 0.030 77 -0.451 -0.030 120.74 0.03 77 
14 -0.51 -0.031 139.48 0.031 88 -0.51 -0.031 140.881 0.031 88 
16 -0.58 -0.034 159.414 0.034 100 -0.59 -0.034 161.00 0.034 101 
18 -0.661 -0.03 179.33 0.03 113 -0.66 -0.03 181.13 0.03 1141 
20 -0.731 -0.04 199.26 0.04 1251 -0.73 -0.04 201.261 0.04 1264 
18 -0.69 -0.05 179.30 0.05 121 -0.702 -0.0561 181.098 0.056 122 
1 -0.62 -0.054 159.377 0.054 109 -0.63 -0.054 160.97 0.054 110 
14 -0.551 -0.051 139.44 0.051 97 -0.556 -0.051 140.844 0.051 98 
12 -0.48 -0.04 119.51 0.04 85 -0.48 -0.04 120.71 0.04 8 
1 -0.41 -0.04 99.587 0.042 73 -0.417 -0.04 100.58 0.04 74 
8 -0.341 -0.03 79.65 0.037 61 -0.34 -0.037 80.45 0.03 61 
-0.26 -0.02 59.73 0.02 47 -0.267 -0.02 60.33 0.02 47 
4 -0.194 -0.02 39.80 0.022 34 -0.1 -0.023 40.204 0.02 35 
2 -0.11 -0.01 19.887 0.013 201 -0.114 -0.01 20.08 0.01 20 
-0.031 -0.001 -0.031 0.001 51 -0.03 -0.001 -0.03 0.001 51 
Figure L-1 Axial strain measured by laser interferometers - First & Second test 
results 
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Third tes t Fourth test 
Pressure HP 
reading 
Renishaw 
reading 
Combined 
reading 
Normalised 
reading 
Axial Strain HP 
reading 
Renishaw 
reading 
Combined 
reading 
Normalised 
reading 
trial Strain 
ar mm mm mm mm microstrain mm mm mm mm microstrain 
-0.001 0.00 -0.001 0.00 -0.001 0.000 -0.001 0. 
2 -0.071 0.00 19.72 0.00 11 -0.07 0.000 20.92 0.00 121 
4 -0.141 -0.0 39.45 0.004 23 -0.1 -0.004 41.85 0.0 247 
-0.21 -0.00 59.18 0.00 366 -0.231 -0.009 , 
62.76 0.00 388 
8 -0.28 -0.01 78.912 0.014 48 -0.30 -0.014 83.694 0.01 51 
10 -0.363 -0.01 98.637 0.01 61 -0.38 -0.020 104.61 0.02 654 
12 -0.44 -0.03 118.358 0.030 7631 -0.46 -0.03 125.531 0.03 80 
14 -0.50 -0.031 138.092 0.031 871 -0.53 -0.03 146.461 0.03 924 
16 -0.58 -0.03 157.8201 0.03 99 -0.61 -0.03 167.384 0.03 105 
18 -0.654 -0.03 177.54 0.037 111 -0.694 -0.04 188.30 0.04 118 
20 -0.724 -0.04 197.27 0.042 123 -0.768 -0.044 209.23 0.04 1313 
18 -0.688 -0.054 177.51 0.054 120 -0.73 -0.058 188.27 0.058 127 
16 -0.61 -0.053 157.783 0.053 1084 -0.654 -0.05 167.34 0.056 114 
14C -0.54 -0.0 138.05 0.05 96 -0.57 -0.053 146.42 0.05 1020 
12( -0.47 -0.04 118.32 0.04 84 -0.50 -0.05 125.494 0.050 89 
10 -0.40 -0.04 98.591 0.042 728 
1 -0.433 -0.044 104.56 0.044 77 
8 -0.33 -0.03 78.86 0.036 60ý -0.358 -0.03 83.64 0.03 641 
-0.26 -0.02 59.13 0.02 46 -0.278 
1 -0.030 62.72 0.03 49 
4 -0.19 -0.02 39.40 0.022 34 -0.204 -0.023 41.796 0.02 36 
2 -0.11 -0.01 19. 0.01 19 -0.11 -0.013 20.881 0.01 211 
-0.031 -0.001 -0.031 0.001 
1 5d -0.03 -0.001 -0.03 0.001 5 
Figure L-2 Axial strain measured by laser interferometers - Third & Fourth test 
results 
Fifth test Sixth test 
Pressure HP 
reading 
Renishaw 
reading 
Combined 
reading 
Normalised 
reading 
dial Strain HP 
reading 
Renishaw 
reading 
Combined 
reading 
Normalised 
reading 
Axial Strain 
ar mm mm mm mm microstrain mm mm mm mm microstrain 
-0.001 0.00 -0.001 0.000 
0. -0.001 0.00 -0.001 0.000 
2 -0.07 0.00 20.566 0.000 11 -0.074 0.00 20.386 0.00 11 
4 -0.14 -0.004 41.133 0.004 24 -0.14 -0.004 40.77 0.004 241 
-0.22 -0.00 61.693 0.00 381 -0.22 -0.00 61.15 0.00 37 
-0.301 -0.01 82.25 0.014 50 -0.29 -0.014 81.54 0.014 504 
-0.37 -0.02 102.821 0.02 64 -0.37 -0.01 101.92 0.01 6381 
-0.461 -0.031 123.37 0.031 79 -0.457 -0.031 122.30 0.031 784 
-0.53 -0.03 143.9501 0.03 90 -0.52 -0.03 142.69 0.03 90 
] 
-0.60 -0.03 164.51 0.03 1034 -0. -0.034 163.0801 0.034 102 
-0.68 -0.03 185.07 0.03 116 -0.67 -0.03 183.464 0.03 115 
20( -0.75 -0.04 205.64 0.043 1291 -0.74 -0.04 203.85 0.04 127 
-0.71 -0.05 185.04 0.057 1251 -0.711 -0.056 183.4 0.056 124 
-0.64 -0.0 164.47 0.05 113 -0.63 -0.05 163.04 0.05 112 
14( -0. -0.05 143.912 0.052 100 -0.563 -0.05 142.65 0.05 
12( -0.49 -0.04 123.343 0.04 88 -0.493 -0.04 122.26 0.04 87 
10 -0.42 -0.04 102.774 0.043 7 -0.42 -0.04 101.87 0.04 75 
-0.35 -0.03 82.20 0.03 63 -0.34 -0.038 81.491 0.03 62 
-0.27 -0.03( 61.64 0.030 48 -0.271 -0.03 61.10 0.03 48 
4 -0.20 -0.02 41.08 0.023 360 -0.199 -0.02 40.721 0.02 35 
2 -0.11 -0.01 20.52 0.01 20 -0.11 -0.013 20.34 0.01 20 
-0.03 -0.001 -0.03 0.001 5 -0.03 -0.001 -0.03 0.001 5 
Figure L-3 Axial strain measured by laser interferometers - Fifth & Sixth test 
results 
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Seventh test Eights test 
ressure 
HP 
reading 
Renlshaw 
reading 
Combined 
reading 
Normalised 
reading 
Axial Strain HP 
reading 
Renishaw 
reading 
Combined 
reading 
Normalised 
reading 
Axial Strain 
Bar mm mm mm mm microstrain mm mm mm mm microstrain 
-0.001 0.00 -0.001 0.00d 0. -1 E-021 -0.001 0.00N c 
2 -0.07 0.00 19.93 0.00 11 -0.0 0.000 18.93 0.0 10 
4( -0.14 -0.004 39.862 0.004 23 -0.13 -0.004 37.86 0.004 22 
-0.22 -0.00 59.786 0.00 36 -0.20 -0.00 56.791 0.00 351 
-0.291 -0.01 79.71 0.014 49 -0.27 -0.01 75.72 0.01 464 
10 -0.36 -0.01 99.64 0.01 62 -0.34 -0.01 94.651 0.01 59 
12( -0.44 -0.03 119.56 0.03 77 -0.424 -0.02 113.57 0.02 73 
14( -0.51 -0.031 139.501 0.031 88 -0.488 -0.02 132.51 0.02 83 
16( -0.58 -0.034 159.43 0.034 100 -0.557 -0.03 151.44 0.03 95 
18 -0.661 -0.03 179.357 0.03 113 -0.62 -0.03 170.37 0.03 107 
20 -0.731 -0.04 199.28 0.04 1251 -0.69 -0.040 189.30 0.04 1184 
18 -0.69 -0.05 179.32 0.05 121 -0.6 -0.05 170.34 0.05 115 
1 -0.62 -0.054 159.39 0.054 109 -0.59 -0.051 151.40 0.051 104 
14 -0.551 -0.051 139.463 0.051 97 -0.523 -0.04 132.47 0.04 92 
12 -0.48 -0.04 119.530 0.04 856 -0.458 -0.04 113.54 0.04 81 
10 -0.41 -0.04 99.597 0.04 73 -0.392 -0.04 94.60 0.04 69 
-0.341 -0.03 79.66 0.03 61 -0.324 -0.03 75.67 0.03 58 
-0.26 -0.02 59.741 0.02 474 -0.251 -0.02 56.74 0.02 450 
4 -0.1 -0.02 39.81 0.02 34 -0.184 -0.021 37.81 0.021 331 
2 -0.11 1 -0.01 19.88 0.013 201 -0.107 -0.012 18.89 0.01 191 
-0.031 -0.001 -0.031 0.001 51 -0.03 -0.001 -0.03( 0.001 4 
Figure L-4 Axial strain measured by laser interferometers - Seventh & Ninth test 
results 
Ninth test Tenth test 
Pressure HP 
reading 
Renishaw 
reading 
Combined 
reading 
Normalised 
reading 
Axial Strain HP 
reading 
Renishaw 
reading 
Combined 
reading 
Normalised 
reading 
Axial Strain 
ar mm mm mm mm microstrain mm mm mm mm microstrain 
-0.001 0.00 -0.001 0.000 -1 E-03 0.000 -0.001 0.000 0. 
2 -0.07 0.00 19.470 0.00 11 -0.07 0.00 19.290 0.00 111 
4 -0.13 -0.0 38.941 0.004 23 -0.13 -0.004 38.58 0.004 22 
-0.21 -0.00 58.40 0.00 361 -0.21 -0.00 57.86 0.00 35 
-0.28 -0.01 77.87 0.01 481 -0.28 -0.01 77.1 0.01 47 
10 -0.35 -0.01 97.341 0.01 60 -0.35 -0.01 96.44 0.01 60 
12 -0.43 -0.02 116.804 0.02 75 -0.43 -0.02 115.72 0.02 74 
14 -0.50 -0.03 136.27 0.030 85 -0.497 -0.030 135.02 0.03 85 
1 -0.57 -0.03 155.747 0.03 97 -0.56 -0.03 154.31 0.03 97 
18 -0.64 -0.037 175.214 0.037 1104 -0.64 -0.03 173.600 0.03 1094 
2 -0.71 -0.041 194.68 0.041 122 -0.70 -0.041 192.89 0.041 1211 
18 -0.67 -0.054 175.181 0.054 118 -0.673 -0.053 173.56 0.0 117 
1 -0.60 -0.05 155.711 0.053 107 -0.603 -0.05 154.27 0.05 10601 
14 -0.53 -0.04 136.242 0.04 94 -0.53 -0.04 134.98 0.04 941 
12 -0.471 -0.04 116.76 0.04 83 -0.46 -0.046 115.69 0.04 82 
10 -0.40 -0.041 97.297 0.041 71 -0.4 -0.041 96.40 0.041 711 
-0.33 -0.03 77.82 0.036 596 -0.33 -0.03 77.11 0.03 5 
-0.25 -0.02 58.361 0.02 463 -0.256 -0.02 57.82 0.02 45 
4 -0.1 -0.02 38.890 0.02 341 -0.18 -0.02 38.53 0.02 33 
2 -0.11 -0.01 19.43 0.01 197 -0.10 -0.012 19.251 0.01 19 
-0.031 -0.001 -0.031 0.001 
1 50 -0.0 -0.001 -0.03 0.001 4 
Figure L-5 Axial strain measured by laser interferometers - Ninth & Tenth test 
results 
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The next set of results show the strain gauge results for the modified nut as collected 
by the Whetstone Bridge. 
RAW RESULTS 
Gauge Pressure 
bar 50 bar 100 bar 150 bar 00 bar 150 bar 100 bar 50 bar bar 
1 4 64 94 111 119 130 98 62 38 
1 -161 -27 -39 -514 -458 -412 -238 14 
331, 5 7 91 93 112 81 47 27 
1 123 204 253 29 3051 278 161 
5 8 1 -39 -119 -199 -136 -78 -17 
1 93 133 131 12 15 157 99 11 
27 -5 -1 -41 -64 -36 -42 -3 1 
81 7 -14 -25 -381 -503 -43 -386 -239 -2 
9 -9 9 16 20 23 25 219 11 -1 
1 5 12 148 148 140 170 188 144 53 
11 -31 -4 -112 -198 -28 -227 -15 -73 -431 
1 4 6 7 59 39 72 9 79 
13 1 -34 2 78 10 121 144 118 32 -42 
1 -34 -229 -350 -487 -623 -549 -48 -32 -4 
1 2 -3 13 4 -9 29 26 -4 4 
1 -12 74 10 102 88 121 12 7 -17 
1 -19 -2 -7 -160 -244 -183 -122 -6 -3 
18 1 38 112 144 142 131 163 1 171 11 2 
all values are in microstrain 
NORMALISED RESULTS 
Gauge Pressure 
bar 50 bar 100 bar 150 bar 200 bar 150 bar 100 bar 50 bar bar 
1 19 4 6 74 8 5 17 
-178 -29 -407 -531 -47 -429 -25 -3 
1 4 58 6 79 48 14 -61 
122 20 252 29 304 27 16 -1 
5 7 -47 -127 -207 -144 -8 -2 -2 
83 12 121 11 148 147 8 1 
0 -32 -42 -68 -91 -63 -69 -62 -14 
-15 -266 -388 -51 -442 -393 -246 -9 
104 17 214 244 26 22 122 -1 
1 73 93 9 8 11 13 8 -2 
11 0 -9 -81 -167 -254 -196 1 -124 -42 -12 
12 0 62 69 5 3 68 93 7 -1 
IN 0 57 112 13 15 17 152 66 -8 
14 0 -19 -31 -45 -589 -51 -449 -28 -11 
15 0 1 -5 11 2 -11 27 , 
24 2 
1 8 121 114 100 133 137 89 -5 
17 - -58 -141 -22 -164 -10 -44 -11 
18 1 74 10 104 93 12 13 7 -1 
all values are in microstrain 
Figure L-6 Electric resistance strain gauge results in Raw and Normalised formats 
on all six sides of the nut. 
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The results presented in Figure L-6 show the readings collected for each strain gauge. 
To calculate the principle strains (the axial and the hoop strains) these results need to 
be converted using Equation 6-2. The converted results for the ten tests carried out 
can be seen below. (All results are in microstrain) 
First test 
Principle strain 
Pressure/Load bar 50 bar 100 bar 150 bar 00 bar 150 bar 100 bar 50 bar bar 
Groove 
Axial Strain 0 214 389 531 66 639 530 28 -3 
Hoop Strain -178 -29 -40 -531 -47 -429 -25 -1 
Flat face 
Axial Strain 144 243 316 37 380 351 206 9 
Hoop Strain -9 -81 -168 -25 -197 -12 -42 -12 
Figure L-7 Electric resistance strain gauge converted results - First test 
Second test 
Principle strain 
Pressure/Load bar 0 bar 100 bar 150 bar 200 bar 150 bar 100 bar 50 bar bar 
move 
Axial Strain 217 392 534 66 642 533 289 
Hoop Strain -176 -293 -40 -52 -47 -427 -253 -81 
lat face 
Axial Strain 142 241 314 37 378 349 204 
Hoop Strain -7 -16 -25 -194 -122 -39 
Figure L-8 Electric resistance strain gauge converted results - Second test 
Third test 
Principle strain 
Pressure/Load bar 50 bar 100 bar 150 bar 200 bar 150 bar 100 bar 50 bar bar 
Groove 
Axial Strain 213 388 530 664 638 529 28 -4 
Hoop Strain -17 -292 -404 -52 -472 -42 -252 -71 
Flat face 
Axial Strain 148 247 
- 
320 37 384 35 21 
J 
Hoop Strain -11 -83 -17 -257 -199 -127 -44 -1 
Figure L-9 Electric resistance strain gauge converted results - Third test 
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Fourth test 
Principle strain 
Pressure/Load bar 50 bar 100 bar 150 bar 00 bar 150 bar 100 bar 50 bar bar 
roove 
ial Strain 212 387 529 66 63 52 284 
Hoop Strain 0 1 -18 -297 -409 -53 -477 -431 -257 -12 
Flat face 
Axial Strain 143 242 31 37 379 35 205 
Hoop Strain 0 -A -79 -166 -25 -19 -123 -4 
- 
-1 
Figure L- 10 Electric resistance strain gauge converted results - Fourth test 
Fifth test 
Principle strain 
Pressure/Load bar 50 bar 100 bar 150 bar 00 bar 150 bar 100 bar 50 bar bar 
Groove 
Axial Strain 218 393 53 66 643 534 290 1 
Hoop Strain 0 -179 -296 -408 -53 -476 -430 -256 -11 
lat face 
ial Strain 143 242 31 374 379 350 20 
lHoop Strain 
4 
-9 -811 _ -168 -25 -197 -12 -42 -12 
Figure L-1 I Electric resistance strain gauge converted results - Fifth test 
Sixth test 
Principle strain 
Pressure/Load bar 50 bar 100 bar 150 bar 200 bar 150 bar 100 bar 50 bar bar 
move 
Axial Strain 0 211 386 528 662 63 527 283 
Hoop Strain -177 -294 -406 -53 -474 -428 -254 -91 
Flat face 
Axial Strain 147 24 31 37 38 354 20 12 
Hoo Strain 0 -10 -82 -169 -25 -19 -12 -43 -1 
Figure L-12 Electric resistance strain gauge converted results - Sixth test 
Seventh test 
Principle strain 
Pressure/Load bar 50 bar 100 bar 150 bar 00 bar 150 bar 100 bar 50 bar bar 
Groove 
Axial Strain 211 386 528 662 63 527 283 -6 
Hoop Strain -181 -298 -41 -534 -478 -432 -258 -131 
Flat face 
Axial Strain 142 241 314 37 378 349 204 
Hoop Strain 0 -11 -83 -170 -25 -199 -127 -44 -1 
Figure L-13 Electric resistance strain gauge converted results - Seventh test 
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Eighth test 
Principle strain 
Pressure/Load bar 50 bar 100 bar 150 bar 200 bar 150 bar 100 bar 50 bar bar 
Groove 
Axial Strain 0 219 394 53 67 644 53 291 2 
, Hoop Strain -174 -291 -403 -52 -471 -42 -251 
Flat face 
Axial Strain 148 247 32 37 384 35 210 1 
Hoop Strain -9 -81 -168 -25 -197 -12 -42 -12 
Figure L-14 Electric resistance strain gauge converted results - Eighth test 
Ninth test 
Principle strain 
Pressure/Load bar 0 bar 100 bar 150 bar 00 bar 150 bar 100 bar 50 bar bar 
move 
Axial Strain 21 38 53 66 638 529 285 -4 
Hoop Strain 0 -180 -29 -409 -53 -477 -431 -257 -12 
Flat face 
Axial Strain 139 238 311 37 37 34 201 
Hoop Strain -77 -164 -251 -193 -121 -38 
Figure L-15 Electric resistance strain gauge converted results - Ninth test 
Tenth test 
Principle strain 
Pressure/Load bar 50 bar 100 bar 150 bar 200 bar 150 bar 100 bar 50 bar bar 
move 
Axial Strain 212 38 53 664 63 529 28 -4 
Hoo Strain 0 -18 -297 -409 -53 -47 -431 -257 -12 
Flat face 
Axial Strain 144 23 311 37 37 34 201 
Hoop Strain 0 -13 -77 -164 -251 -193 -121 -381 -8 
Figure L-16 Electric resistance strain gauge converted results - Tenth test 
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Appendix M 
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Figure M-1 Modified washer design 
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Appendix N 
The experimental test results for the washer are presented here. Figure N-1 shows the 
raw and the normalised strain reading results from the Whetstone Bridge, followed by 
the calculated principle strain results for the 10 tests carried out. The principle strains 
were calculated according to Equation 6-2. 
RAW RESULTS 
Gau e ocation Pressure 
bar 50 bar 100 bar 150 bar 00 bar 150 bar 100 bar 50 bar bar 
I roove 1 -1( -22 -32 -4 -47 -51 -54 -61 -6 
2 roove 2 -3 -76 -11 -154 -194 -15 -12 -84 -4 
Groove 2 -6( -74 -9 -118 -140 -13 -13 -128 -121 
4 Flat 141 -120 -23 -336 -433 -343 -252 -145 
Flat -301 -584 -86 -1158 -922 -671 -383 -2 
Flat -125 -243 -34 -450 -357 -264 -151 
Groove 2 -83 -168 -24 -315 -23 -153 -64 
8 roove 2 -188 -364 -554 -747 -578 -402 -216 -1 
roove 2 -1 -70 -99 -123 -138 -101 -6 -4 -1 
1 roove 3 12 -26 -60 -87 -108 -68 -31 - 
1 
11 roove 3 12 -148 -313 3 -474 -630 -48q -33 -159 
12 roove 3 1 -50 -1 06 -159 -204 -142 -82 -24 1 
all values are in microstrain 
NORMALISED RESULTS 
Gauge ocation Pressure 
bar 50 bar 100 bar 150 bar 00 bar 150 bar 100 bar 50 bar bar 
1 roove 1 19 49 66 74 8 53 17 
2 3roove 2 -178 -29 -40 -531 -47 -42 -255 -3 
Groove 2 17 4 58 60 79 4 14 -61 
Flat 122 20 252 29 304 277 160 -1 
Flat 7 -47 -127 -207 -144 -8 -25 
Flat 83 1231 121 11 148 147 89 1 
roove 2 -32 -42 -68 -91 -6 -69 -62 -1 
roove 2 -156 -266 -38 -510 -442 -39 -246 -91 
roove 2 104 177 214 244 26 22 122 -1 
1 roove 3 73 93 9 8 11 13 89 
11 roove 3 -9 -81 -167 -254 -196 -124 -42 -1 
12 roove 3 62 6 55 1 35 68 93 7 -1 
all values are in microstrain 
Figure N-1 Electric resistance strain gauge results in Raw and Normalised formats 
for the three grooves and the flat side of the washer 
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First test 
Principle strain 
Pressure/Load bar 50 bar 100 bar 150 bar 00 bar 150 bar 100 bar 50 bar bar 
move 
ial Strain -174 -347 -51 -67 -51 -34 -177 -1 
Hoop Strain 7 157 242 35 300 226 14E 0 
Flat face 
Axial Strain -336 -666 -95 -125 -989 -702 -393 -2 
Hoop Strain 71 160 25 364 284 188 101 1 
Figure N-2 Electric resistance strain gauge converted results - First test 
Second test 
Principle strain 
Pressure/Load bar 50 bar 100 bar 150 bar 200 bar 150 bar 100 bar 50 bar bar 
move 
Axial Strain -17 -34 -514 -67 -52 -34 -17 -4 
Hoop Strain 0 73 15 240 351 298 224 146 -2 
Flat face 
Axial Strain -336 -671 -96 -126 -994 -70 -398 
Hoop Strain 67 1 64 259 36 288 192 105 5 
Figure N-3 Electric resistance strain gauge converted results - Second test 
Third test 
Principle strain 
Pressure/Load bar 0 bar 100 bar 150 bar 00 bar 150 bar 100 bar 50 bar bar 
Groove 
Axial Strain -17 -348 -514 -67 -52 -34 -17 4 
Hoop Strain 0 7 15 240 351 298 224 146 -2 
lat face 
Axial Strain -341 -671 -96 -126 -994 -707 398 -7 
Hoop Strain 0 75 1 164 259 36 288 192 105 5 
Figure N-4 Electric resistance strain gauge converted results - Third test 
Fourth test 
Principle strain 
Pressure/Load bar 50 bar 100 bar 150 bar 00 bar 150 bar 100 bar 50 bar bar 
move 
Axial Strain -174 -346 -514 -67 -518 -352 -17 
oop Strain 64 146 234 32 274 20 121 31 
lat face 
iai Strain -341 -671 -960 -126 -99 -70 -398 
Hoo Strain 0 81 167 
. 
272 38 30 21 11 11 
Figure N-5 Electric resistance strain gauge converted results - Fourth test 
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Fifth test 
Principle strain 
Pressure/Load bar 50 bar 100 bar 150 bar 00 bar 150 bar 100 bar 50 bar bar 
Groove 
Axial Strain -17 -34 -51 -67 -51 -351 -17 
Hoop Strain 0 6 148 236 32 276 207 123 
Flat face 
Axial Strain -33 -66 -95 -125 -989 -702 -39 -2 
Hoop Strain 7 163 26 382 302 211 112 7 
Figure N-6 Electric resistance strain gauge converted results - Fifth test 
Sixth test 
Principle strain 
Pressure/Load bar 50 bar 100 bar 150 bar 00 bar 150 bar 100 bar 50 bar bar 
roove 
Axial Strain -180 -34 -507 -66 -51 -346 -176 0 
Hoop Strain 91 17 26 35 304 231 118 2 
Flat face 
Axial Strain -34 -67 -97 -124 -98 -708 -389 
Hoo Strain 77 169 27 36 288 193 T 101 
Figure N-7 Electric resistance strain gauge converted results - Sixth test 
Seventh test 
Principle strain 
Pressure/Load bar 50 bar 100 bar 150 bar 200 bar 150 bar 100 bar 50 bar bar 
move 
Axial Strain -181 -346 -508 -67 -516 -347 -177 -1 
Hoop Strain 89 174 264 354 302 229 116 0 
lat face 
Axial Strain 0 -35 -681 -97 -125 -992 -713 -394 
1 
-5 
Hoop Strain 81 173 274 36 292 197 100 7 
Figure N-8 Electric resistance strain gauge converted results - Seventh test 
Eighth test 
Principle strain 
Pressure/Load bar 50 bar 100 bar 150 bar 00 bar 150 bar 100 bar 50 bar bar 
move 
Axial Strain 0 -17 -342 -504 -66 -51 -34 -170 0 
Hoop Strain 84 169 259 34 297 221 141 
Flat face 
Axial Strain -337 -66 -961 -123 -982 -69 -38 1 
Hoop Strain 6 15 258 34 27 17 8 -1 
Figure N-9 Electric resistance strain gauge converted results - Eights test 
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Ninth test 
Principle strain 
Pressure/Load bar 50 bar 100 bar 150 bar 00 bar 150 bar 100 bar 50 bar bar 
move 
ial Strain 0 -181 -346 -508 -671 -519 -344 -174 -4 
Hoop Strain 94 179 269 35 307 231 151 
Flat face 
Axial Strain 0 -342 -674 -966 -124 -987 -698 -38q 5 
Hoop Strain 0 73 166 26 35 283 18 9 -2 
Figure N-10 Electric resistance strain gauge converted results - Ninth test 
Tenth test 
Principle strain 
Pressure/Load bar 50 bar 100 bar 150 bar 00 bar 150 bar 100 bar 50 bar bar 
move 
Axial Strain 212 388 53 664 638 529 285 4 
Hoop Strain -18 -29 -409 -53 -477 -431 -257 -12 
Flat face 
Axial Strain 0 144 238 311 37 37 346 201 
Hoop Strain -13 JA _ -164 -251 -193 -121 -3 
Figure N-11 Electric resistance strain gauge converted results - Tenth test 
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Appendix 0 
The axial and the hoop strain on the washer can be determined theoretically by using 
the principles of mechanics material assuming that the washer has no grooves. 
Load P 
Inner diameter, D; 
Young's Modulus, E 
Poisson's ratio, v 
Figure 0-1 Parameters to calculate the strain in the washer 
Figure 0-1 shows the parameters needed to calculate the strain on a simple washer. 
Using these parameters the axial and hoop strain can be calculated as follows. 
4P 
Ea = 
En(Do2 _Dj2) 
Equation 0-1 
4Pv 
Eh = 
E7c(Do2 _ Di 
2 Equation 0-2 
Using these equations it is possible to find the strains at maximum load of 703 kN. At 
this load the theoretical surface strains for the washer are -1137 microstrains in the 
axial direction and 341 microstrains in the hoop direction. Assuming that the surface 
strain is linearly related to the load (and at zero load the strain is zero) it is possible to 
predict the load on the washer by working backwards from the measured surface 
strains. 
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Outer diameter, D. 
For example at a load of 50 bars (175.8 kN) the experimentally measured strain in the 
axial direction is -172.7 microstrain and in the hoop direction it is 65.7 microstrain. 
Using these values the theoretical loading can be calculated as follows. 
Axial direction: 
Loadestimated = -172.7x703kN 
-1137 
= 106.8kN Equation 0-3 
Hoop direction: 
65.7 x 703kN Loadestimated = 341.1 -135.4kN Equation 0-4 
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Figure P-I Washer parameters 
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Appendix Q 
Fatigue data for 0.4% C-Ni-Cr-Mo steel obtained from Corus through a private 
communication. 
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Figure Q-1 S-N data showing rotating bending fatigue properties of SNCM439 
steel tempered at 580 °C 
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Figure Q-2 S-N data showing rotating bending fatigue properties of SNCM439 
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Figure Q-4 S-N data showing uniaxial stress fatigue properties of SNCM439 steel 
tempered at 630 °C 
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